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Educational Design Research

Educational design research is the systematic study of designing, developing, and
evaluating educational programs, processes, and products. It can be an invaluable
process, yielding considerable insight into how to optimize educational interven-
tions and better understand teaching and learning. However, the fact that such
investigations are typically carried out in naturalistic settings – with all the
color and complexity that accompany real classrooms and schools – presents
researchers with significant methodological challenges, and scientific rigor can be
difficult to maintain. This book addresses a clear and growing need to better
understand and address the challenges faced by educational design researchers.

Educational Design Research has been written to appeal to the rapidly
growing international audience of educational researchers who situate their
studies in practice. The publication contains four main parts, plus supplementary
materials available on a companion website. First, a mixture of substantive infor-
mation is presented for those interested in learning about the essence of design
research. The second part of the book features examples of design research, and
in the third, researchers share their views on quality assurance. Finally, policy
implications are offered and discussed, with particular attention paid to under-
standing and evaluating design research work.

Altogether, this book provides an informative and instructive platform for
considering the domain of design research in education. Anyone with an interest
in educational research will find it essential reading.

Jan van den Akker is Professor at the Department of Curriculum, University of
Twente, the Netherlands, and Director of the National Institute for Curriculum
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Koeno Gravemeijer is Professor at the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of
Utrecht, the Netherlands.

Susan McKenney is Assistant Professor at the Department of Curriculum,
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Introducing educational design
research

Introducing educational design research

Origins of this book

Design research has been gaining momentum in recent years, particularly in
the field of educational studies. This has been evidenced by prominent
journal articles (Burkhardt and Schoenfeld 2003), book chapters (Richey et
al. 2004), as well as books (van den Akker et al. 1999) and special issues of
journals dedicated specifically to the topic (Educational Researcher 32(1),
2003; Journal of the Learning Sciences 13(1), 2004), or to the more general
need to revisit research approaches, including design research (Journal of
Computing in Higher Education 16(2), 2005).

Definition of the approach is now beginning to solidify, but also to differ-
entiate. As methodological guidelines and promising examples begin to
surface with abundance, pruning becomes necessary (Kelly 2004). Dede
(2004) as well as Gorard et al. (2004) call for the educational research
community to seriously reflect on setting standards that improve the quality
of this approach.

This book offers such a reflection. Most of its chapters are revised,
updated, and elaborated versions of presentations given at a seminar held in
Amsterdam, organized by the Dutch Program Council for Educational
Research from the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research (NWO/
PROO). As a funding agency, NWO/PROO is interested in the clarification
of what design research entails as well as articulation of quality standards
and criteria to judge proposals and evaluate the outcomes of such research.
The presentations and discussions during the seminar were very fruitful and
stimulating. They provided the impetus to produce this book, which makes
the findings available to a wider audience.

Motives for design research

The first and most compelling argument for initiating design research stems
from the desire to increase the relevance of research for educational policy
and practice. Educational research has long been criticized for its weak link
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with practice. Those who view educational research as a vehicle to inform
improvement tend to take such criticism more seriously than those who
argue that studies in the field of education should strive for knowledge in
and of itself. Design research can contribute to more practical relevance. By
carefully studying progressive approximations of ideal interventions in their
target settings, researchers and practitioners construct increasingly work-
able and effective interventions, with improved articulation of principles
that underpin their impact (Collins et al. 2004; van den Akker 1999). If
successful in generating findings that are more widely perceived to be rele-
vant and usable, the chances for improving policy are also increased.

A second motive for design research relates to scientific ambitions. Along-
side directly practical applications and policy implications, design research
aims at developing empirically grounded theories through combined study of
both the process of learning and the means that support that process (diSessa
and Cobb 2004; Gravemeijer 1994, 1998). Much of the current debate on
design research concerns the question of how to justify such theories on the
basis of design experiments. As the thrust to better understand learning and
instruction in context grows, research must move from simulated or highly
favorable settings toward more naturally occurring test beds (Barab and
Squire 2004; Brown 1992).

A third motive relates to the aspiration of increasing the robustness of
design practice. Many educational designers energetically approach the
construction of innovative solutions to emerging educational problems, yet
their understanding oftentimes remains implicit in the decisions made and
the resulting design. From this perspective, there is a need to extract more
explicit learning that can advance subsequent design efforts (Richey and
Nelson 1996; Richey et al. 2004; Visscher-Voerman and Gustafson 2004).

About design research

In this book, we use Design research as a common label for a family of
related research approaches with internal variations in aims and character-
istics. It should be noted, however, that there are also many other labels to
be found in literature, including (but not limited to) the following:

• Design studies, Design experiments
• Development/Developmental research
• Formative research, Formative evaluation
• Engineering research.

Clearly, we are dealing with an emerging trend, characterized by a prolif-
eration of terminology and a lack of consensus on definitions (see van den
Akker (1999) for a more elaborate overview). While the terminology has yet
to become established, it is possible to outline a number of characteristics
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that apply to most design studies. Building on previous works (Cobb et al.
2003; Kelly 2003; Design-Based Research Collective 2003; Reeves et al.
2005; van den Akker 1999) design research may be characterized as:

• Interventionist: the research aims at designing an intervention in the real
world;

• Iterative: the research incorporates a cyclic approach of design, evalua-
tion, and revision;

• Process oriented: a black box model of input–output measurement is
avoided, the focus is on understanding and improving interventions;

• Utility oriented: the merit of a design is measured, in part, by its practi-
cality for users in real contexts; and

• Theory oriented: the design is (at least partly) based upon theoretical
propositions, and field testing of the design contributes to theory
building.

The following broad definition of Barab and Squire (2004) seems to be a
generic one that encompasses most variations of educational design research:
“a series of approaches, with the intent of producing new theories, artifacts,
and practices that account for and potentially impact learning and teaching
in naturalistic settings.”

Further clarification of the nature of design research may be helped by a
specification of what it is not. The most noteworthy aspect is probably
that design researchers do not emphasize isolated variables. While design
researchers do focus on specific objects and processes in specific contexts,
they try to study those as integral and meaningful phenomena. The context-
bound nature of much design research also explains why it usually does not
strive toward context-free generalizations.

Inside this book

This book was created to appeal to the rapidly growing international audi-
ence of educational researchers who situate their studies in practice. The
publication contains four main parts, plus supplemental materials available
on the publisher’s website. First, a mixture of substantive information is
presented for those interested in learning about the essence of design
research. This includes: its origins, applications for this approach, and
discussion of benefits and risks associated with studies of this nature. The
second part of the book features domain-specific perspectives on design
research. Here, examples are given in terms of how this approach can serve
the design of learning environments, educational technology, and curric-
ulum. The third part of the book speaks to the issue of quality assurance.
Three researchers express their thoughts on how to guard academic rigor
while conducting design studies. In the last part of the book, policy
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implications are offered in broad terms, and specifically in terms of under-
standing and evaluating design research work. While the book’s supple-
mental website contains additional information, its primary goal is to
provide in-depth examples of high-quality design research. Together, the
four book components and website provide an informative and instructive
platform for considering the domain of design research in education.
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Toward productive design studies
What and whyToward productive design studies

Why now?

My thinking about design research begins with the question: Why now?
Why have some researchers and policymakers become interested in design
research at just this moment in history? I think that there are two major
reasons. The most important is disappointment with the impact of conven-
tional approaches to research in education. We have seen no intellectual
breakthroughs in research in education comparable to advances in medi-
cine, engineering, and the sciences; nor have we seen any measurable
improvement in teaching practices or student learning on a large scale. In
clinical experiments, practices and programs supposedly backed by research
have generally proved to be only slightly better than conventional practice.
In short, more than half a century of research into education since World
War II has not noticeably improved education. In many countries the quality
of education seems to have declined over the past several decades, just when
educational research had supposedly begun to accumulate enough knowledge
for its findings to make an impact. Many of us who advocate design research
believe that it has the potential, in conjunction with standard forms of
inquiry, to produce the kind of impact research has made in other areas of
life, an argument I will develop later.

The second reason why some researchers and policymakers have begun to
find design research attractive is the availability of promising new theories of
learning and technologies through which these theories can be applied.
Cognitive science, activity theory (or social constructionism), and brain
research offer new perspectives on learning that may well be more powerful
than the theories that have guided traditional research such as behaviorism,
depth psychology (Freud, Jung, Adler, etc.), and conventional social
psychology.

Some of these new theories make predictions about intricate details of
learning that are not accessible to teachers and students in ordinary class-
room situations. Others consider a much wider range of social influences and
interactions than that which occurs in classrooms. New forms of educational
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intervention may be needed to realize practical benefits from these new theo-
ries. Fortunately, information and communication technologies have devel-
oped to the point where new technologically supported interactions may
now be designed to apply and test these theories. Design research seems valu-
able, if not essential, in developing these new interventions.

How research influences practice

For most of its history, research in education has influenced practice only
loosely and indirectly. Researchers taught theories and findings to educators
– teachers, professional leaders, and researchers-in-training – and they in
turn applied the theories. However, in practice theory and research findings
often functioned as little more than slogans for reformers. Child-centered
learning, discovery learning, and the project method, for instance, were,
according to their advocates, said to be “based on research,” but the range
of practices included under their banners was so broad that each became
more of a philosophy than a well-defined design. Occasionally theorists and
researchers themselves actually designed concrete materials for teachers and
students to use. Maria Montessori’s preschool tasks, the look–say method
of reading instruction, the initial teaching alphabet, standardized tests, and
programmed instruction are well-known examples of materials designed
by theorists and researchers. However, studies comparing research-based
teaching methods or materials with conventional ones showed small effects
or no statistically significant differences.

Design research envisions a tighter, more rigorous connection between
learning principles and features of the educational innovation. In design
research, a theorist or researcher’s rigorous analysis of a learning problem
leads to quite specific ideas for interventions. Designers then build systems
that use information technology to create specific teaching and learning
materials and methods designed to realize learning gains predicted by theory
and research. If the theoretical analysis is right, then these interventions
ought to give markedly more effective results. Designing these systems is an
R&D endeavor, not a work of imagination or a straightforward deduction
from theory. In order to create interventions, designers need to study how
students and teachers actually respond to specific features of the design
suggested by the theory. In other words, to show that a design rigorously
implements principles from research and theory, designers must do design
research.

Having shown that their design functions the way that theory predicts it
should, designers need to try their design and see if its results really do live up
to predictions. The first tests of any new design will most likely show weak
results or none at all because designs need to be tuned and optimized to give
best results. To be effective, any complex system normally requires a precise
configuration of its elements. For instance, early radios worked – they would
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transmit and receive radio frequency signals – but they were weak and unreli-
able. Through design research, engineers discovered more effective ways to
amplify the signal, sharpen the tuning, reduce noise, and make the radio’s
operation more reliable. It is only logical to suppose that the kind of research
engineers do to improve the design of radios and other devices will also be
needed to improve educational designs. (Of course, the kind of research
needed for educational designs will be different from that conducted in engi-
neering. Teachers and students are central to the functioning of educational
practices and so design research in education needs methods drawn from the
human sciences, arts, and humanities.)

In order to study the effectiveness of preliminary designs, design research-
ers need sound, reliable indicators of learning. Traditional tests created by
teachers and conventional standardized tests are too crude and imprecise to
test for the kinds of learning that the new theories envision. Design research-
ers have already developed a range of techniques for generating good indica-
tors of learning, including close ethnographic observation, standard learning
tasks with scoring rubrics, and other techniques for learning assessment.
Assessment techniques are domain specific, that is, specific to the content
and goals being taught, and so new techniques must be developed for each
domain of learning and teaching. Developing or adapting assessments is an
important part of the design research process. Figure 2.1 shows these rela-
tionships in a diagram.

Guidelines for good design studies

I believe that good design research will lead to more and better learning,
hence the phrase productive design studies in the chapter title. Which
research methods and approaches are most likely to lead to productive
design research? For the most part, these methods will be drawn from estab-
lished disciplines in the human sciences, arts, and humanities. I will mention
several criteria that I would use to choose the methods that are most appro-
priate for design research studies.

10 Decker Walker
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Riskier designs

Standards of methodological rigor traditionally applied to social science
research are not, in my opinion, likely to lead to productive design research.
Traditional standards are designed to test theories and for this purpose it is
crucial to minimize the risk of accepting a false conclusion. Any mistake in
research may lead to mistaken conclusions that hinder the growth of knowl-
edge in the discipline. Any wrong turn in theory building can waste years of
effort of the best scholars and researchers. In testing theories it pays to go to
great lengths to get results that can withstand every criticism.

Design research is not done to test theories, even though its results can
sometimes suggest weaknesses in theory. Rather, design research discovers
ways to build systems based on theories and determine the effectiveness of
these systems in practice. Design research therefore needs to balance bold-
ness and caution in a different way. A super-cautious insistence on design
studies that guard against every potential source of error will yield large,
lengthy, expensive studies that delay designs and multiply their cost many
times over. A series of smaller, less well-controlled studies may give results
nearly as reliable, much faster and cheaper. Designers must deal simulta-
neously with many ambiguities and unknowns. It is often better for them to
get a very preliminary result on several of these than to study one or two
thoroughly while necessarily relying on guesswork, speculation, and assump-
tions for all the others. Design research that takes greater risks of accepting
erroneous conclusions may have higher payoff. Less precise studies that do
not fully disprove alternative hypotheses but look instead for a wide range of
possible effects of complex designs may be sufficient to reveal ways to
improve designs. This does not mean that anything goes. An overly bold
approach that is full of unsubstantiated speculation provides little more than
a random chance of hitting on the right design.

The key to productive design research is to strike a new balance between
caution and risk-taking. Concentrate on the most important design prob-
lems, understand them thoroughly, identify the most promising features for
the design in light of that understanding, build prototypes with these feat-
ures, and try them out. This is a much bolder and riskier research strategy
than conventional social science research methodologists recommend, but it
stands a much better chance of leading to innovative designs.

Study cycles

Traditional approaches to research methods focus on individual studies.
The goal is to design the best possible study to answer a given question. But
design projects always face many questions and varying degrees of uncer-
tainty about them. No single study can help with all, so the temptation is to
focus on one question and do one study to answer that question. This leaves
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all the other questions completely open. A more sensible approach would be
to identify the most important questions surrounding a particular design
problem and plan a series of studies addressing each question. Begin each
case with brief, inexpensive studies that give a general idea of the most
promising approaches to the question. Then invest in studies (perhaps some-
what more intensive, expensive, and lengthy) of the questions that now
seem most crucial. Confine the most rigorous (and therefore most expen-
sive) studies to the last stage and the most crucial remaining questions.

Study resource requirements

All designs cost money, take time to implement, and require expertise and
effort. A design may be successful in improving learning but at a prohibitive
cost or only if taught by someone with a Ph.D. Resource requirements can
and should be estimated and, in the case of programs already in operation,
studied empirically. An aspect of every design study ought to be a consider-
ation of the resources required to sustain the design.

Compare practices

The researcher’s temptation is to study in great depth the best design, that is,
the design option favored by the designer. However, designs advance best
when the most promising options are compared to one another. Under-
standing one option deeply will still not tell the designer whether another
option might be even better. So it is usually a good practice to compare the
promise of all the reasonable design options and narrow the field to two or
three of the most promising options, and then compare these directly in a
study. Often the gold standard in education – the best way known to teach
something – will be something like a human tutor – too expensive to provide
for everyone. Still, it can be helpful to see how closely the new design
approaches the gold standard. It is also often useful to compare the new
design to conventional or accepted practice. The new design may not imme-
diately offer better results than accepted practice, but it may cost a great
deal less or it may be more easily improved or both.

Consider sustainability and robustness

A design that works in the laboratory may not work in the classroom. One
that works in an experimental classroom may not work in a typical class-
room. One that works when everything goes right may degrade drastically
when teachers or students miss classes because of illness or when a teacher
resigns and a new, untrained teacher is appointed, or under any of the
countless circumstances that frequently occur in real life. Every form of
practice degrades under severe conditions. We need designs that degrade
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gracefully rather than catastrophically. We need robust designs – ones that
produce impressive results, not only under ideal conditions, but also under
severe but realistic constraints. And we want sustainable designs that thrive
and improve with time, not ones that slide downhill every year. Design
research can estimate robustness and sustainability and can study them
empirically once designs have been put in practice.

Involve stakeholders in judging design quality

Teachers may be more interested than others in how much work and effort
will be required of them by a new program. Parents may be more interested
than teachers in conflicts between what students learn in the new design and
traditional religious or cultural beliefs. Civic leaders may be more interested
in community involvement. Employers may be more interested in prepara-
tion for work. All these are legitimate concerns and the only way to ensure
that everyone’s concerns are considered in building a new design or studying
it is to involve them in the process. This becomes especially important in
judging the overall desirability of a design compared to accepted practices.
The weighing of incommensurables involved in such a conclusion rules out
an expert judgment and calls for the representation of the various view-
points of those with the most stake in the matter.

Today’s opportunity

Researchers today have an opportunity to pioneer design research and
establish it as an essential part of the creation of new designs for learning
and teaching. The alternative is a future in which designs are dominated by
fashion and marketing considerations. I know of one prominent company,
which produces learning software for children to be used in the home,
whose design process consists of doing market research that leads to a
design of the package the customer will see on the shelf. Several competing
package designs are shown to focus groups of parents and eventually a
design for the box is finalized. At this point, software developers are given
the box and told to produce software to fit it. This might not be a bad way to
start a design process if only the software developers were empowered to
conduct further studies with children to develop software that actually
fostered learning more effectively. Unfortunately, in this case and in so
many others, the rest of the design process was done by the seat of the pants.
If we researchers and academics want more carefully considered designs
with established effectiveness, we have to show the way. Productive design
research is the way.
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Examples from the fieldDesign research from a learning design perspective

In this contribution, we want to elaborate on an approach to design research
that has been used and refined in a series of design research projects in which
the present authors collaborated over a 10-year period. To locate our contri-
bution in this book, we may categorize our approach as falling within the
broader category of design research that aims at creating innovative learning
ecologies in order to develop local instruction theories on the one hand, and
to study the forms of learning that those learning ecologies are intended to
support on the other hand.1 The research projects we focus on involve a
research team taking responsibility for a group of students’ learning for a
period of time. All projects concern the domain of mathematics education
(including statistics education).

The approach to design research, which we developed over the years, has
its roots in the history of the two authors. One has a background in
socioconstructivist analysis of instruction. The other has done work on real-
istic mathematics education (RME) that is carried out in the Netherlands.

The underlying philosophy of design research is that you have to under-
stand the innovative forms of education that you might want to bring about
in order to be able to produce them. This fits with the adage “if you want to
change something, you have to understand it, and if you want to under-
stand something, you have to change it.” The two sides of this adage mirror
the authors’ histories. The socioconstructivist approach was inspired by a
desire for understanding, the RME approach by a need for educational
change.

If we take the first part of the adage, which calls for understanding, we
may observe that the notion of design research has been around for a long
time. Various forms of professional instructional design may be perceived as
informal predecessors of design research. The recognition that instructional
design often had an innovative character, while the available scientific
knowledge base was far too limited to ground the design work sparked the
idea for a type of instructional design that integrated design and research.
This idea was strengthened by the experience that conscious and thorough
instructional design work brought about a learning process in which the
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designers developed valuable and well-grounded knowledge in what retro-
spectively might be called design experiments.

Over time a number of proposals have been made to define design research
in mathematics education, of which Brown’s (1992) article on design experi-
ments is one of the most notable. In the Netherlands, Freudenthal et al.
(1976) were perhaps the first to propose an approach of this type with the
concept of “developmental research,” an idea that was further elaborated by
Streefland (1990) and Gravemeijer (1994, 1998).2 Freudenthal’s ideas were
put to practice in the Dutch Institute for the Development of Mathematics
Education (IOWO; which was later known as OW&OC and is now called
Freudenthal Institute). This work has created fertile ground for the develop-
ment of the so-called domain-specific instruction theory3 of RME (Treffers
1987). This domain-specific theory can be reconstructed as a generalization
over numerous local instruction theories (Gravemeijer 1994).

The second part of the adage, “if you want to understand something, you
have to change it,” points to the other predecessor of our collaborative work
on design research, the constructivist “teaching experiment methodology”
(Cobb and Steffe 1983; Steffe 1983). In this methodology, one-to-one
teaching experiments aimed primarily at understanding how students learn
rather than educational change. These one-to-one teaching experiments were
later expanded into classroom teaching experiments. The need for classroom
teaching experiments arose when analysis of traditional instruction within
the same (socioconstructivist) research program produced only negative
advice for the teachers; advice of the type: Don’t do this, don’t do that. To
create more productive classroom environments, researchers had to take the
responsibility for the design of classroom instruction for an extended period
of time. In doing so, the one-on-one teaching experiment methodology was
expanded to classroom teaching experiments.

The focus on understanding is a salient characteristic of design research. In
this respect, the distinction Bruner (1994) makes between research that aims
at (statistical) explanation, and research that aims at understanding comes to
mind. We may use this distinction to emphasize that the goal of design
research is very different from experimental or quasi-experimental research.
And different goals imply different methods and different forms of justifica-
tion. In relation to this we may quote the NCTM Research Advisory
Committee (1996) that observes “a shift in norms of justification” in mathe-
matics education research. The Committee argues that this is a shift from
research that proves that treatment A works better than treatment B, towards
research that has providing an empirically grounded theory on how the inter-
vention works as its goal.

Note that the intended result of this type of research is theory. The purpose
of design experiments is to develop theories about both the process of
learning and the means designed to support that learning. One may work
towards this goal in two ways, either by developing local instruction theories,
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or by developing theoretical frameworks that address more encompassing
issues. In our approach to design research, we try to combine the two.

In the following, we define what design research is for us by discussing the
three phases of conducting a design experiment: (1) preparing for the experi-
ment, (2) experimenting in the classroom, and (3) conducting retrospective
analyses. In so doing, we will address a range of methodological consider-
ations. To ground the discussion in a concrete design experiment, we will use
an experiment on statistics to illustrate the various phases. Although some
may not consider statistics a part of mathematics, we contend that this illus-
trative case of statistics education is compatible with the kind of mathe-
matics education we seek to bring about.

Phase one – preparing for the experiment

From a design perspective, the goal of the preliminary phase of a design
research experiment is to formulate a local instruction theory that can be
elaborated and refined while conducting the experiment. From a research
perspective, a crucial issue is that of clarifying the study’s theoretical intent.
In elaborating these points, we will start by clarifying how one goes about
establishing the learning goals, or instructional endpoints at which one is
aiming, and the instructional starting points. Next, we will discuss the
conjectured local instruction theory that the research team has to develop.
This local instruction theory encompasses both provisional instructional
activities, and a conjectured learning process that anticipates how students’
thinking and understanding might evolve when the instructional activities
are employed in the classroom. We will close this section by elaborating on
the theoretical intent of an experiment.

Endpoints

The preparation for a classroom design experiment typically begins with the
clarification of the mathematical learning goals. Such a clarification is
needed, as one cannot simply adopt the educational goals that are current in
a given domain. These goals will, in practice, largely be determined by
history, tradition, and assessment practices. Design researchers therefore
cannot just take these goals as a given when starting a design experiment.
Instead, they will have to problematize the topic under consideration from a
disciplinary perspective, and ask themselves: What are the core ideas in this
domain?

We can illustrate this activity of problematizing with our work in the
domain of early statistics.

The conventional content of statistics at the US Middle School level (12–
14-year-old students) is rather meager. It is basically a collection of
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separate topics—such as mean, median, and mode—and standardized
graphical representations. Reviewing the literature, however, did not
offer much help, there appeared to be no consensus on what the central
ideas should be. By analyzing what doing statistics entails, we came to
the conclusion that the notion of distribution plays a central role. We
concluded that distribution could function as an overarching idea that
could go through elementary school, middle school, and up to high
school and college. From this perspective, notions like “center”, “skew-
ness”, “spread”, and “relative frequency” are ways of characterizing
how the data are distributed, rather than separate topics or concepts in
themselves. In addition, different types of statistical representations
come to the fore as different ways of structuring and organizing data sets
in order to detect relevant patterns and trends.

This elaboration serves to emphasize that the goal of design research is not
to take the currently instituted or institutionalized school curriculum as a
given, and to try to find better ways to achieve the already defined goals.
Instead, the research team has to scrutinize those goals from a disciplinary
point of view in order to establish what the most relevant or useful goals are.
Consequently, the design research we describe here is interventionist in char-
acter. In our example, part of our agenda was to attempt to influence what
statistics should be in school, at least at a middle school level in the United
States of America.

Starting points

In order to be able to develop a conjectured local instruction theory, one
also has to consider the instructional starting points. Note that the focus in
doing so is to understand the consequences of earlier instruction, not merely
to document the typical level of reasoning of 12- or 14-year-old students in a
given domain. Here, the existing research literature can be useful. Psycho-
logical studies can usually be interpreted as documenting the effects of prior
instructional history. To complement such a literature study, the researchers
will also have to carry out their own assessments before starting a design
experiment. In some cases, they may be able to use available items and
instruments. In addition to written tests, there will also be a need for other
forms of assessment, such as interviews, or whole class performance assess-
ments. We have found whole-class performance assessments to be particu-
larly useful in documenting instructional starting points. We may illustrate
this with the example of the statistics design experiment.

In preparation for the design experiment in data analysis, we gave a
number of tasks to two classes. Then, rather than attempting to support
the students’ learning in the whole class discussion, the role of the
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teacher was to probe the students’ understanding and reasoning, and to
find out why they used particular approaches. These performance assess-
ments clearly revealed the consequences of the students’ prior instruc-
tion. For them, data analysis was trying to remember what you’re
supposed to do with numbers. Data were not numbers plus context for
them, to use a phrase from Moore (1997). In his view, statisticians are
always dealing with data plus context. In other words, data for these
students were not measures of an attribute of a situation that was rele-
vant with regard to the problem or issue under investigation. So, our
initial challenge in the design experiment was to support a change in
what statistics was about for these students, so that they were actually
analyzing data.

Local instruction theory

Given the potential endpoints on the one hand and the instructional starting
points on the other, the research team has to formulate a local instruction
theory. Such a local instruction theory consists of conjectures about a
possible learning process, together with conjectures about possible means of
supporting that learning process. The means of support encompass poten-
tially productive instructional activities and (computer) tools as well as an
envisioned classroom culture and the proactive role of the teacher. The
research team tries to anticipate how students’ thinking and understanding
might evolve when the planned but revisable instructional activities are
used in the classroom. In this manner, the research team tries to reconcile
the need to plan in advance with the need to be flexible when building
on the students’ current understanding when the design experiment is
underway.

In many domains, the available research literature provides only limited
guidance. In the case of statistics we had to work hard to find five relevant
articles.4 The sort of articles that are relevant for construing local instruction
theories are reports of the process of students’ learning in a particular
domain together with descriptions of the instructional settings, the tasks, and
the tools that enabled or supported that learning.

To compensate for the lack of guidance that the literature offers, design
researchers have to turn to other resources, such as curricula, texts on mathe-
matics education, and the like. Actually, the design researcher may take ideas
from a variety of sources to construe an instructional sequence. Note,
however, that adopting often means adapting. In this respect, the way of
working of a design researcher resembles the manner of working of what the
French call a bricoleur – an experienced tinker/handy person who uses, as
much as possible, those materials that happen to be available. To do so,
many materials will have to be adapted; the bricoleur may even have to
invent new applications, which differ from what the materials were designed
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for. The design researcher follows a similar approach, labeled “theory-
guided bricolage” (Gravemeijer 1994), to indicate that the way in which
selections and adaptations are made will be guided by a (possibly still emer-
gent) domain-specific instruction theory.

The classroom culture and the proactive role of the teacher

Instructional designers typically focus on instructional tasks and tools as
potential means of support. We would argue, however, that one also has to
consider the characteristics of the envisioned classroom culture and pro-
active role of the teacher. One cannot plan instructional activities without
considering how they are going to be enacted in the classroom. Design
researchers therefore also have to consider the nature of classroom norms
and the nature of classroom discourse. We know from experience that the
norms of argumentation can differ radically from one classroom to another,
and that they can make a profound difference in the nature and the quality
of the students’ mathematical learning (Cobb et al. 1989). Considerations
on classroom norms and classroom discourse should therefore be included
in the design.

One of the tasks of the teacher will be to establish the desired classroom
culture. Furthermore, the proactive role of the teacher will include intro-
ducing the instructional activities, or more specifically in the case of statis-
tics, guiding the process of talking through the data creation process. The
teacher will also have to select possible topics for discussion, and orchestrate
whole class discussions on these topics.

Theoretical intent

In addition to elaborating a preliminary instructional design, the research
group also has to formulate the theoretical intent of the design experiment,
because the goal of a design experiment is not just to describe what
happened in a particular classroom. Analyses will have to define cases of
more general phenomena that can inform design or teaching in other situa-
tions. One of the primary aims of a design experiment is to support the
constitution of an empirically grounded local instruction theory.

Another aim of a design experiment might be to place classroom events in
a broader context by framing them as instances of more encompassing
issues. For example, analyses that focus on the proactive role of the teacher,
teacher’s and students’ negotiation of general classroom norms, or the
teacher’s learning might be conducted. Also, the role of symbolizing and
modeling, or more generally of semiotic processes, in supporting students’
learning can become an explicit focus of investigation. The statistics design
experiment became a case of cultivating students’ mathematical interests in
that in the course of these experiments students became very interested in
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conducting data analysis to investigate issues. They came to view this as an
activity worthy of their engagement. This relates to issues such as motivation
and persistence. Ultimately, this might influence their decision of whether or
not to continue studying mathematics. For us, the cultivation of students’
domain-specific interests is an important aspect of mathematical literacy in
its own right.

In addition to these more encompassing issues, we may point to a third
type of theory that could emerge during a series of design experiments. A
series of design experiments can serve as the context for the development of
theories or theoretical frameworks that entail new scientific categories that
can do useful work in generating, selecting, and assessing design alternatives.
The development of a conceptual framework to describe the phenomena
under study is an essential part of a scientific endeavor. New categories,
however, do not come ready-made, and cannot simply be captured by
writing down a definition. New categories have to be invented and embed-
ded in a supporting theoretical framework. Defining scientific terms is more
like finding and validating a new category of existence in the world, for
which we may use the term ontological innovation (diSessa and Cobb,
2004). Examples of such ontological innovations include the framework for
interpreting classroom discourse and communication, which we will discuss
later (Cobb and Yackel 1996), the discovery of metarepresentational compe-
tence (diSessa 1992, 2002), the theory of quantitative reasoning (Thompson
and Thompson 1994, 1996), the design heuristic of emergent modeling
(Gravemeijer 1999), and RME theory in general (Treffers 1987; Gravemeijer
1994). The new frameworks and categories may be sought after, but they
often emerge from design experiments in answer to the need to get a handle
on surprising observations. The initial conceptualization, however, will typi-
cally be crude and in need of further elaboration and improvement. Ontolog-
ical innovations therefore become a topic of a research program that spans a
series of design experiments, within which the theoretical frameworks will be
revised and refined to adjust to a range of design contexts.

Mark that ontological innovations can play a dual role. On the one hand,
they can serve as lenses for making sense of what is happening in the
complex, more-or-less real world instructional setting in which a design
study is conducted. On the other hand, ontological innovations can function
as guidelines or heuristics for instructional design. The concepts of social
norms and sociomathematical norms that we will discuss in more detail
later, may function as an example. The concepts offer an interpretative
framework for analyzing classroom discourse and communication. The
same framework also reveals what norms to aim for to make the design
experiment successful. RME theory may play a similar dual role; the theory
not only guides the design, but also offers a framework for interpreting the
students’ learning process. One point of attention, for instance, will be the
variety of solution procedures that the students produce. This can be seen as
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an indication of the extent to which these solution procedures are student
inventions rather than regurgitated copies of examples given by the teacher
or other students. Moreover, according to the reinvention principle, one
expects the variation in solution procedures to correspond with the conjec-
tured reinvention route.

Phase two – the design experiment

The second phase consists of actually conducting the design experiment.
When all the preparation has been done, the overall endpoints are specified,
the starting points defined, and a conjectured local instruction theory
formulated, the design experiment can start. The research group will take
the responsibility for the learning process of a group of students, whether it
be for 5 weeks, for 3 months, or even for a whole school year. However,
before describing this second phase, it is important to clarify the intent or
purpose of actually experimenting in the classroom.

Although, for some, the term experiment may evoke associations with
experimental, or quasi-experimental, research, the objective of the design
experiment is not to try and demonstrate that the initial design or the initial
local instruction theory works. The overall goal is not even to assess whether
it works, although, of course, the researchers will necessarily do so. Instead,
the purpose of the design experiment is both to test and improve the conjec-
tured local instruction theory that was developed in the preliminary phase,
and to develop an understanding of how it works.

We will start our discussion of the design experiment with the iterative
sequence of tightly integrated cycles of design and analysis, which is key to
the process of testing, improving, and understanding. Next, we will briefly
touch upon the kind of data that are generated. Then, we address the need
for explicating the interpretative framework(s) one uses for interpreting
classroom discourse and communication as well as for interpreting students’
mathematical reasoning and learning.

Microcycles of design and analysis

At the heart of the design experiment lies a cyclic process of (re)designing
and testing instructional activities and other aspects of the design. In each
lesson cycle, the research team conducts an anticipatory thought experiment
by envisioning how the proposed instructional activities might be realized in
interaction in the classroom, and what students might learn as they partici-
pate in them. During the enactment of the instructional activities in the
classroom, and in retrospect, the research team tries to analyze the actual
process of student participation and learning. On the basis of this analysis,
the research team makes decisions about the validity of the conjectures that
are embodied in the instructional activity, the establishment of particular
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norms, and the revision of those specific aspects of the design. The design
experiment therefore consists of cyclic processes of thought experiments
and instruction experiments (Freudenthal 1991; Figure 3.1).

We may associate these microcycles of design and analysis with Simon’s
(1995) “mathematical teaching cycle.” According to this idea, a mathe-
matics teacher will first try to anticipate what the mental activities of the
students will be when they participate in some envisioned instructional activ-
ities. Then the teacher will try to find out to what extent the actual thinking
processes of the students correspond with the hypothesized ones during the
enactment of those activities to finally reconsider potential or revised follow-
up activities. To characterize the teacher’s thinking, Simon coined the term,
“hypothetical learning trajectory,” which he described as “The consider-
ation of the learning goal, the learning activities, and the thinking and
learning in which the students might engage” (Simon 1995: 133). The math-
ematical teaching cycle, then, may be described as conjecturing, enacting,
and revising hypothetical learning trajectories.

We may compare the microcycles of design and analysis with the concept
of an empirical cycle of hypotheses testing. A fundamental difference, how-
ever, is that the evaluation of the former concerns inferences about the
mental activities of the students, not merely observable behavior of the
students, since the goal for the design researcher is not just to find out
whether the participation of the students in those particular activities results
in certain anticipated behaviors, but to understand the relation between the
students’ participation and the conjectured mental activities.

To give an example of other such conjectures we may return to our
example of statistics.

Earlier we stated that one of our initial goals was that the students would
actually be analyzing data, not just numbers without context. With that
in mind, we instituted a process that we called “talking through the
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process of data creation.” On the basis of pragmatic considerations, and
since our focus was on data analysis, we did not involve the students in
activities of data gathering. We did not, however, want the data to drop
out of thin air for the students. Moreover, following Tzou (2000), we
would argue that data are not ready available; data are created. Data
are the result of measuring, and often specific measures are construed
to find an answer to a certain question. We conjectured that it would be
essential for students to experience this process of creating data to
answer a question if data were to be measures rather than mere
numbers for them. We may illustrate this with an example.

In one of the initial instructional activities, we wanted the students to
compare data on the life span of two brands of batteries. However, it
was important that they do so for a reason that they considered legiti-
mate. The teacher therefore began by asking the students if they used
batteries, and what they used them for. They told that they used them in
portable CD-players, tape recorders, and so forth. So, for them the
quality of batteries appeared to be a significant issue. Next the teacher
asked about the things that they focus on when buying batteries. The
students came up with life span and costs. So together teacher and
students identified life span as a relevant dimension. Then the discussion
turned to how to figure out which of two different brands of batteries
would have the better life span. And the students were asked to come up
with ideas about how to make measurements. They offered various
proposals, often the idea came up of putting a number of batteries in
“identical” appliances, everything from torch flash lights, to clocks, to
whatever. It was only against that background of actually having talked
through the data creation process that the data the students were to
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analyze were introduced. In doing so, we conjectured that as a conse-
quence of engaging in this process the data that were introduced would
have a history for the students. Shown in Figure 3.2 are the data on the
life span of two brands of batteries, which are presented by “magnitude-
value bars” in the first computer minitool.
Each bar signifies the life span of a single battery. This computer tool has
a number of options; the students can for example sort the bars by size,
by the colors that correspond with different subsets. When we intro-
duced this type of visual representation, we purposely chose situations
with linearity, such as time, that in our view would fit with this represen-
tation. We conjectured that this representation would be relatively trans-
parent for the students thanks to their experience with scale lines and the
like. We further conjectured that the students would focus on the posi-
tion of the endpoints of the bars when comparing the data sets, and that
the combination of a significant number of high values of the Always
Ready batteries in combination with a few short life spans would create
opportunities for a productive discussion.

In this example we focused on various conjectures, such as the conjecture that
by engaging students in the task of comparing two sets of data, which differed
markedly in distribution of data values – while using the first minitool – would
lead to a discussion about how the data values are distributed. We would be
remiss if we did not clarify that the actual conjectures were in fact more
complex, in that they also encompassed choices about organization of the class-
room activities and classroom norms, as well as the nature of instructional activ-
ities and tools. These are relatively detailed conjectures about the means of
supporting shifts in students’ reasoning that we anticipated would be important.

As a clarifying note, it is helpful to distinguish between two complementary
ways of identifying causal relations – the regularity conception of causality
that is connected to observed regularities, and a process-oriented conception
of causal explanation “that sees causality as fundamentally referring to the
actual causal mechanisms and processes that are involved in particular events
and situations” (Maxwell 2004: 4). In the latter, a “causal explanation” of a
causal relation refers to “the mechanisms through which and the conditions
under which that causal relationship holds” (Shadish et al. (2002), cited in
Maxwell (2004: 4)). In contrast to the regularity conception of causality,
causal explanation can, in principle, be identified in a single case (Maxwell
2004: 6). These mechanisms are exactly the kind of causal explanation that the
design researchers seek to develop. In this sense, the microcycles of thought
and instruction experiments correspond to a process-oriented conception of
causal explanation, while the empirical cycle corresponds with the regularity
conception of causality. Note, however, that in the context of design research,
it will not be sufficient to come to understand one student’s thinking. Instead,
to be of value, the researchers must document that a significant proportion of
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students reason in a comparable manner. In addition, regularities in the varia-
tion in student thinking will be essential for productive classroom discussions.

In a design experiment, the microcycles of thought and instruction experi-
ments serve the development of the local instruction theory. In fact, there is a
reflexive relation between the thought and instruction experiments and the
local instruction theory that is being developed. On one hand, the conjec-
tured local instruction theory guides the thought and instruction experi-
ments, and on the other, the microcycles of design and analysis shape the
local instruction theory (Figure 3.3).

These microcycles require that the research team engages in an ongoing
analysis of individual students’ activity and of classroom social processes to
inform new anticipatory thought experiments, the design or revision of
instructional activities, and, sometimes, the modification of learning goals.
In service of such an analysis, it is critical in our experience that the
researchers are present in the classroom when the design experiment is
in progress, and conduct short debriefing sessions with the collaborating
teacher immediately after each classroom session in order to develop shared
interpretations of what might be going on in the classroom.

We also find it vital to have longer periodic meetings. The focus of these
meetings is primarily on the conjectured local instruction theory as a whole. A
local instruction theory encompasses both the overall process of learning and
the instructional activities that are designed to foster the mental activities that
constitute the long-term process. So, we may also observe a process of conjec-
turing and revising on two levels, on the level of the individual classroom
sessions, and on the level of the instructional sequence as a whole. In addition
to the adaptation of the overall learning process during a design experiment,
we may also discern macrocycles, which span entire experiments, in the sense
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that the retrospective analysis of a design experiment can feed forward to inform
a subsequent experiment (Figure 3.4). From this process emerges a more robust
local instructional theory that, we would add, is still potentially revisable.

Data generation

Decisions about the types of data that need to be generated in the course of
an experiment depend on the theoretical intent of the design experiment.
These are in a sense pragmatic decisions in that the data have to make it
possible for researchers to address the issues that were identified as the theo-
retical intent at the start of the design experiment. If the design experiment
focuses on the development of a local instruction theory, for instance, it
makes sense to video record all classroom sessions, conduct pre- and post-
interviews with the students, make copies of all of the students’ work, and
assemble field notes. In addition, appropriate benchmark assessment items
that have been used by other researchers might be incorporated if they are
available.

We also find it crucial to audio record the regular research group meetings
because these meetings offer one of the best opportunities to document the
learning process of the research team. Data generation therefore involves
keeping a log of the ongoing interpretations, conjectures, and decisions.

The specific foci of a design experiment may require additional types of
data. For an illustration, we return to the statistics experiment again, which
also became a case of cultivating students’ mathematical interests (Cobb and
Hodge 2003). We were therefore interested in how the students perceived
their obligations in the classroom and how they evaluated those obligations.
As a consequence, a member of the research team conducted student inter-
views that focused on these issues while the experiment was in progress. It
turned out to be more productive to conduct these interviews with pairs or
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groups of three students. So, this specific research interest necessitated
another form of data collection.

Interpretative framework(s)

A key element in the ongoing process of experimentation is the interpreta-
tion of both the students’ reasoning and learning and the means by which
that learning is supported and organized. We contend that it is important to
be explicit about how one is going about interpreting what is going on in the
classroom.

In (quasi-)experimental research, the relation between empirical reality
and scientific interpretation is made explicit by operationalizing the vari-
ables that are taken into account. Likewise, design researchers have to expli-
cate how they translate observations of events in the classroom into scientific
interpretations. The researchers will necessarily employ an interpretive frame-
work to make sense of the complexity and messiness of classroom events
while a design experiment is in progress as well as when conducting a retro-
spective analysis of the data generated during an experiment. It is essential in
our view that researchers explicate the basic constructs of their interpretive
framework if inquiry is to be disciplined and systematic. Key elements of
such a (potentially revisable) interpretative framework include (1) a frame-
work for interpreting the evolving classroom learning environment, and (2) a
framework for interpreting student mathematical reasoning and learning
mathematics. In the following we will first discuss the framework we use to
interpret classroom discourse and communication, and next turn to the
domain-specific instruction theory for realistic mathematics education that is
used as a conceptual framework for interpreting student learning. In doing
so, we clarify that, for us, socioconstructivism functions as a background
theory.

Emergent perspective

The framework that we currently use for interpreting classroom discourse
and communication is the emergent perspective (Cobb and Yackel 1996;
Yackel and Cobb 1996; Figure 3.5). We mentioned aspects of this frame-
work earlier as examples of an ontological innovation.

The framework can be viewed as a response to the issue of attempting to
understand mathematical learning as it occurs in the social context of the
classroom. With regard to the specifics of the framework, the column head-
ings Social Perspective and Psychological Perspective involve a focus on the
classroom community and on individual students’ reasoning, respectively. In
the following paragraphs, we first discuss social norms, then sociomathem-
atical norms, and finally classroom mathematical practices.

Social norms refer to expected ways of acting and explaining that become
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established through a process of mutual negotiation between the teacher and
students. The social norms will differ significantly between classrooms that
pursue traditional mathematics, and those that engage in reform mathe-
matics. In traditional mathematics classrooms, the role of the teacher is to
explain and evaluate, while the social norms include the obligation of the
students to try to figure out what the teacher has in mind, and act accord-
ingly. Examples of norms for whole class discussions in reform math class-
rooms include obligations for the students to explain and justify solutions,
attempt to make sense of explanations given by others, indicate agreement
and disagreement, and question alternatives in situations where a conflict in
interpretations or solutions is apparent.

The psychological correlate to social norms concerns the teacher’s and
students’ individual beliefs about their own and others’ roles. The reflexivity
between social norms and individual beliefs is better understood when
analyzing the negotiation process of classroom communities. On the one
hand, an individual’s beliefs about ways to act contribute to the negotiation
of social norms. On the other hand, an individual’s beliefs are enabled and
constrained as he or she participates in this negotiation process.

The sociomathematical norms can be distinguished from social norms as
ways of explicating and acting in whole class discussions that are specific to
mathematics. Examples of such sociomathematical norms include what
counts as a different mathematical solution, a sophisticated mathematical
solution, an efficient mathematical solution, and an acceptable mathematical
explanation and justification. The students’ personal beliefs about what
makes a contribution acceptable, different, sophisticated or efficient encom-
pass the psychological correlate of the sociomathematical norms. Students
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develop personal ways of judging whether a solution is efficient or different,
and these beliefs are mutually negotiated as the classroom microculture is
continually being structured. That is, the teacher cannot merely state specific
guidelines for what types of solutions are acceptable and expect the guide-
lines to be understood and enacted by students. Instead, sociomathematical
norms are continually negotiated and redefined as the teacher and students
participate in discussions.

The analysis of sociomathematical norms has proved to be pragmatically
significant when conducting design experiments in that it clarifies the process
by which teachers may foster the development of intellectual autonomy in
their classrooms. To create the opportunity for the students to take over the
teacher’s responsibility as validators, sociomathematical norms that enable
students to make independent judgments that contribute to the teacher’s
teaching agenda have to be in place.

The last social aspect of the theoretical framework concerns the mathe-
matical practices that are established in the classroom (Cobb et al. 2001). A
mathematical practice can be described as the normative ways of acting,
communicating and symbolizing mathematically at a given moment in time.
In contrast to sociomathematical norms that are specific to mathematics,
mathematical practices are specific to particular mathematical ideas or
concepts. In addition, mathematical practices necessarily evolve in the course
of an experiment whereas sociomathematical norms tend to be more stable.
An indication that a certain mathematical practice has been established is
that explanations pertaining to it have gone beyond justification. Individual
students’ mathematical interpretations and actions constitute the psycholog-
ical correlates of classroom mathematical practices. Their interpretations
and the mathematical practices are reflexively related in that students’ math-
ematical development occurs as they contribute to the constitution of mathe-
matical practices. Conversely, the evolution of mathematical practices does
not occur apart from students’ reorganization of their individual activities.

We may conclude by noting that in the context of a design experiment, a
detailed analysis of evolving classroom practices offers a way of describing
the actual learning process of the classroom community as a whole. This
offers a viable alternative for describing the learning process of the classroom
rather than implying that all students are learning in unison, or attempting to
describe the learning processes of each individual student.

RME theory

When discussing theoretical intent of design experiments, we noted that
ontological innovations, such as interpretative frameworks, serve a dual
role both as lenses for making sense of what is happening in a real-world
instructional setting, and as guidelines or heuristics for instructional design.
On the one hand, we may observe that although the emergent framework
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was initially developed to interpret classroom discourse and communica-
tion, it also offers guidelines on classroom culture characteristics that fit the
intended learning ecology. On the other hand, it may be observed that the
RME theory not only offers design heuristics, but may also function as an
framework for interpreting student activity in terms of learning mathematics.

In the following we elaborate this dual role of RME theory. Given its
origin, we focus first on the instructional design perspective.

RME emerged at least in part in resistance to instructional and design
approaches that treated mathematics as a ready-made product. Freudenthal
(1971, 1973) argued that mathematics should primarily have the character
of an activity for the students. A process of guided reinvention then would
have to ensure that this mathematical activity would foster the construal of
mathematics as a body of knowledge by the students. This requires the
instructional starting points to be experientially real for the students, which
means that one has to present the students with problem situations in which
they can reason and act in a personally meaningful manner. The objective of
guided reinvention is that the mathematics that the students develop will also
be experientially real for them. Learning mathematics should ideally be expe-
rienced as expanding one’s mathematical reality.

We may further elaborate this point by clarifying the way in which
Freudenthal (1991: 17) conceives reality, “I prefer to apply the term reality
to what common sense experiences as real at a certain stage”. He goes on to
say that reality is to be understood as a mixture of interpretation and sensual
experience, which implies that mathematics, too, can become part of a
person’s reality. Reality and what a person perceives as common sense is not
static but grows, and is affected by the individual’s learning process. The goal
of realistic mathematics education then is to support students in creating a
new mathematical reality. This is to be realized by guided reinvention, or
progressive mathematization – if we take a student perspective. Progressive
mathematization refers to a mixture of two forms of mathematizing, hori-
zontally and vertically, which refers respectively to students mathematizing
subject matter from reality, or mathematizing their own mathematical activ-
ity (Treffers 1987). This latter activity is essential in the constitution of a new
mathematical reality, as “The activity on one level is subjected to analysis on
the next, the operational matter on one level becomes subject matter on the
next level” (Freudenthal 1971: 417). This shift from “activity” to “subject
matter” relates to the shift from procedures to objects, which Sfard (1991)
observed in the history of mathematics.

If we look at the history of mathematics, we may observe that mathematics
emerged from solving problems, or as Freudenthal puts it, from organizing
subject matter. According to Freudenthal (1983), mathematical “thought-
things,” such as concepts, tools and procedures, are invented to organize
certain phenomena. The reinvention heuristic then suggests that the instruc-
tional designer should try to find situations that create the need for the
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students to invent the mathematical thought-things the students are sup-
posed to construct. To find such situations, the instructional designer should
analyze the relation between those mathematical thought-things, and the
phenomena they organize. This analysis lays the basis for a didactical
phenomenology (Freudenthal 1983), which also incorporates a discussion of
what phenomenological analysis means from an educational perspective. For
example, to construct distribution as a mathematical object, students should
be confronted with situations where it is reasonable and sensible for them to
achieve a goal by organizing phenomena in terms of distributions.

Freudenthal’s level theory also shaped the RME view on educational
models. Instead of ready-made models, RME looks for models that may
emerge first as models of situated activity, and then gradually evolve into
entities of their own to function as models for more sophisticated mathemat-
ical reasoning (Gravemeijer 1999). According to this emergent-modeling
heuristic, the model and the new mathematical reality co-evolve; the emer-
gence of the model is reflexively related to the development of some new
mathematical reality. The teacher may aid this process by supporting a shift
in the students’ attention from the context that the model refers to, towards
the mathematical relations involved. In this manner, the students may
develop a network of mathematical relations. Then the model can begin to
function as a model for more sophisticated mathematical reasoning, in that
the model derives its meaning from this network of mathematical relations.
At the same time, relations in this network may themselves become mathe-
matical objects that constitute a new mathematical reality. As a further eluci-
dation, we may note that, the term model should not be taken too literally in
that it can also concern a model situation, or a model procedure. Moreover,
what is taken as the model from a more overarching design perspective will
be constituted as a series of submodels in the instructional activities.

As we argued before, the RME domain-specific instruction theory also
offers a framework for interpreting student activity in terms of learning math-
ematics (Gravemeijer 1994). It orients the researcher to focus, for instance, on
the various learning processes that might take place, with a special attention to
the question of whether the students are inventing their own solution proce-
dures or are merely imitating the teacher or some leading students. In such a
case, one might look at the variety of students’ solution procedures. On the
basis of the reinvention principle, one would further expect to recognize the
reinvention route in the students’ solutions. In addition, one would expect that
the students would spontaneously drop back in their collective learning
history when they are faced with new problems that represent difficulties for
them. If they instead choose informal procedures that do not correspond with
the reinvention route that has been followed, this would be an indication that
that route is not experienced as a natural reinvention process.

In a similar manner, the researcher may investigate whether the models
that are used fit with the informal solution procedures demonstrated by the
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students: Do the students use similar procedures with the model, as they did
(or would do) without the model? In other words, the model must not dictate
to the students how to proceed, but must be a resource that fits with their
thought processes (Gravemeijer 1993). Along these lines, the RME frame-
work might generate additional points of focus, such as the following

• Do the students rely on their own domain-specific knowledge?
• Do the instructional activities provide the expected traction for the

students’ informal solution procedures?
• Do the solutions that the students develop offer possibilities for vertical

mathematization?
• Do the students mathematize their own informal mathematical

activities?

and so forth. We will not try to be exhaustive here.
We want to close this section on the second phase of the design experiment

methodology by presenting a short sketch of the instructional sequence that
was developed in the statistics design experiment.

We clarified the set up of the statistics sequence by first describing how
the didactic phenomenological analysis plays out in this case. The first
step in this analysis was to analyze the notion of distribution as a mathe-
matical (or statistical) thought-thing. This led to the conclusion that
distribution can be thought of as a density function, indicating that
density can be conceived of as that which is organized by distribution as
a thought-thing. Density – as a thought-thing in and of itself – in turn
organizes collections of data points in a space of possible data values.
This insight can be made concrete as a dot plot, showing data points on an
axis (for example, these data points on an axis can be viewed as thought-
things that organize data values). The measures can in turn be thought of
as a means for getting a handle on some real world phenomena; the
notion of data creation can also be construed as a form of organizing.
This phenomenological analysis reveals a possible reinvention route in
which a cumulative process of organizing would lead the students
through the above steps in reverse order. This lays the basis for the
following instructional sequence.
Point of departure is a bottom-up approach in which students view the
computer minitools as sensible tools to use, given their current conceptions
of analyzing data. So, for the students, the primary function of the minitools
is to help structure and describe data sets in order to make a decision or
judgment. In this process, notions such as mean, mode, median, skewness,
spreadoutness, and relative frequency may emerge as ways of describing
how specific data sets are distributed within this space of values. Further,
in this approach, various statistical representations or inscriptions may
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emerge as different ways of structuring distributions. In fact, the minitools
are so designed that they can support a process of progressive mathe-
matization by which these conventional statistical tools are reinvented.
At the same time, the activity of structuring data sets using the minitools
fosters a process by which the students come to view data sets as entities
that are distributed within a space of possible values. The intent is to
support a process in which the means of symbolizing, and the meaning of
what these symbols signify for the students co-evolve, in a manner similar to
that which Meira (1995: 270) describes when he speaks of a “dialectical
relation between notations-in-use and mathematical sense making” (Meira
1995: 270).

The backbone of the sequence consists of a series of inscriptions that are
embedded in the computer tools. The idea is that the activities with the
computer tools succeed each other in such a manner that the activity with
the newer tool is experienced as a natural extension of the activity with the
earlier tool. The starting point is in the measures, or magnitudes, that
constitute a data set. With the first minitool, magnitude-value bars (Figure
3.5) are introduced where each value bar signifies a single measure.
(Initially, the measures under investigation are of a linear type, like length,
and time. Later, this is generalized to other types of measures.) We conjec-
tured that as a consequence of participating in discussions about various
data sets represented by value bars, the students would begin to focus on
the endpoints of value bars. As a consequence, these endpoints come to
signify the corresponding value bars. This allows for the introduction of a
line plot as a more condensed inscription that omits the value bars and
preserves only the endpoints (Figure 3.6). The second minitool offers
students a range of options for structuring data sets represented as line
plots that include creating equal intervals, creating two equal groups, and
creating four equal groups of data points. We conjectured that as a result
of analyzing data sets using these options, the students would begin to
reason about data in terms of density, and come to see the shape of the line
plot as signifying the distribution of data values in terms of density.

In retrospect, we may recognize the emergent-modeling design heuristic
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with a graphical representation of the shape of a distribution as the over-
arching model. This overarching model is instantiated by various sub-
models that change over time. The graph was initially introduced in an
informal manner, as a way of inscribing a set of measures by representing
each measure by a bar (Figure 3.2). We can see this as a pre-stage of the
model, where the set of measures is still very much tied to the situation.
Nonetheless, from a statistical perspective, the shape of the distribution is
visible in the way the endpoints are distributed in regard to the axis. In this
phase, we can speak of the graphical representation as a model of a set of
measures. Next, we introduced activities that were designed to draw the
students’ attention to distribution of the endpoints of the bars. This sup-
ported the introduction of the line plot, where the second minitool was
used to structure data sets in various ways to answer the questions at
hand. Analyses that involved structuring the data into four equal groups
with the corresponding tool option (which anticipates the box plot) were
particularly important in drawing the students’ attention to distribution
of density. This then supported a gradual shift from seeing the graph as
signifying a set of measures to seeing it as signifying a distribution. Once
this latter shift occurred, the graph could then be used to reason about
distributions. Students could, for instance, discern various types of distribu-
tions (with the normal distributions as one of them), and could reason
about characteristics of (univariate) distributions, like skewness (Figure
3.6). The model then became a model for reasoning about distributions.

Phase three – the retrospective analysis

Thus far, we have discussed the planning of a design experiment and the
ongoing experimentation in the classroom that is central to the method-
ology. A further aspect of the methodology concerns the retrospective
analyses that are conducted of the entire data set collected during the experi-
ment. The goal of the retrospective analyses will, of course, depend on the
theoretical intent of the design experiment. However, one of the primary
aims is typically to contribute to the development of a local instruction
theory. Other goals may concern more encompassing issues, or ontological
innovations. Although differences in theoretical objectives are reflected in
differences in the retrospective analyses, the form of the analysis will neces-
sarily involve an iterative process of analyzing the entire data set. We will,
therefore, first describe the retrospective analyses in general, and then
discuss analyses to develop a local instruction theory, and finally describe
analyses conducted to address more general research topics.

The data sets typically include (but are not limited to) videotapes of all class-
room lessons, video-recorded individual interviews conducted with all students
before and after the experiment to assess their mathematical learning, copies of
all the students’ written work, field notes, and audio tapes of both the daily
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debriefing session and weekly project meetings. The challenge then is to
analyze this comprehensive data set systematically while simultaneously
documenting the grounds for particular inferences. Claims will be based on a
retrospective, systematic and thorough analysis of the entire data set col-
lected during the experiment. To ascertain the credibility of the analysis, all
phases of the analysis process have to be documented, including the refining
and refuting of conjectures. Final claims and assertions can then be justified
by backtracking through the various levels of the analysis, if necessary to the
original videotapes and transcripts. It is this documentation of the research
team’s learning process that provides an empirical grounding for analysis.
Furthermore, it provides a means of differentiating systematic analyses in
which sample episodes are used to illustrate general assertions from ques-
tionable analyses in which a few possibly atypical episodes are used to
support unsubstantiated claims. Additional criteria that enhance the trust-
worthiness of an analysis include both the extent to which it has been
critiqued by other researchers who do not have a stake in the success of the
experiment and the extent to which it derives from a prolonged engagement
with students and teachers (Taylor and Bogdan 1984). This latter criterion is
typically satisfied in the case of classroom design experiments and constitutes
the strength of the methodology.

The specific approach we use is a variant of Glaser and Strauss’s (1967)
constant comparative method (see also Cobb and Whitenack (1996)). We
first work through the data chronologically, episode by episode, and at each
point we test our current conjectures against the next episode. For example,
one of the key criteria when we claim that a particular norm of argumenta-
tion has been established is that a student who appears to violate that norm
will be critiqued by his or her classmates. If we find instances where such
challenges do not occur, we either have to revise our conjecture about the
norms of argumentation that have been established, or we have to substan-
tiate the argument that the norms have evolved.

As a result of this first round of data analysis, we end up with a sequence of
conjectures and refutations that are tied to specific episodes. In the second
phase of a retrospective analysis, this sequence of conjectures and refutations
in effect becomes the data. It is while meta-analyzing these episode-specific
conjectures, confirmations and refutations, that particular episodes reveal
themselves to be pivotal. And they are pivotal in the context of the analysis,
because they allow us to decide between two or more competing conjectures.
These are the episodes that are typically included in research reports. As an
illustration, we present some typical episodes from the statistics design
experiment.

We already described the battery lifespan problem in which the data were
represented as magnitude bars in the first computer tool. The students
first worked on this problem in groups, and then the teacher initiated a
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whole class discussion of the students’ analyses. The computer tool was
projected on an overhead screen, the data were sorted by size, and the so-
called “range tool” option was used to highlight the ten highest data
values (see Figure 3.7).
One of the students, Casey, argued that the green batteries were better
because seven of the top ten were green (Always Ready), and her argu-
ment is supported by another student.

JANICE: She’s saying that out of ten of the batteries that lasted the longest,
seven of them are green, and that’s the most number, so the Always Ready
batteries are better because more of those batteries lasted longer.

However, this argument was challenged by another student, James, who
argued that four of the pink bars (Tough Cell) were “almost in that area
and then if you put all those in you would have seven (rather than three
pinks).”
Later in the discussion, Brad asked for the value tool (the single vertical
line) to be placed at 80, in order to substantiate his claim that the Tough
Cell brand is better.

BRAD: See, there’s still green ones (Always Ready) behind 80, but all of
the Tough Cell is above 80. I would rather have a consistent battery that
I know will get me over 80 hours than one that you just try to guess.

One of the issues of interest in this episode is the use of the word consis-
tent, which the students introduce as an informal way of describing the
extent to which data sets were bunched up or spread out. This episode
also proved to be pivotal in documenting that a norm of argumentation
was being established, namely that students were obliged to explain why
the way they had partitioned or organized or structured the data gave
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insight into the problem or issue under investigation. We were able to
demonstrate that this norm remained stable throughout the experiment.
A second illustrative episode concerns a comparison of two sets of data
that showed the speeds of cars before and after a campaign against
speeding (Figure 3.8).
In this case, one of the students had focused on the shape of the data sets
to compare how they were distributed.

JANICE: If you look at the graphs and look at them like hills, then for the
before group the speeds are spread out and more than 55, and if you
look at the after graph, then more people are bunched up close to the
speed limit which means that the majority of the people slowed down
close to the speed limit.

What is of interest here is that this student did not use the word “hill” to
refer to the figural image, but instead used it as a metaphor to describe
the distribution of the density of the data (“bunched up close”) as giving
her insight into the effectiveness of the campaign against speeding. The
students continued to use this metaphor throughout the design experi-
ment to indicate that the “majority” of the data points were “bunched
up.” In a follow-up experiment, we found that the students could even
identify where the hill was in the value-bar representation of the first
computer minitool (Bakker 2004) – which underscores the metaphorical
character of this term.
As a third example we may describe an episode in which the students had
to compare data on T-cell counts for two different treatments for AIDS-
patients, an experimental treatment with 46 patients, and a standard
treatment with 186, where the goal is to raise the patients’ T-cell counts.
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Various groups of students analyzed these data in a range of different
ways. One group of students identified the intervals where the “hill” was
located in each data set, where the data were bunched up. And on this
basis they argued that the new, experimental treatment was effective,
because the “hill” was in a higher interval than the hill in the standard
treatment data. Another group of students had used the four-equal-
groups option (Figure 3.9).
This is a precursor of the box plot in that each interval contains 25% of
the data. They had used another available option to hide the dots. Their
argument was: the new treatment is better because 75% of the data is
above 550, whereas in the traditional treatment 75% is below. Note that
we could picture the shape of the hill in this representation, if we knew
this was a uni-modal distribution.
We may briefly show why this notion of shape of a univariate distribu-
tion became important for analyzing bi-variate data in a subsequent
design experiment conducted the following school year with some of the
same students. In this follow-up experiment, we asked the students to
compare, for instance, data on years of education, against salary levels
for men, and women. The students analyzed data of this type by using a
third computer minitool (Figure 3.10, left). One of the tool options was
similar to the four-equal-groups option, rotated 90 degrees (Figure 3.10,
right).
Here in doing so, the students typically talked about where the “hill” was
located or where the “clutter” was in the data. As the students discovered,
the ranges were similar for the men’s and women’s salary levels. The big
difference was that the data for females was skewed much more heavily
towards the bottom end of the distribution for each level of education.
As this example clarifies, analyzing bi-variate data is not so much about
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drawing a line through a cloud of dots, but about investigating how the
distribution of the dependent variable changes as the independent variable
changes.

Reconstructing the local instruction theory

One of the primary aims of a retrospective analysis is to support the constitu-
tion of a revised local instruction theory. However, it is important to empha-
size that the results of design experiments cannot be linked to pre- and post-
test results in the same direct manner as is common in standard formative
evaluation because the proposed local instruction theory and prototypical
instructional sequence will differ from those that are tried out in the class-
room. Because of the testing and revising of conjectures while the experiment
is in progress, a revised, potentially optimal instructional sequence has to be
discerned by conducting a retrospective analysis. It does not make sense, for
example, to include instructional activities that did not live up to the expecta-
tions of the researcher, but the fact that these activities were enacted in the
experiment will nonetheless have affected the students’ learning. Adaptations
will therefore have to be made when the non-, or less-functional activities are
left out. Consequently, the instructional sequence will be put together by
focusing on and reconstructing the instructional activities that proved to
constitute the effective elements of the sequence. This reconstruction of an
optimal sequence will be based on the observations and inferences made
during the design experiment, complemented by the insights gained by
conducting retrospective analyses. In this manner, it can be claimed that the
results of a design experiment are empirically grounded.

As a point of clarification we would like to add that, although the constitu-
tion of a revised local instruction theory is primarily a reconstruction
activity, the retrospective analysis may spark design ideas that go beyond
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those that were tried out in the classroom. These insights might in turn create
the need for a new experiment, starting with a new conjectured local instruc-
tion theory. Here, the cyclic nature of the methodology that we noted at the
level of instructional design microcycles reappears at a broader level. An
entire design experiment and the subsequent retrospective analysis together
constitute a larger, macrocycle of design and analysis (Figure 3.4).

In this cycle, the conjectures and assumptions formulated at the outset
when planning a design experiment are scrutinized in the retrospective anal-
ysis. An example of such an analysis can be found in Cobb et al. (1997).
Here, the retrospective analysis indicated that several key assumptions that
underpinned an instructional sequence were ill-founded. As a consequence,
the instructional sequence was radically revised and a further design experi-
ment was conducted. An extensive report of this largely successful follow-up
experiment can be found in Stephan et al. (2003).

Encompassing issues and ontological innovations

In addition to retrospective analyses that directly aim at the reconstruction
and revision of a local instructional theory, a retrospective analysis might be
conducted to place classroom events in a broader context by framing them
as instances of more encompassing issues. Earlier, we discussed analyses
that focus on the role of the teacher, teacher’s learning, semiotic processes,
or on the process of cultivating the students’ mathematical interests. In addi-
tion, we mentioned ontological innovations, which might include issues
such as the framework for interpreting classroom discourse and communi-
cation, metarepresentational competence, quantitative reasoning or emer-
gent modeling.

In such cases, the aim of the analysis is to frame events that occurred in the
design experiment classroom as instances, or paradigm cases, of a broader
class of phenomena. The goal is to come to understand (the role of) the specific
characteristics of the investigated learning ecology in order to develop theo-
retical tools that make it possible to come to grips with the same phenom-
enon in other learning ecologies. Data analysis that aims at understanding a
paradigm case differs significantly from data analyses that aim at estab-
lishing causal relations within a regularity conception of causality. Claims
are not based on statistical analysis, but on a systematic and thorough anal-
ysis of the data set.

Virtual replicability

Metaphorically speaking, the course of a design experiment can be charac-
terized in terms of the learning process of the research team. We would
argue that this learning process has to justify the products of the research
project. This characterization is especially fitting for the construal of the
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local instruction theory, which encompasses two processes, (1) the learning
process that is inherent to the cyclic process of (re)designing and testing
instructional activities and other aspects of the initial design, and (2) the
retrospective analysis that scrutinizes, and builds on, this primary process,
and looks for patterns that may explain the progress of the students. In rela-
tion to this learning process, we can refer to the methodological norm of
“trackability” that is used as a criterion in ethnographic research. Smaling
(1990, 1992) connects trackability with the well-known criterion of “reli-
ability.” He notes that reliability refers to the absence of accidental errors
and is often defined as reproducibility. He goes on to say, that for qualita-
tive research this means virtual replicability. Here, the emphasis is on
virtual. It is important that the research is reported in such a manner that it
can be retraced, or virtually replicated by other researchers. This ethno-
graphic norm of trackability fits with Freudenthal’s conception of develop-
mental or design research:

[D]evelopmental research means:
experiencing the cyclic process of development and research so con-
sciously, and reporting on it so candidly that it justifies itself, and this
experience can be transmitted to others to become like their own
experience.

(Freudenthal 1991: 161)

Likewise, Smaling (1990: 6) states that trackability can be established by
reporting on “failures and successes, on the procedures followed, on the
conceptual framework and on the reasons for the choices made.” Note that
this norm of trackability does not necessarily require that everyone has to
subscribe the conclusions of the researchers. Eventually, outsiders, who have
virtually replicated the learning process of the researchers, may interpret
their experiences differently or come to different conclusions on the same
experiential basis. The power of this approach is that it creates an experien-
tial basis for discussion.

Ecological validity

A central assumption that underpins our work is that instructional innova-
tions developed in the course of a design research experiment can be used
productively to support students’ learning in other classrooms. However, as
we know only too well, the history of research in education in general, and
in mathematics education in particular, is replete with more than its share of
disparate and often irreconcilable findings. A primary source of difficulty is
that the independent variables of traditional experimental research are often
relatively superficial and have little to do with either context or meaning. As
a consequence, it has frequently been impossible to account for differences
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in findings when different groups of students supposedly receive the same
instructional treatment.

In contrast to traditional experimental research, the challenge when con-
ducting design experiments is not that of replicating instructional innova-
tions by ensuring that they are realized in precisely the same way in different
classrooms. The conception of teachers as professionals who continually
adjust their plans on the basis of ongoing assessments of their students’
mathematical understanding suggests, in fact, that complete replicability is
neither desirable nor, perhaps, possible (Ball 1993; Simon 1995). Design
research aims for ecological validity, that is to say, (the description of) the
results should provide a basis for adaptation to other situations. The premise
is that an empirically grounded theory of how the intervention works accom-
modates this requirement. Therefore, one of the primary aims of this type of
research is not to develop the instructional sequence as such, but to support
the constitution of an empirically grounded local instruction theory that
underpins that instructional sequence. The intent is to develop a local
instruction theory that can function as a frame of reference for teachers who
want to adapt the corresponding instructional sequence to their own class-
rooms, and their personal objectives. One element that can be helpful in this
respect is offering a thick description of what happened in the design experi-
ment. By describing details of the participating students, of the teaching–
learning process, and so forth, together with an analysis of how these
elements may have influenced the whole process, outsiders will have a basis
for deliberating adjustments to other situations. Conversely, feedback from
teachers on how the instructional sequence was adjusted to accommodate
various classrooms can strengthen the ecological validity significantly. We
therefore find it critical to have repeated trials in a variety of settings.

In the case of the statistics sequence, for example, we worked with middle
school students, with “at risk” high school students, prospective elementary
teachers, practicing teachers, and there have also been follow-up groups,
including a series of design experiments by Arthur Bakker (2004), in the
Netherlands. We have been surprised by the extent to which we have been
able to document regularities in the development of the participants’ think-
ing across these various settings. That is to say, there is diversity in how a
group of participants reasoned at any point in time. But we were able to
predict with some confidence the primary types of analyses or forms of
reasoning within a group at any point in the experiment. We think that is
useful knowledge from a teacher’s point of view in that it enables teachers to
anticipate the types of reasoning that they can build on or work with.

Developing domain-specific instruction theories

Design research provides a means of developing local instruction theories
that can serve as support for teachers who adapt instructional sequences as
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part of their teaching practice. In addition, design research also contributes
to the development of a domain-specific instruction theory, in our case the
RME theory. This theory emerges in an iterative, cumulative process that
embraces a series of design research projects. In this regard, we can speak of
theory development at various levels:

• the instructional activities (microtheories) level
• the instructional sequence (local instruction theories) level
• the domain-specific instruction theory level.

The relations between these levels can be clarified by drawing on the
distinction that Kessels and Korthagen (1996) make between episteme
and phronesis. Following Aristotle, they use the Greek word episteme to
refer to scientific knowledge, and the word phronesis to refer to “practical
wisdom.” They argue that the incompatibility of the products of scientific
research with the needs of teachers can be traced to the contrast between
these two realms. Teachers rely on practical wisdom, which they share
with one another in the form of narratives. They experience scientific
knowledge produced by research as too abstract and general to directly
inform their practice (see also Hiebert and Stigler 1999). In this respect,
we would argue that design research has the potential to bridge the gap
between theory and practice, as domain-specific instruction theory can be
categorized as episteme and microdidactic theories as phronesis. In design
research, scientific knowledge is grounded in practical wisdom while
simultaneously providing heuristics that can strengthen practical
wisdom.

Developing ways of analyzing innovations

A related challenge is that of developing ways of analyzing innovations that
make their realization in different classrooms commensurable. An analysis
of classroom events structured in terms of constructs such as social norms,
sociomathematical norms, and classroom mathematical practices serves to
relate the students’ mathematical learning in a particular classroom to their
participation in sequences of instructional activities as they were realized in
that classroom. As we noted earlier, classroom social norms, and sociomath
norms can make a profound difference in the nature and the quality of the
students’ mathematical reasoning.

This part of the retrospective analysis raises its own methodological issues.
A theoretical analysis is the result of a complex, purposeful problem-solving
process. One would therefore not expect that different researchers would
necessarily develop identical theoretical constructs when analyzing the same
set of design experiment data. This implies that the notion of replicability is
not relevant in this context. Following Atkinson et al. (1988), we suggest that
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the relevant criteria are instead those of generalizability and the trustworthi-
ness of the constructs developed.

We touched on the issue of generalizability when discussing the impor-
tance of viewing classroom events as paradigm cases of more encompassing
issues. It is this framing of classroom activities and events as exemplars or
prototypes that gives rise to generalizability. This, of course, is not general-
ization in the sense that the characteristics of particular cases are ignored and
they are treated as interchangeable instances of the set to which assertions
are claimed to apply. Instead, the theoretical analysis developed when
coming to understand one case is deemed to be relevant when interpreting
other cases. Thus, what is generalized is a way of interpreting and under-
standing specific cases that preserves their individual characteristics. For
example, we conjectured that much of what we learned when investigating
symbolizing and modeling in a first-grade design experiment that focused on
arithmetical reasoning would inform analyses of other students’ mathemat-
ical learning in a wide range of classroom situations including those that
involve the intensive use of technology. This, in fact, proved to be the case in
recently completed sequences of design experiments that focused on the
students’ development of statistical reasoning (Cobb 1999; Cobb et al.
2003). It is this quest for generalizability that distinguishes analyses whose
primary goal is to assess a particular instructional innovation from those
whose goal is the development of theory that can feed forward to guide
future research and instructional design.

Whereas generalizability is closely associated with the notion of a para-
digm case, trustworthiness is concerned with the reasonableness and
justifiability of inferences and assertions. This notion of trustworthiness
acknowledges that a range of plausible analyses might be made of a given
data set for a variety of different purposes. The issue at hand is that of the
credibility of an analysis. As we have indicated, the most important consider-
ation in this regard is the extent to which the analysis of the longitudinal data
set is both systematic and thorough.

Design and research

Although our emphasis in the above paragraphs has been on ways of justi-
fying the results of design experiments, we do not want to lose sight of the
fact that design research is about researching and designing. We have
discussed issues such as validity and trustworthiness at some length and
much of the current debate about design research has focused on justifica-
tion.5 However, the design aspect of the methodology is equally important.
Design research presupposes that there is an adequately grounded basis
for designing the innovative learning ecology/instructional sequence. The
description “learning ecology,” introduced by Cobb et al. (2003), might be
more adequate as it emphasizes that we are dealing with a complex,
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interacting system involving multiple elements of different types and levels –
by designing these elements and anticipating how these elements function
together to support learning. Taking into account the complexity of a
learning ecology, this implies the need for a very broad framework. The
research of Doerr and Zangor (2000) serves to illustrate the complexity of a
learning ecology. The authors found that productive use of graphic calcula-
tors requires coherence between the following elements of a learning ecology:

• the beliefs of the teacher
• the ability of the teacher to work with the graphic calculator
• the classroom culture (social norms and sociomath norms), and social

practices
• the design of the instructional sequence
• the characteristics of the instructional tasks
• the manner in which the graphic calculator is construed as a tool
• the pedagogical–didactic skills of the teacher in making this whole

system work.

In light of this list, it can be argued that the theoretical base for the design
should incorporate general background theories such as socioconstruc-
tivism, or sociocultural theory, domain-specific theory and theories on
specific elements of the learning ecology, such as theories on tool use.

In addition to this the research team should be well informed about state-
of-the-art professional knowledge of the domain under consideration.
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Notes

1 This corresponds with the types two and three in the discussion paper of
Gravemeijer and van den Akker (2003).

2 Similar efforts have been made in science education (Lijnse 1987). Coincidentally,
van den Akker and colleagues developed a more general design-theory-oriented
form of design research in the Netherlands, which they also called “develop-
mental research” (van den Akker 1999).

3 The prefix domain-specific is used to delineate RME from general instructional
theories, and to express that this theory is specific to the domain of mathematics
education.

4 We initially worked with univariate data. When we moved to bi-variate data we
were not able to identify or find any research report that we could build on.

5 This seemed to be the case at the symposium Design-Based Research: Grounding
a New Methodology, at the AERA 2004.
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Design research from a
technology perspective

Examples from the fieldDesign research from a technology perspective

The effectiveness of the field known as educational technology in fundamen-
tally enhancing teaching and learning has increasingly been called into ques-
tion, as has the efficacy of educational research in general. Doubts about
educational technology research primarily stem from decades of an arguably
flawed research agenda that has been both pseudoscientific and socially irre-
sponsible. It is proposed that progress in improving teaching and learning
through technology may be accomplished using design research as an alter-
native model of inquiry. Design research protocols require intensive and
long-term collaboration involving researchers and practitioners. It integrates
the development of solutions to practical problems in learning environments
with the identification of reusable design principles. Examples of design
research endeavors in educational technology are described here. The chap-
ter ends with a call for the educational technology research community to
adopt design research methods more widely.

Introduction

Educational technology as a field of study and area of practice emerged in
the wake of World War II, although its roots are sometimes traced as far
back as the 1920s (Saettler 1990). (For the purposes of this chapter, educa-
tional technology and instructional technology are considered synonymous,
although subtle distinctions exist in the literature (Reiser and Ely 1997).)
Originally built on the foundations of the behaviorist theories of Watson,
Skinner, Hull, and others, the earliest innovations created by educational
technologists and their collaborators, such as educational films, program-
med instruction, and instructional television, were viewed by their creators
and early adopters as having enormous potential to improve education. As
the foundations of the underlying learning theories changed from behav-
iorism to cognitive learning theory and eventually social constructivism,
and new technologies such as computer-assisted instruction and web-based
learning environments emerged, ever more optimistic promises were made
about the capacity of educational technology to improve education across
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all levels in diverse contexts. However, thousands of individual research
studies and large-scale meta-analyses of these studies (Bernard et al. 2004;
Dillon and Gabbard 1998; Fabos and Young 1999) have clearly demon-
strated that educational technology has not even begun to reach its widely
promoted potential, and, in recent years, skepticism about the effectiveness
of this field has steadily increased (Cuban 2001; Noble 2001; Oppenheimer
2003).

The perceived failure of educational technology cannot be isolated from
the assessment in some quarters that educational research and development
as a whole has been a failed enterprise, at least in the United States of
America. The U.S. Department of Education under the federal administra-
tion of President George W. Bush has shown its disdain for past educational
research and development by agreeing with the politically conservative
Coalition for Evidence-Based Policy (2002: 1) that “over the past 30 years
the United States has made almost no progress in raising the achievement of
elementary and secondary school students … despite a 90 percent increase in
real public spending per student.” But such attacks do not arise solely from
those who are politically motivated. The cover story of the 6 August 1999
edition of The Chronicle of Higher Education, the weekly newspaper of
record for North American academics, decried “The failure of educational
research” (Miller 1999). The article claimed that educational researchers
waste the vast resources spent on their research, employ weak research
methods, report findings in inaccessible language, and issue statements that
are more often contradictory than not.

Indeed, the educational research community has often been its own worst
enemy as a result of focusing more on establishing the legitimacy of one
educational research tradition over another (such as the long-term struggle
among the adherents of quantitative, qualitative, and critical methodological
paradigms) rather than on improving education per se. As just one example
of this infighting, Lagemann (2000) argued that, in a misguided effort to be
recognized as being truly “scientific,” educational researchers have turned
away from the pragmatic vision of John Dewey, whereas Egan (2002)
contended that the progressive ideas of Dewey and others are largely respon-
sible for the general ineffectiveness of schools in North America.

Contentiousness within the educational research and development com-
munity is most obvious today with respect to arguments about the value and
feasibility of randomized controlled trials (RCTs), used in medical research,
as an approach capable of guiding progress in education. Slavin (2002),
among others, asserted that the remarkable progress evident in the last 100
years of medical practice could be achieved in education if only educational
researchers would adopt that same randomized experimental trials approach
to revealing “what works.” Slavin (2002: 19) optimistically proclaimed
“Once we have dozens or hundreds of randomized or carefully matched
experiments going on each year on all aspects of educational practice, we will
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begin to make steady, irreversible progress.” Slavin failed to sufficiently
acknowledge the frequent failures of medical research. For example, Ioan-
nidis (2005) found that one-third of the most frequently cited clinical
research studies published in three prestigious medical journals (JAMA, New
England Journal, and Lancet) between 1990 and 2003 reported positive
findings that were contradicted by later research or found to have exagger-
ated effects.

In response to Slavin (2002) and other proponents of RCTs in education
(for example, National Research Council (2002)), Olson (2004) argued that
double-blind experiments, although feasible in medicine, are impossible in
education. He further questioned the viability of RCTs in educational
contexts on the basis that implementation variance reduces treatment differ-
ences, causal agents are underspecified, and the goals, beliefs, and intentions
of students and teachers affect treatments to a much greater extent than the
beliefs of patients affect pharmaceuticals and other medical treatments.
Chatterji (2004) maintained that the emphasis on RCTs and the establishment
of a “What Works Clearinghouse” “ignore the critical realities about social,
organizational, and policy environments in which educational programs and
interventions reside.” She advocated “decision-oriented” evaluation research
over “conclusion-oriented” academic research, and recommended extended-
term mixed-method (ETMM) designs as a viable alternative.

Despite these and other criticisms, the U.S. Department of Education and
federal agencies such as the National Science Foundation have apparently
assumed the primacy of RCTs, as evidenced by the fact that their most recent
funding requirements mandate the use of the “scientific” methods advocated
by Slavin (2002) and others. The American Evaluation Association is just
one of several professional organizations that have taken issue with this
direction at the U.S. federal level, concluding that the priority given to
randomized trials:

manifests fundamental misunderstandings about (1) the types of studies
capable of determining causality, (2) the methods capable of achieving
scientific rigor, and (3) the types of studies that support policy and
program decisions. We would like to help avoid the political, ethical,
and financial disaster that could well attend implementation of the
proposed priority.

(American Evaluation Association 2003)

Perhaps Slavin (2002), Feuer et al. (2002), and others who promote the
expenditure of millions of dollars on RCTs in education should consider the
conclusions drawn about educational research by the renowned philosopher
of science, Thomas Kuhn, who said:

I’m not sure that there can now be such a thing as really productive
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educational research. It is not clear that one yet has the conceptual
research categories, research tools, and properly selected problems that
will lead to increased understanding of the educational process. There is
a general assumption that if you’ve got a big problem, the way to solve it
is by the application of science. All you have to do is call on the right
people and put enough money in and in a matter of a few years, you will
have it. But it doesn’t work that way, and it never will.

(quoted in Glass and Moore (1989: 1))

If the proponents of RCTs discount Kuhn, perhaps they will find the later
work of Lee Cronbach, one of the most eminent educational researchers of
the last half of the twentieth century, more credible (Cronbach 1982;
Cronbach et al. 1980). After decades of experimental research, Cronbach
came to the conclusion that we could not pile up generalizations from
numerous small-scale studies fast enough to meaningfully apply the results in
specific classrooms at a specific time. Simply put, Cronbach (1975: 125)
cautioned that “when we give proper weight to local conditions, any general-
ization is a working hypothesis, not a conclusion.”

In light of the conclusions of experts such as Kuhn and Cronbach, it is frus-
trating to see renewed enthusiasm for RCTs and other forms of experimental
research in education. Educational researchers appear to be unable to learn
from their past history of inconsequential impact on practice. As Labaree
lamented:

One last problem that the form of educational knowledge poses for
those who seek to produce it is that it often leaves them feeling as though
they are perpetually struggling to move ahead, but getting nowhere. If
Sisyphus were a scholar, his field would be education. At the end of long
and distinguished careers, senior educational researchers are likely to
find that they are still working on the same questions that confronted
them at the beginning. And the new generation of researchers they have
trained will be taking up these questions as well, reconstructing the very
foundation of the field over which their mentors labored during their
entire careers.

(Labaree 1998: 9)

The state of educational technology research

Given the difficulty of conducting any sort of educational research (Berliner
2002), it should not surprise anyone that educational technology research
has yielded as dismal a record as other areas of educational inquiry. The
reality of educational technology research is that isolated researchers prim-
arily conduct one-off quasi-experimental studies rarely linked to a robust
research agenda, much less concerned with any relationship to practice.
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These studies, often focused on alternative media treatments (for example,
online versus face-to-face instruction) or difficult-to-measure individual
differences (for example, self-regulated learning), are initially presented as
papers at conferences attended by educational technology researchers, and
eventually published in academic journals that few people read. As in many
other contexts for educational inquiry, educational technology research has
been plagued by a history of no significant differences, and even the most
thorough meta-analyses of the quasi-experimental research studies con-
ducted by educational technologists yield effect sizes that are extremely
modest at best (Bernard et al. 2004; Dillon and Gabbard 1998; Fabos and
Young 1999).

Reeves (1995) reviewed 5 years of research papers published in two of the
premier educational research journals of that time (Educational Technology
Research and Development and the Journal of Computer-Based Instruc-
tion), and found that the majority of the published studies had predictive
goals of testing hypotheses derived from theory or comparing one medium
for instructional delivery with another. Despite the fact that these journals
were refereed, Reeves found that most of the studies used flawed quasi-
experimental designs and/or weak quantitative measures of the primary vari-
ables related to achievement, attitudes, or other outcomes. One result of the
generally pseudoscientific nature of much of the published literature in educa-
tional technology is that when other researchers conduct meta-analyses of
these studies, they often find that they must reject upwards of 75 percent of the
published literature for a variety of failings (Bernard et al. 2004; Dillon and
Gabbard 1998; Fabos and Young 1999). Among the weaknesses in the ubi-
quitous media comparison studies are specification error, lack of linkage to
theoretical foundations, inadequate literature reviews, poor treatment imple-
mentation, major measurement flaws, inconsequential learning outcomes for
research participants, inadequate sample sizes, inaccurate statistical analyses,
and meaningless discussions of results (Reeves 1993).

Bernard et al. (2004) conducted a comprehensive meta-analysis of empir-
ical comparisons of distance education courses with face-to-face instruction
courses between 1985 and 2002. Although they found more than 1,000
comparison studies in the research literature, the majority of the studies did
not meet their criteria for inclusion in the meta-analysis. Using the reduced
set of papers focused on measures of student achievement, Bernard et al.
detected a very small, but statistically significant, positive mean effect size for
interactive distance education compared to traditional classroom instruc-
tion. Further analysis indicated that synchronous communication and two-
way audio and video were among the conditions that contributed to effective
interactive distance education. While this meta-analysis is one of the best of
its kind, its findings, as well as those derived from other related meta-anal-
yses (Cavanaugh 2001; Machtmes and Asher 2000), fall far short with
respect to specifying design guidelines for practitioners.
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The kind of media comparison research synthesized in most meta-analyses
has a long and dubious history in educational technology (Clark 1983,
2001). Saettler (1990) found evidence of experimental comparisons of educ-
ational films with classroom instruction as far back as the 1920s, and
comparative research designs have been applied to every new educational
technology since then. As evidenced by the 1,000 plus quasi-experimental
studies of distance education versus traditional methods examined by Ber-
nard et al. (2004), this ultimately futile approach to educational research is
well entrenched in the minds and work habits of educational technology
researchers. Indeed, despite frequent admonitions against it, media compar-
ison studies continue to be published in one guise or another (Koory 2003;
MacDonald and Bartlett 2000; Scheetz and Gunter 2004; Summers et al.
2005). No significant differences in learning has been the most consistent
result. Educational technology researchers would do well to heed Sir John
Daniel who wrote:

the futile tradition of comparing test performances of students using new
learning technologies with those who study in more conventional ways
… is a pointless endeavor because any teaching and learning system, old
or new, is a complex reality. Comparing the impact of changes to small
parts of the system is unlikely to reveal much effect and indeed, “no
significant difference” is the usual result of such research.

(Daniel 2002: x)

In the face of this legacy of ill-conceived and poorly conducted research
that results in no significant differences or, at best, modest effect sizes, even
journalists can build a strong case against the endeavors of educational tech-
nologists and others to promote the use of technology in education. For
example, Todd Oppenheimer wrote:

Our [American] desperation for objective information [is] illustrated
nowhere more gorgeously than in the field of education. I am speaking
of our tendency to promote any new concept by invoking volumes of
quantitative “research” that ostensibly proves its value … technology
advocates have played it expertly when it comes to claims about what
computers will do for student achievement. As it turns out, the vast bulk
of their research is surprisingly questionable.

(Oppenheimer 2003: xix)

New research directions for educational
technologists

Clearly, there is an urgent need for a better approach to educational tech-
nology research. Instead of more media comparison studies, educational
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technologists should undertake the type of design research that others have
labeled “design-based research” (Kelly 2003), “development research” (van
den Akker 1999), “design experiments” (Brown 1992; Collins 1992), or
“formative research” (Newman 1990). The critical characteristics of “design
experiments,” as described by Brown (1992) and Collins (1992) are:

• addressing complex problems in real contexts in collaboration with
practitioners;

• integrating known and hypothetical design principles with technolog-
ical advances to render plausible solutions to these complex problems;
and

• conducting rigorous and reflective inquiry to test and refine innovative
learning environments as well as to define new design principles.

There are major differences between the philosophical framework and
goals of both predictive and interpretive traditional educational technology
research methods, and design-based research approaches. Van den Akker
clarified the differences as follows:

More than most other research approaches, development research aims
at making both practical and scientific contributions. In the search for
innovative “solutions” for educational problems, interaction with prac-
titioners … is essential. The ultimate aim is not to test whether theory,
when applied to practice, is a good predictor of events. The interrelation
between theory and practice is more complex and dynamic: is it possible
to create a practical and effective intervention for an existing problem or
intended change in the real world? The innovative challenge is usually
quite substantial, otherwise the research would not be initiated at all.
Interaction with practitioners is needed to gradually clarify both the
problem at stake and the characteristics of its potential solution. An iter-
ative process of “successive approximation” or “evolutionary proto-
typing” of the “ideal” intervention is desirable. Direct application of
theory is not sufficient to solve those complicated problems.

(van den Akker 1999: 8–9).

Reeves (2000) described van den Akker’s (1999) conception of design/
development research as a viable strategy for socially responsible research
in educational technology. As illustrated in Figure 4.1, even if the results
of business-as-usual predictive research in this field provided unassailable
results demonstrating the efficacy of educational technology, translating
those findings into instructional reform would not be a given. Educational
research is usually published in refereed journals that are unread by the
vast majority of practitioners. Reading research papers and translating
the findings into practical solutions is a formidable task for educational
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practitioners. Also, educational technologists cannot simply install purport-
edly innovative technologies into the classroom and expect them to work.

One of the primary advantages of design research is that it requires practi-
tioners and researchers to collaborate in the identification of real teaching
and learning problems, the creation of prototype solutions based on existing
design principles, and the testing and refinement of both the prototype solu-
tions and the design principles until satisfactory outcomes have been reached
by all concerned. Design research is not an activity that an individual
researcher can conduct in isolation from practice; its very nature ensures that
progress will be made with respect to, at the very least, clarification of the
problems facing teachers and learners, and ideally, the creation and adoption
of solutions in tandem with the elucidation of robust design models and
principles.

Design research exemplars

Fortunately, a few good examples of design-based research in educational
technology are emerging. The January/February 2005 issue of Educational
Technology highlights six of the best-known design-based research initia-
tives in North America. Squire (2005) presented design-based investigations
of game-based learning environments in which he and his colleagues
employed a blend of quantitative and qualitative methods to explore the
messiness of innovation in authentic contexts. Barab et al. (2005) described
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how they have applied design-based research methods within the context of
the Quest Atlantis project, a noteworthy initiative that not only has pro-
duced a rich online learning environment that supports important learning,
but has also yielded a promising theoretical framework called Learning
Engagement Theory. Nelson et al. (2005) clarified the benefits of design-
based research with respect to working closely with practitioners in their
River City science education project, a curricular level innovation in the
form of Multi-User Virtual Environment Experiential Simulators (MUVEES).
In describing their Virtual Solar System project, Hay et al. (2005) delineated
the challenges of design research conducted in a higher education academic
environment, including the need to integrate technological innovations with
traditional educational artifacts such as textbooks. Hoadley (2005), one of
the founders of the Design-Based Research Collective (2003), illustrated
how design-based research takes considerable time and patience as his
theory of “socially relevant representations” related to learning through
discussion has been gradually refined over a decade of inquiry.

A compelling design-based research demonstration of the benefits of
collaborating with practitioners to develop innovative educational technolo-
gies in the same context in which they will be used is summarized in Kafai’s
(2005) article titled “The classroom as living laboratory.” For decades,
educational technologists have developed instructional innovations in labo-
ratories and later inserted them into classrooms with an appalling lack of
impact (Cuban 2001). Design-based researchers, by contrast, make a funda-
mental commitment to developing interactive learning environments in the
contexts in which they will be implemented via close collaboration with
teachers and students.

The development research of Jan Herrington conducted at Edith Cowan
University in Australia (Herrington 1997; Herrington and Oliver 1999) is a
rare exemplar of design-based research done by a doctoral student. Herring-
ton employed a range of innovative investigative strategies, including video
analysis of the dialogue between pairs of students engaged in multimedia
learning. First, she worked with teacher educators to develop a model of the
critical factors of situated learning, and then, she instantiated these factors in
an innovative multimedia learning environment. Subsequently, she and her
collaborators tested the model and the technological products in multiple
contexts, including preservice teacher education courses and K–12 schools.
This line of research had value within the immediate context of its implemen-
tation, and it has also yielded design principles that can be generalized and
applied in many other contexts. (Barab and Squire (2004: 6) illustrated how
design research of this kind requires both “demonstrable changes at the local
level” as well as contributions to theory.) Herrington’s research agenda still
thrives, recently focusing on the design of authentic activities in web-based
learning environments (Herrington et al. 2004).

Other notable design-based research dissertations have been undertaken
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at the University of Twente in the Netherlands. De Vries (2004) conducted
four design experiments in primary schools to address the research question:
“How can reflection be embedded in the learning process to improve the
development of personal understanding of a domain and learning task?”
Several years earlier, McKenney (2001) employed development research
methods in a large-scale dissertation that addressed the research question:
“What are the characteristics of a valid and practical support tool that has
the potential to impact the performance of (resource) teachers in the creation
of exemplary lesson materials for secondary level science and mathematics
education in southern Africa?” Even earlier, Nieveen (1997) pursued devel-
opment research with the aim of creating a computer support system to assist
curriculum developers in optimizing the effectiveness of formative curric-
ulum evaluation efforts. Van den Akker (1999) played important roles in all
three of these dissertation studies. These exemplars are especially useful
because they clearly demonstrate that, with proper support, doctoral
students can engage in fruitful design research within the field of educational
technology.

Conditions for reform of educational technology
research

For design research to be taken seriously by the educational technology
research community, fundamental changes in our methods of research and
development are recommended. The kinds of design/development research
described by van den Akker (1999), Bannan-Ritland (2003), Barab and
Squire (2004), and others hold great promise. But other changes are needed.
For example, the conceptualization of learning theory as something that
stands apart from and above instructional practice should be replaced by
one that recognizes that learning theory can be collaboratively shaped by
researchers and practitioners in context. This shift in our way of thinking
about research and theory as processes that can be use-inspired is taking
place in other fields of inquiry as well (Stokes 1997).

In addition, educational technologists may need to rethink their conceptu-
alization of the field as a science (Shavelson et al. 2003). Educational tech-
nology is first and foremost a design field, and thus design knowledge is the
primary type of knowledge sought in this field. Design knowledge is not
something that educational researchers derive from experiments for subse-
quent application by teachers. Design knowledge is contextual, social, and
active (Perkins 1986). As a design field, the paramount research goal of
education technology should be solving teaching, learning, and performance
problems, and deriving design principles that can inform future development
and implementation decisions. Our goal should not be to develop esoteric
theoretical knowledge that we think practitioners should apply whenever we
get around to describing it in practitioner-oriented publications for which
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researchers usually receive little credit, at least within the traditional aca-
demic tenure and promotion review systems. This has not worked for more
than 50 years, and it will not work in the future.

Accordingly, the reward structure for scholarship must change in higher
education. Educational researchers should be rewarded for participation in
long-term development research projects and their impact on practice, rather
than for the number of refereed journal articles they publish. In a design field
such as educational technology, it is time that we put the public back in
publication. Academic researchers and the teachers with whom they collabo-
rate must be provided time for participation in design research, reflection,
and continuous professional development. Hersh and Merrow (2005) illus-
trated how the overemphasis on personal research agendas in all fields of
academe has led to the decline of teaching and service in higher education in
the United States of America over the past 30 years.

Of course, additional financial support is needed for the types of long-term
design research initiatives called for in this paper. In the United States of
America, the National Science Foundation (www.nsf.gov) and the Institute
of Educational Sciences at the Department of Education (www.ed.gov/
about/offices/list/ies/index.html) currently maintain that randomized con-
trolled trials are the preferred method for educational research. Hopefully,
the kinds of examples presented in this book will encourage authorities at
those agencies and other funding sources to consider design research as a
viable alternative approach to enhancing the integration of technology into
teaching and learning and ultimately improving education for all.

A call for action

Inspired by the design-based research initiatives outlined above and guided
by methodologists such as van den Akker (1999), it is time for educational
technologists to adopt a more socially responsible approach to inquiry.
The design knowledge required in our field is not something that can be
derived from the kinds of simplistic, often one-off, quasi-experiments that
have characterized our shameful legacy of pseudoscience. Without better
research, teachers, administrators, instructional designers, policymakers,
and others will continue to struggle to use educational technology to reform
teaching and learning at all levels.

Who can doubt that the traditional research practices of educational tech-
nologists will never provide a sufficient basis for guiding practice? The
current situation approaches the absurd. Writing in Presentations, a trade
magazine aimed at the education and training community, Simons (2004)
summarized the multimedia research of Professor Richard Mayer, one of the
top researchers working in this area. With insufficient irony, Simons pointed
out that Mayer’s research (Clark and Mayer 2003; Mayer 2001) supports
the use of multimedia in education and training, but also fails to support it! It
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depends seems to be the best response educational technologists pursuing
traditional research agendas can provide practitioners. This is not sufficient.
There is an important difference between it depends and the type of war-
ranted assertions provided by design research. The time to change the direc-
tion of educational technology research is now.
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Design research from a
curriculum perspective

Examples from the fieldDesign research from a curriculum perspective

Approaching from a slightly broader perspective than most other discussions
of design research in this volume, this chapter contributes to understanding
design research in the curriculum domain. It begins by clarifying what is
meant by ‘curriculum’ before characterizing design research from this per-
spective. The discussion of design research in the curriculum domain builds
toward a conceptual model of the process. To illustrate various aspects in the
model, three design research cases from the curriculum domain are briefly
presented. The chapter concludes with discussion of design research dilem-
mas, and finally, guidelines for mitigating potential threats to design study
rigor.

The curriculum domain

As a field of study, “it is tantalizingly difficult” to know what curriculum is
(Goodlad 1994: 1266). Although Taba’s (1962) definition of a “plan for
learning” is generally accepted, dispute abounds with regard to further elab-
oration of the term (Marsh and Willis 1995). In this chapter, the notion of
curriculum is treated from an inclusive perspective. That is, the broad defi-
nition of a plan for learning has been used as a starting point, while related
views have been sought to enhance the understanding of curriculum. The
remainder of this section presents the curricular perspectives that most
robustly underpin our vision of design research in the curriculum domain.

Perspectives

How does one go about planning for learning? Curricular decision making
is generally an iterative and lengthy process, carried out by a broad range of
participants and influenced by an even wider variety of stakeholders.
Curricular decisions may be analyzed from various angles; Goodlad (1994)
defines three: sociopolitical, technical-professional, and substantive. The
sociopolitical perspective refers to the influence exercised by various
(individual and organizational) stakeholders. The technical-professional
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perspective is concerned with methods of the curriculum development
process, whereas the substantive perspective refers to the classic curriculum
question as to what should be learned?

The question of what schools should address has confronted society since
the dawn of schooling. Curriculum scholars offer numerous perspectives on
how the substance of curriculum is determined. Based on the work of Tyler
(1949) and subsequent elaborations by others (Eisner and Vallance 1974;
Goodlad 1984, 1994; Kliebard 1986; van den Akker 2003; Walker and
Soltis 1986), Klep et al. (2004) describe three major orientations for selection
and priority setting:

• Learner: Which elements seem of vital importance for learning from
the personal and educational needs and interests of the learners
themselves?

• Society: Which problems and issues seem relevant for inclusion from the
perspective of societal trends and needs?

• Knowledge: What is the academic and cultural heritage that seems essen-
tial for learning and future development?

Components

Traditionally, curriculum deliberations have focused on the aims and con-
tent of learning. Building on broader definitions (Walker 1990) and typo-
logies (Eash 1991; Klein 1991), van den Akker (2003) presents a visual
model that illustrates both the interconnectedness of curriculum compo-
nents and the vulnerability of the structure that connects them (Figure 5.1).
At the hub of the model is the rationale, which connects all the other com-
ponents: aims and objectives, content, learning activities, teacher role,
materials and resources, grouping, location, time, and assessment. The
spiderweb metaphor emphasizes that, within one curriculum, component
accents may vary over time, but that any dramatic shift in balance will pull
the entirety out of alignment. Though it may stretch for a while, prolonged
imbalance will cause the system to break. Efforts to reform, (re)design,
develop, or implement curricula must therefore devote attention to balance
and linkages between these ten components.

Consistency, harmony, and coherence

Curriculum concerns may be addressed at various levels: macro (system/
society/nation/state), meso (school/institution), and micro (classroom/
learner). While the spiderweb metaphor emphasizes the need for internal
consistency between components, consistency across levels in a system is also
a chief concern. This implies that, for example, efforts toward a particular
approach to classroom teaching and learning must be designed while taking
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the overarching school and education system into account, or else they risk
inconsistent design and – along with that – hindrances to implementation.

Even at differing levels, the ideas bound together in a curriculum may be
manifested through various representations. Goodlad et al. (1979) distin-
guished a range of representations, adapted by van den Akker (1988, 1998,
2003), who offers three broad distinctions: the intended curriculum, the
implemented curriculum, and the attained curriculum. The intended curric-
ulum contains both the ideal curriculum (the vision or basic philosophy
underlying a curriculum) and the formal/written curriculum (intentions as
specified in curriculum documents and/or materials). The implemented cur-
riculum contains both the perceived curriculum (interpretations by users,
particularly teachers) and the operational curriculum (as enacted in the class-
room). The attained curriculum comprises the experiential curriculum (learn-
ing experiences from pupil perspective) and the learned curriculum (resulting
learner outcomes).

High-quality curriculum development strives for internal consistency with
regard to curricular components (spiderweb elements) and levels (micro
through macro), as well as harmony among curricular representations
(intended through attained). High-quality curriculum development also
reflects system coherence. That is, within the context for which a curriculum
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is intended, curricular decision making is influenced by a thorough under-
standing of the system elements that most influence curriculum enactment:
teacher capacity and (large-scale) pupil assessment (Figure 5.2).

Much research has been conducted to explore how the teacher shapes the
curriculum (Clandinin and Connelly 1992; Eisenhart and Borko 1991;
Zumwalt 1988); and while conclusions vary, there is little debate that
teacher capacity influences the enactment of curriculum. In exploring the fit
between a curricular innovation and the system in which it functions, align-
ment with pre- and in-service teacher education is critical to successful imple-
mentation. Additionally, experience and research alike (Black and Atkin
1996) attest to the notion that external examinations wield some of the
strongest influences on curriculum implementation. This aspect of system
coherence is, with surprising frequency, downplayed – or in more extreme
cases – ignored, as further discussed below.

The issue of system coherence often presents a struggle for developers of
innovative curricula. For example, an in-depth discovery-learning curric-
ulum designed for use where state examinations tend to favor relatively
shallow but extremely broad content knowledge would not be coherent at
the system level. But strong beliefs in the benefits of discovery learning might
prompt curriculum developers to take on the implementation challenges
associated with such inconsistency. In these situations, teacher development
tends to be seen as the primary vehicle for compensating for curricular
vulnerability. While this may be viable, it does not represent robust curric-
ulum design. From an implementation perspective, robust curriculum design
is evidenced by attention to the three criteria discussed in this section:
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• consistency among curricular components (spiderweb) and across levels
(macro, meso, and micro);

• harmony between representations (intentions, implementations, and
attainments); and

• coherence within the system context (factoring in the influences
of teacher development, school development, and large-scale
assessment).

Curriculum implementation

Around the globe and particularly in the areas of science and mathematics
education, curricula have undergone several waves of renewal in the past
few decades. A major reform period began following the launch of Sputnik
and continued on until the 1970s (in some cases, even longer); this period
was earmarked by innovations taking place on a large scale. However,
despite concerted efforts, many improvement projects were considered fail-
ures (for a synthesis of curriculum implementation research from this era,
see Fullan and Pomfret (1977)). Perhaps in part due to disappointing results
in the past, the 1980s saw a shift to debates on accountability and the most
appropriate forms of curricular reform. Changing societal concerns as well
as new scientific insights fueled these debates. The 1990s bore witness to a
rebirth of large-scale reform, tempered by cautions resulting from failed
efforts in the past. In this most recent wave of reform, systemic, sustainable
change receives the main focus. A core element of this focus is the careful
consideration of new (and/or improved) implementation strategies, which
have been addressed in literature (Confrey et al. 2000; Fullan 2000; van den
Akker 1998).

Throughout earlier waves of curriculum reform, most study of curriculum
implementation took place from a fidelity perspective. Researchers focused
on measuring the degree to which a particular innovation was implemented
as planned, and on identifying the factors that facilitated or hindered the
implementation (Snyder et al. 1992). Implementation research has led to an
appreciation for the perspectives of mutual adaptation and – in more recent
years – enactment. Mutual adaptation (Berman and McLaughlin 1977,
1978) suggests that curriculum implementation is a process whereby adjust-
ments to a curriculum are made by curriculum developers and those who
actually use it in a school or classroom context. Curriculum enactment, on
the other hand, views curriculum as the educational experience jointly
created by students and teachers. From this perspective, the role of the
teacher is that of a curriculum developer who, with time, according to Snyder
et al. (1992: 418), “grows ever more competent in constructing positive
educational experiences.” A teacher’s ability to construct such experiences is
helped or hindered by the quality of the externally created curriculum (which
may be highly specified or may contain broad guidelines). Yet, one’s own
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professional capacities yield even stronger influences on this process. The
enactment perspective is becoming increasingly widespread (Ball and Cohen
1996; Barab and Leuhmann 2003; Ben-Peretz 1990, 1994; Clandinin and
Connelly 1992; Fullan 2000) and forms the cornerstone of our vision on
design research in the curriculum domain.

Design research in the curriculum domain

Having described core elements in our understanding of curriculum, design
research in this domain is now addressed. This section describes why design
research is usually chosen; what outputs result from its undertaking; when
this kind of approach is useful; who is generally involved; where it takes
place; and how it is conducted. Thereafter, a conceptual model for design
research in the curriculum domain is presented.

Why choose a design research approach?

Numerous motives for design research have been cited in this volume and
elsewhere. Many of them speak to the long-standing criticism that educa-
tional research has a weak link with practice. Increasingly, experts are
calling for research to be judged not only on the merits of disciplined
quality, but also on the adoption and impact in practice (Design-Based
Research Collective 2003; Kelly 2004; Reeves et al. 2005). In combination
with other approaches, design research has the potential to help develop
more effective educational interventions, and to offer opportunities for
learning during the research process. In the curriculum domain, design
research is often selected to help improve understanding of how to design
for implementation. By carefully studying successive approximations of
ideal interventions in their target settings, insights are sought on how to
build and implement consistent, harmonious, and coherent components of a
robust curriculum (as described in the previous section, p. 68).

What are the outputs of design research?

In considering what design research in the curriculum domain ought to
produce, it may be useful to return to the aforementioned orientations of
knowledge, society, and learner. The primary output of design research is
the resulting knowledge that is generated; this usually takes the form of
design principles. The secondary output of design research in this domain is
its societal contribution: curricular products or programs that are of value
to schools or a broader education community. The tertiary output, related
to the learning orientation, is the contribution made by design research
activities themselves to the professional development of participants. Design
research thus contributes to three types of outputs: design principles,
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curricular products (or programs), and professional development of the
participants involved, as illustrated in Figure 5.3.

Design principles

The knowledge claim of design research in the curriculum domain takes the
form of design principles (Linn et al. 2004; van den Akker 1999), also
known as domain theories (Chapter 7), heuristics (Design-Based Research
Collective 2003), or lessons learned (Vanderbilt, Cognition and Technology
Group 1997). While the format may vary, design principles generally offer
the kinds of heuristic guidelines described by van den Akker:

If you want to design intervention X [for purpose/function Y in context
Z]; then you are best advised to give that intervention the characteristics
C

1
, C

2
, …, C

m
[substantive emphasis]; and do that via procedures P

1
, P
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, …,

P
n
[procedural emphasis]; because of theoretical arguments T

1
, T

2
, …, T

p
;

and empirical arguments E
1
, E

2
, … E

q
.

(van den Akker 1999)

Design principles are not intended as recipes for success, but to help others
select and apply the most appropriate substantive and procedural knowl-
edge for specific design and development tasks in their own settings.

Curricular products

To some extent (substantive) knowledge about essential characteristics of
an intervention, can be distilled from the secondary output of design
research in this domain – curricular products. Design research contributes
to designing, developing, and improving the quality of curricular products
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(or programs). For specific recommendations on improving quality, see the
“How is design research conducted?” section later in this chapter (p. 76).
The range of curricular products is commensurate with the breadth of the
domain’s scope. Some examples include: manifestations of the written
curriculum (for example, national syllabus or teacher guide); materials used
in the classroom (for example, instructional booklets or software for
pupils); or professional development aids (for example, online environ-
ments for teacher communities).

Professional development

When research methods are creatively and carefully designed, they can
contribute to the tertiary output of design research – professional develop-
ment of participants. For example, data collection methods, such as inter-
views, walk-throughs, discussions, observations, and logbooks, can be
structured to stimulate dialogue, reflection or engagement among partici-
pants. This perspective also stems from the conviction that there is a natural
synergy between curriculum development and teacher development, and
that sensitivity to this can provide more fruitful research and development
opportunities. Because of the implications for research design, further
discussion of this issue is subsequently addressed in the “How is design
research conducted?” section (p. 76).

When is this approach useful?

As illustrated in Figure 5.4, design research in the curriculum domain
utilizes the outputs of validation studies, which provide the necessary
starting points (for example, theories and perspectives) for beginning to
engage in design based on scientific insights. Design research is especially
warranted when existing knowledge falls short, as is often the case with
highly innovative curriculum improvement initiatives. The main aim of
design research in these situations is to develop new knowledge that can
help construct pioneering curricular solutions that will prove to be viable in
practice. Because of the focus on understanding curriculum enactment and
the implementation process, this kind of study rarely includes large-scale
effectiveness research. However, effectiveness studies are necessary to under-
stand long-term impact and provide valuable information pertaining to the
quality of the outputs (design principles, curricular products, and profes-
sional development) of curriculum design research. For further discussion of
validation and effectiveness studies, please refer to Chapter 10.

Who is involved in design research?

Though hardly universal, many studies in curriculum design and implemen-
tation create space for (varying degrees of) participatory design. In particip-
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atory design, the end users of curriculum contribute to the design process.
This means that researcher insights are augmented by those offered by such
participants as pupils, teachers, school leaders, and external experts. Until
recently, the bulk of these contributions tended to come during the generation
of initial design specifications (analysis) and refinement of draft products
(formative evaluation). While the movement to directly involve teachers in
the design process has been gaining momentum since the 1970s (Stenhouse
1980), it would seem that only in the last decade have researchers begun to
seriously consider how to marry the interests of teachers in a participatory
design process and reap the relevance benefits without putting the method-
ological quality of the research in jeopardy (McKenney 2001; McKenney
and van den Akker 2005; van den Akker 2005).

Where does design research take place?

Researchers have found that practices or programs developed in one setting
can often be used successfully in other places (Loucks-Horsley and Roody
1990). But despite the potential insights to be gained through exploration of
how ideas may be translated for use in other settings, it should be noted that
such a task is far from easy. “There is no (and never will be any) silver
bullet” for educational change in varying contexts (Fullan 1998). Neglect-
ing to seriously understand and consider the “fit” of an innovation is a
common cause for failure (Guthrie 1986).

Contextual understanding is essential for robust curriculum design.
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Because the real-world settings of schools and classrooms tend to be so
complex and unpredictable, the only way to sincerely explore curricular
products is by involving stakeholders (see “Who is involved in design
research?”, p. 74) in the target context (Design-Based Research Collective
2003; McKenney 2001; Richey and Klein 2005; van den Akker 1999). Based
on careful analysis, design principles offer situated guidelines, which rely on
accurate, thorough portrayal of pertinent contextual variables. Design
research must therefore take place in naturally occurring test beds to address
usability issues and intimately portray the setting for which the design was
created. Contextual variables that should be portrayed include local factors
(school climate, pupil population, resources available, etc.) and system
factors (including large-scale examinations and teacher development).
Figure 5.5 shows design research taking place within the system for which it
is intended.

How is design research conducted?

Tackling design research is no easy task. But, as in responsible curriculum
development, it can be useful to begin by articulating the underlying philos-
ophy before addressing the process itself. This section therefore begins by
describing the tenets that form the foundation of the design research
approach described here, and then addresses the iterative nature of the
design research process.
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Tenets

As previously mentioned, design research efforts contribute to three main
types of outputs: design principles, curricular products, and the professional
development of participants. Related to each output, we define a set of
tenets to shape design research in the curriculum domain (respectively):
rigor, relevance, and collaboration.

• Rigor – As noted in Chapter 10, and in the “What are the outputs of
design research?” section of this chapter (p. 72), design research yields
knowledge in the form of design principles. For these to be valid and reli-
able, the research from which they are distilled must adhere to rigorous
standards. The wealth of literature on naturalistic research (Miles and
Huberman 1994; Patton 1990; Yin 1994) offers much support for
addressing issues of internal validity (extent to which causal relation-
ships can be based on the findings), external validity (extent to which
findings are transferable to some broader domain), reliability (extent to
which the operations of the study can be repeated with the same results),
and utilization (extent to which action could be taken based on the
findings).

• Relevance – The societal contribution of design research refers to the
curricular product or program that benefits educational practice. As
mentioned earlier in this chapter, curricular products must be carefully
examined and, if necessary, (re)tailored for the context and culture in
which they will be implemented. When it comes to design research
(McKenney 2001; McKenney and van den Akker 2005), such efforts
must be based on a working knowledge of the target setting and be
informed by research and development activities taking place in natu-
rally occurring test beds.

• Collaboration – If design research activities are to contribute to the profes-
sional development of participants, then design and development must be
conducted in collaboration with and not for those involved. Additionally,
data collection procedures should be mutually beneficial – addressing
research needs while simultaneously offering meaningful experiences for
the participants. As mentioned previously, data collection methods such
as interviews, walk-throughs, discussions, observations, and logbooks
can be structured to stimulate dialogue, reflection, or engagement among
participants.

Iterations

There is little debate that, in any domain, the design research process tends
to be iterative (Cobb et al. 2003; Design-Based Research Collective 2003;
Reeves et al. 2005; van den Akker 1999). In the curriculum domain, each
iteration helps sharpen aims, deepen contextual insights, and contribute
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to the three main outputs (design principles drafted, curricular products
improved, and opportunities for professional development created). Within
each iteration, the classic cycle of analysis, design, and evaluation takes
place as illustrated in Figure 5.6.

ANALYSIS ⇒ GAP CLOSURE

Analysis in the curriculum domain is conducted to understand how to target
a design. It primarily features assessment of harmony (or discord) between
the aforementioned intended, implemented, and attained curricula. Further
study of internal consistency (macro, meso, and micro level) and system
coherence (alignment with teacher development and pupil assessment) often
sheds light on how and where gaps between representations are created.
Additionally, good analysis makes use of inputs such as creativity, inspiring
examples, and a systematic approach. In design research, good analysis
includes these features, but is also more forcefully driven by theoretical and
empirical insights (often, but not exclusively, from validation studies as
mentioned previously). Once completed, the analysis findings usually offer
guidelines for design that target the closure of one or more gaps between the
intended, implemented, and attained curricula. These guidelines take the
form of design specifications that will shape curricular products such as
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standards descriptions, textbooks, and learner toolkits. In some cases, the
guidelines also shape the development process.

DESIGN ⇒ PROTOTYPE STAGES

The iterative nature of design research is due, in part, to the dominance of a
prototyping approach. Prototyping has traditionally been associated with
engineering and is a well-proven method for solving real problems. Over
time, this approach has spread to other arenas that apply a systematic
approach to problem solving and design, including education. Ranging
from “formative experiments” (Newman 1990; Reinking and Watkins
1996), to iterative revision (McKenney 2001; Nieveen 1997; Nieveen and
van den Akker 1999), prototyping refers to when design products are evalu-
ated and revised through a systematic process.

Various forms of prototypes based on differing stages of development
have been identified in literature (Connel and Shafer 1989; Nieveen 1999).
In earlier iterations, the product of the design stage may be an initial proto-
type that globally demonstrates the nature of the design. As development
continues, prototypes may be partially or even completely elaborated. At the
conclusion of a design cycle, a product’s stage of development (global,
partial, or complete prototype) influences the kind of formative evaluation
activities that may take place.

EVALUATION ⇒ TRADE-OFFS

Formative evaluation is performed to improve (instead of prove) the quality
of prototypes. Depending on the stage of development (global, partial, or
complete), evaluation approaches may include: developer screening, expert
review, micro evaluation, and/or classroom tryouts. Participants in evalua-
tion activities can include the educational designers themselves, other mem-
bers of the development team (graphic designers, software engineers, etc.),
experts, teachers, pupils, parents, and any other relevant stakeholder group.

While specific criteria for exploring (ways to improve) the quality of a
prototype vary along with the aims of the curricular product, the following
three general criteria, rooted in earlier work (Blumenfeld et al. 2000; Fishman
and Krajcik 2003; Fishman et al. 2004; McKenney 2001; McKenney and van
den Akker 2005; Nieveen 1997; Nieveen and van den Akker 1999), can be
useful: viability, legitimacy, and efficacy. These are summarized in Figure 5.7.

Viability relates predominantly to the implementability of a design. While
viability can best be tested through the (formative) evaluation of draft
products, consideration of viability aspects is a recommended starting point
for drafting and refining design intentions. Three aspects of viability are
distinguished: practicality, relevance, and sustainability. Viability questions
include: Will this design be realistically usable in everyday practice? Is this
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design relevant to the needs and wishes of those in the target setting? May
one expect this design (or its use) to be sustainable? The criterion of legiti-
macy relates to the underlying intentions; legitimacy aspects are investigated
through questions such as: Is (the rationale behind) this design based on
contemporary scientific insights? Are the design components internally con-
sistent? Does the design support coherence among system factors? Efficacy
relates to how well a design yields the desired result(s). Because efficacy is
defined in terms of the aims of a design, the criteria for efficacy vary by case.
For example, if a curricular product is intended to foster the development of
classroom management skills, then impact on classroom management skills
would be one of the criteria to look for in evaluation. Some generic efficacy
questions include: Is the time, effort, and financial cost worth the invest-
ment? How (in)efficient is (the use of) this design?

Insights gleaned from evaluation activities focused on the viability, legiti-
macy, and efficacy provide inputs for subsequent redesign of curricular
prototypes. More often than not, a renewed analysis must take place as
trade-off decisions are made. For example, a design may prove to be highly
legitimate and effective, but not viable (for example, too expensive or too
time-consuming) in practice. If viability can be achieved, but only with costs
to legitimacy or efficacy, then trade-offs must be weighed. Without a balance
among these three, implementation will be challenged or possibly fail.

Conceptual model

The model for design research in the curriculum domain (Figure 5.8) is
based on the previous discussion. At the heart of the process are the tenets of
research rigor, local relevance, and collaboration with participants. These
foundational ideas shape the analysis, design, and evaluation cycle. Trian-
gular flows indicate principle outputs from one phase that influence the
subsequent phase, specifically: contextual analysis leads to design targets
for closing gaps between the intended, implemented, and attained curricula;
prototype stage of development has implications for framing an evaluation;
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and evaluation insights help to deliberate over trade-off decisions between
the viability, legitimacy, and efficacy quality aspects. Design research cycle
iterations contribute to the aforementioned outputs of professional develop-
ment, curricular products, and design principles. While this all takes place
within and is influenced by the target context, design principles that are well
articulated (and carefully portray the context) may be useful in other
settings. Finally, this kind of research relies on the results of validation
studies to provide relevant scientific insights to help shape the design (legiti-
macy); this type of research further provides starting points for larger-scale
effectiveness studies to explore long-range impact.

Examples

This model (Figure 5.8) has its roots in the topics discussed throughout the
first two sections of this chapter. Numerous studies have also been based on
these and related ideas. Although articulated and visualized in this format
for the first time here, the conceptual model shown in Figure 5.8 aptly
depicts the research approach used in several curriculum studies; three of
these are briefly described below.

For comparison purposes, the examples selected share main elements of an
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underlying rationale. As shown in Figure 5.9, the three studies all explore
support for curriculum development and teacher development at a naturally
occurring crossroads: the use and production of lesson materials.

Each of the studies yielded design principles, curricular products, and
contributed to the professional development of participants. They were all
conducted in the target context, using a synthesis of literature and previous
research as major points of departure. Cycles of analysis, design, and evalua-
tion took place in all three cases, and these were shaped by the need for
research rigor, contextual relevance, and collaboration with the participants.
While they all aimed to contribute to (improved) development of curriculum
materials and teacher professional development, their iterative cycle activi-
ties were conducted differently and each resulted in different types of curric-
ular products; these are briefly described in Table 5.1.

Please visit www.routledge.com to access this book’s supplemental web-
site, containing information on the research design and approach used in
each of these three studies.
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Iterations Curricular product

Cascade-Sea Two analysis cycles, four design
cycles and two evaluation
cycles

Software tool to help
(facilitator) teachers create
teacher guides

Tomc@t Three full cycles of analysis,
design and evaluation

ICT-based learner materials to
foster early literacy

Mac Two smaller and three larger
cycles of (re)design and
evaluation

Teacher guides for secondary
level science

Table 5.1 Examples of design research in the curriculum domain



Design research dilemmas

In the curriculum domain, a design research approach is often chosen
because of the opportunities it offers to help improve educational realities
directly (through the curricular products designed and the professional
development opportunities created by the study itself) and indirectly
(through design principles to inform future endeavors). While the overall
benefits of this approach are perceived to be worth the investments, design
studies are subject to challenges not typically encountered through more
conventional approaches. This section addresses three: designer as imple-
menter and evaluator; real-world research brings real-world complications;
and the warrants and risks associated with adaptable study design.

Designer (also) as implementer and evaluator

Due to the nature of the approach (prototyping in context), design
researchers often find themselves playing the conflicting roles of advocate
and critic (Design-Based Research Collective 2003). The multiple roles can
be extremely useful, for example, during formative evaluation. When
designers participate in the formative evaluation activities, they are afforded
the opportunity to gain deeper and often sharper insights into the strengths
and weaknesses of a design. This has the potential to shorten both the lines
of communication within a development team and the time needed for revi-
sion decisions. However, the methodological concerns would seem obvious.
Despite efforts to stimulate criticism, the fact that the designer and evalu-
ator may be the same person increases the chance for an evaluator effect
(Patton 1990). Participants may react differently due to the designer’s pres-
ence during formative evaluation; and the designers may be (unintention-
ally) less receptive to critique. Regardless of efforts made to obtain
neutrality, value-free research will not be possible when the designer
performs evaluation activities. “Rather than pretending to be objective
observers, we must be careful to consider our role in influencing and
shaping the phenomena we study. This issue is obvious when individuals
take on multiple roles of researchers; teachers; teachers of teachers”
(Putnam and Borko 2000: 13). Acknowledging the inevitable impact of
researchers (especially those donning multiple, even conflicting roles) on the
context in which understanding is sought is a first step toward combating
associated obstacles, such as (Krathwohl 1993): the Hawthorne effect
(involvement in the study makes participants feel special and thereby influ-
ences their behavior); hypothesis guessing (participants try to guess what the
researcher seeks and react accordingly); and diffusion (knowledge of the
treatment influences other participants). Thereafter, these threats may be
further reduced by striving for unobtrusiveness through making the
research setting as natural and as genuine as possible.
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Real-world research settings bring real-world complications

As stated previously, design research makes use of naturally occurring test
beds. The benefits of conducting research in authentic settings would seem
obvious: the more realistic the research setting, the more the data will reflect
reality. But deeper understandings come at the (potential) cost of losing
control over data collection rigor. For example, if pilot teachers share their
enthusiasm with colleagues, who in turn request to join the participant
group, researchers are faced with a dilemma: compromise the sample or
encourage teamwork? When researcher interests are no longer the only ones
at stake, compromise is imminent.

Particularly when a “cultural stranger” (Choksi and Dyer (1997) in Thijs
(1999)) attempts to carry out research in a foreign setting, the degree to
which an outsider can conduct meaningful research must be addressed. In
many situations, participants are sometimes hesitant to be completely open
with researchers from different cultural contexts. Toward earning partici-
pant trust and building an understanding of the context, the importance of
collaboration and mutually beneficial activities cannot be overemphasized,
as these are the two main avenues available to a researcher who prioritizes
the insider perspective. This is not to say that being an outsider is completely
without advantages. In some situations, it actually allows for a degree of
objectivity and, along with that, a freedom (or forgiveness) for honesty that
is not permitted to those within a particular group.

Adaptability

Design research is often mapped by evolutionary planning. Given the afore-
mentioned real-world research settings, adaptability is essential. Further-
more, it is important that research cycles be responsive to findings from
previous ones. Yet, a research design that keeps changing is weak. The
notion of evolutionary planning refers to a sound planning framework that
is responsive to field data and experiences at acceptable moments during the
course of a study. The need for adaptability in design research pertains not
only to planning, but also to the role of the researcher during the study.
According to van den Akker (2005), the synergy between research and prac-
tice can be maximized when researchers demonstrate adaptability by: (i)
being prepared, where desirable, to take on the additional role of designer,
advisor, and facilitator, without losing sight of their primary role as
researcher; (ii) being tolerant with regard to the often unavoidably blurred
role distinctions and remaining open to adjustments in the research design
if project progress so dictates; and (iii) allowing the study to be influenced,
in part, by the needs and wishes of the partners, during what is usually a
long-term collaborative relationship. Such adaptability requires strong
organizational and communicative capacities on behalf of the researcher.
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Adaptability also requires sound understanding of research rigor so that
prudent changes and choices that maximize value and minimize threats to
quality are made.

Design study guidelines

Earlier in this chapter, three tenets that lay the foundation for design
research initiatives were discussed: rigor, relevance, and collaboration.
Related to the previous section on design research dilemmas (p. 83), this
chapter concludes by addressing some guidelines for guarding academic
rigor while still conducting relevant, collaborative inquiry. These guide-
lines may help generate credible, trustworthy, and plausible design
principles.

Explicit conceptual framework

As with all sound research, design research activities should be rooted in an
underlying rationale. The underlying rationale should evolve through for-
mal activities (for example, literature review and interviewing experts) as
well as informal activities (discussions with critical friends and during
conferences). This should lead to an explicit conceptual framework, pro-
viding the conceptual framework gives others the opportunity to make
analytic generalizations (external validity).

Congruent study design

In a congruent study design, the chain of reasoning (Krathwohl 1993) is
both transparent and tight. This means that the structure of the study as a
whole demonstrates clear and strong links between previous research,
theory, research questions, research design, data analysis, and conclusions.
In studies with a congruent design, the ideas supporting each of these
components are compatible.

Triangulation

During each iteration of a design study, various individuals may participate
and an assortment of data collection methods must be carefully chosen and
applied; these are applications of triangulation. According to several
authors (Merriam 1988; Miles and Huberman 1994; Patton 1990) triangu-
lation assists in enhancing the reliability and internal validity of the findings.
This effect rests on the premise that the weaknesses in each single data
source, method, evaluator, theory, or data type will be compensated by the
counterbalancing strength of another. This is one strategy that can help
speak specifically to concerns associated with the multiple, sometimes
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blurred roles taken on by design researchers. Triangulation of data sources,
data collection settings, instruments, or even researchers can be quite
robust, but should not be driven by the misconception that more is better.
This notion is aptly conveyed by Dede (2004: 107) who notes, “everything
that moved within a 15-foot radius of the phenomenon was repeatedly
interviewed, videotaped, surveyed and so-forth – and this elephantine effort
resulted in the birth of mouse-like insights in their contribution to educa-
tional knowledge.”

Inductive and deductive data analysis

As with other forms of research, it can be useful to tackle data analysis from
differing perspectives. Often, both deductive and inductive analyses are
useful. Deductive analyses classify data according to existing schemes,
usually based on the conceptual framework, and inductive analyses explore
emergent patterns in the data. Interim analysis (following a phase or cycle) is
essential for informing subsequent efforts. Repeated interim analysis is
referred to as “sequential analysis” by Miles and Huberman who comment
as follows on the strengths and weaknesses of this approach:

Their [interim analyses’] strength is their exploratory, summarizing,
sense-making character. Their potential weaknesses are superficiality,
premature closure, and faulty data. These weaknesses may be avoided
through intelligent critique from skeptical colleagues, feeding back into
subsequent waves of data collection.

(Miles and Huberman 1994: 84)

Data analysis may further be bolstered when conducted or revisited by a
team of researchers or critical friends. Finally, insights stemming from only
one participant may be extremely useful, even if not echoed by others. While
frequency of findings is a good indicator of importance, data analysis proce-
dures must be sensitive to the salience and depth of findings.

Full description

Another tactic mentioned by several authors (Merriam 1988; Miles and
Huberman 1994) is providing a context-rich description of the situation,
design decisions, and research results. While the generalizability of design
research findings is limited, full descriptions will help the readers of such
portraits gain insight on what happened during research stages and make
inferences based on (or transfer) the findings to other situations (external
validity). In addition, a full description may also make replications possible.
If the replication of a study led to similar results, this would demonstrate
that the study was reliable.
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Member check

Merriam (1988) states that taking data and interpretations back to the
source may increase the internal validity of the findings. For instance,
participants of a tryout can be invited to provide feedback on an outline
with the major results of the tryout. Likewise, it can be useful when inter-
viewees review a researcher’s synopsis of an interview, and provide correc-
tions if necessary.

Concluding comments

This chapter set out to contribute to understanding of design research in the
curriculum domain. Essential to understanding the ideas presented here on
design research are the perspectives discussed at the start of the chapter
pertaining to the nature of curriculum, how it is built, and what factors
affect its implementation. This lens demonstrates that curriculum design
and design research in this domain cannot be decoupled from the system in
which these activities take place. This calls for both design and research
work to be conducted in situ, together with the participants (teachers,
pupils, etc.). The yields – design principles, curricular products and profes-
sional development of participants – can make the effort worthwhile, but
care must be taken to guard the rigor of a research process that is subjected
to the complexities of the real world. Some tactics for coping with these
challenges were offered in the last section of this chapter, but these represent
only an initial set of guidelines based on existing approaches to research.
Further work is needed to better understand this emerging field and to
provide additional guidelines as well as examples. In the meantime, it is
hoped that this chapter and the related website examples will further
dialogue on design research from the curriculum perspective.
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Quality

Part 3





Assessing the quality of design
research proposals

Some philosophical perspectives

QualityAssessing the quality of design research proposals

Design research (DR), or design experiments, has become the topic of much
discussion among educational researchers since the essays by Collins (1992)
and Brown (1992). The claim that design of effective and innovative pro-
grams or treatments can proceed at the same time as, and is fully integrated
with, the pursuit of traditional research objectives, has proved to be some-
what controversial (cf. Educational Researcher, 32(1), 2003; Educational
Psychologist, 39(4), 2004); this is because the simultaneous variation of
numerous factors that seems to occur frequently in many of the former
endeavors runs counter to the fundamental principle of research, which is to
“control the variables.” Nevertheless, it clearly seems fruitful for both the
production of effective programs and the opening up of interesting (and
useful) lines of research to have researchers closely involved in the design
process. I am pursuing some of the difficult issues associated with this topic
elsewhere (Phillips and Dolle in press), so here I wish to make some prelimi-
nary remarks about a related but somewhat neglected matter.

Funding agencies around the world are receiving proposals to carry out
design research, and these, of course, need to be evaluated. Assessing the
worth of a finalized program, or of a completed research report, is difficult
enough, but the problems pale when compared with the difficulties inherent
in assessing the quality of a proposal to carry out DR. What follows is a brief
discussion of some of these, together with some small suggestions that might
be helpful.

Education research, and more specifically DR, does not constitute what
philosophers call a “natural kind”; it does not form a species with one or a
small number of species-defining characteristics. It is a category made by
humans for human intellectual, political, and self-identification purposes,
and like a hard disk or a file labeled miscellaneous it has a lot of different
things crammed into it. There are many different types of education research,
all of them with their own merits and limitations; and the same can be said of
design experiments, which vary enormously in how they manage the rela-
tionship between research and development (if this distinction is recognized
at all). I do not regard it as productive to spend much time trying to come up
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with a simple account that ends all controversy about what design experi-
ments really are – there is no right answer. For there is no one thing that they
are like.

To make this clear to potential funders of DR, it may be helpful to refer to
the philosopher Wittgenstein’s (1963) notion of “family resemblances,” one
that he illustrated with the concept of “games”. (In summary: in defining
“games,” there is a large set of “family characteristics”; each game
instantiates some of the set, but two games might still be games yet have none
of these family characteristics in common.) My suggestion is that there will
also be a set or family of criteria by which DR should be judged – elements
from the set that are appropriate for evaluating one study will not be relevant
to another. This does not make the task of the evaluator of research or DR
proposals easier, but it is better to be realistic rather than simplistic.

There is a well-known issue in assessing research in education relating to the
fact that there are many different frameworks or methodological approaches
(or, to use the Kuhnian term in its now established, very loose sense, para-
digms) within which specific examples of research are located. Thus, the
criteria for assessing specific examples often (if not always) need to be frame-
work or paradigm specific, for – to cite an obvious example – the factors that
make a piece of ethnography rigorous are not the same factors that mark a
good experimental or quasi-experimental study. To make matters more com-
plicated, adherents of one framework or methodological approach often have
very little tolerance for rival approaches, so they make unfair judges of such
work. Those individuals who fund research, including DR, must somehow
overcome any instinctive prejudice they feel about frameworks other than
their own favored ones, and, at the very least, they must make a serious effort
to appreciate the rationales that are given to justify different styles of work.
(There is a limit to tolerance, of course; personally, I have little tolerance for
postmodern approaches that often – perhaps not always – reject the entire
scientifically oriented research approach and especially the modernist notion
of reason that underpins it. But the situation is difficult, and the assessor of DR
needs to have the wisdom of Solomon!)

There is a serious oversimplification of scientifically oriented research
(that probably amounts to an egregious misunderstanding of the nature of
scientific inquiry – see Phillips (2005)) that can cloud the assessment of
research proposals, including proposals to do DR. (This oversimplification
has reached epidemic proportions in the United States of America, where
there are very determined efforts to make use of the so-called “gold standard
methodology” – namely, the use of randomized controlled experiments or
field trials, and as a backup quasi-experiments and regression discontinuity
designs – into a necessary condition for funding of research and evaluation
by governmental agencies. For examples of favored studies, see the U.S.
federally funded “What Works Clearinghouse” at www.W-W-C.org.)

The mistake of oversimplification lies in placing almost all the emphasis
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on the final stage of a research cycle (the stage of testing or validating the
claim that an intervention, treatment or program is causally responsible for
some outcome); this is to neglect or even denigrate what the philosopher
Reichenbach (1938) many years ago called the “context of discovery”,
which is the context in which researchers display creativity and do much
preliminary investigation (often guided, of course, by deep factual and theo-
retical background knowledge) in the vital effort to come up with an inter-
vention or treatment that is worth testing.

To put this issue in a slightly different way: the great American pragmatist
philosopher, John Dewey, and the critical rationalist philosopher, Karl
Popper, gave independent accounts of the logical processes involved in
science that are remarkably similar (and, Reichenbach, a logical positivist,
would have endorsed their accounts). They saw science as proceeding
through cycles, each of which involves identification, clarification and anal-
ysis of a problem, analysis of possible solutions, followed by testing the solu-
tion or hypothesis that seems most likely to be efficacious (for further
discussion and references, see Phillips (1992: chapter 6)). To focus almost
entirely upon testing (as in using randomized field trials as the gold standard
to judge the scientific merit of education research) is to ignore or treat as
scientifically insignificant the absolutely crucial earlier stages.

One of the very great virtues of the DR community is that its members take
the whole of the scientific research cycle seriously. It will be fatal to the future
of DR, and indeed to the future of the whole of science, if funding decisions
are to be based entirely, or even just very largely, on the use of a particular
family of methods for testing hypotheses.

This raises another difficult issue. It is easy to be seduced by a proposal for
funding support that focuses upon testing some hypothesis or treatment, for
such a proposal will be concrete – it will be quite specific about what will be
done. Any competent researcher who focuses on the testing of hypotheses
(and not upon their derivation and analysis) will find it easy to specify how
the sample will be drawn and from which population it will be drawn, how
attrition will be monitored, how the treatment under test will be delivered,
and how randomization will be carried out. Such matters can be assessed
quite straightforwardly by a potential funding agency. It is much more diffi-
cult to assess a proposal that takes the whole scientific cycle seriously,
starting with the identification and clarification of a significant problem and
moving, via a series of studies and analyses, to a refined hypothesis or treat-
ment that is worthy of being taken seriously enough to be tested.

There are several important subsidiary issues here:

1 Why is this difficult? Simply because it is literally impossible for a person
proposing to do an original piece of research to specify in precise terms
beforehand what will be done during the early stages of the investigative
cycle. Scientific investigation writ large (as opposed to the narrower
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domain of hypothesis testing) is not a matter of following a precise algo-
rithm, and the investigator cannot predict at the outset what issues will
arise and what opportunities will present themselves. Investigation is a
creative, but also necessarily a disciplined, process. Einstein is reported
to have remarked that a good scientist is an “unscrupulous oppor-
tunist,” and Nobel Laureate Percy Bridgman said that “the scientist has
no other method than doing his damnedest,” but it is difficult for all but
the most trusting funding agency to rate highly a proposal that states “I
will be an opportunist and do my damnedest” – however, in reality, this
is what a good investigator will do in the early phases of his or her work.
And this is surely what good practitioners of DR do. But to repeat: the
damnedest, the opportunism, must be disciplined.

2 If the history of science is any guide, it will turn out that the creative
processes during what Popper and Dewey identified as the early stages of
the scientific inquiry process, and what Reichenbach called the context
of discovery – the analyses, the small-scale studies, observations, testing,
and probing that occur, the crafting of arguments, and so forth – will
often result in the development of such a convincing case (such a
convincing warrant will be built up) that large-scale hypothesis testing
may not be needed at all.

Almost any example from the work of great scientists of the past can be
drawn upon as an illustration of the importance of the early phases of a piece
of scientific inquiry. Consider the work of William Harvey, who built up –
over time – the case that the heart pumps blood, which is carried around the
body by arteries and veins. He could not have specified what he was going to
do before he did it; at most, he could have indicated that he was interested in
investigating why it was that animals have hearts. As problems and criticisms
arose, he devised inventive ways to counter them, using a variety of types of
study (today we would say that he used mixed methods). Eventually, the
warrant for his claim about the circulation of the blood was undeniable –
and it is noteworthy that he did not place reliance upon a sole gold standard
methodology. It also is sobering to reflect on the fact that he would not have
received support from most funding agencies in existence today, because – at
the outset of his work – he would not have been able to be specific about
what he was going to do. I believe that most if not all design researchers are
in the same situation as William Harvey! (The same points could be made in
the context of Darwin’s or Pasteur’s work. See Phillips (2005) for further
discussion and references.)

The above discussion leads to the last difficulty I shall raise in the present
remarks: in light of the previous points, what advice can I give a funding
agency about the criteria they should look for in assessing DR proposals? I
seem to have made a strong case (at least I think I have made a strong case)
that design researchers, being good scientists whose focus is healthily much
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wider than mere hypothesis testing, cannot be precise about what they are
going to do at the start of their work. So how can an intelligent decision be
made about whether to fund a piece of DR? I have three tentative suggestions
to offer here.

1 Although it is, in my view, unreasonable to expect a design researcher to
be precise about what it is that he or she will actually do in the course of
the work, it is not unreasonable to expect some indication of where it is
hoped that the main contribution will lie. Let me return to William
Harvey: He could say at the outset of his work that he was generally inter-
ested in the heart; but note that he did not have several different interests.
Design researchers are sometimes not as clear as Harvey; for there is an
ambiguity here that runs through much of the DR literature, and needs to
be clarified in any DR proposal (for example, this ambiguity bedevils a
number of the contributions to the symposium on DR in the Educational
Researcher, 32(1), 2003). This is the ambiguity over whether the main
purpose of a piece of DR is to contribute to an understanding of the design
process itself (and what this might mean and why it is potentially impor-
tant ought to be made clear), or whether it is to throw light on some
educationally relevant phenomenon associated with the program or inter-
vention that is being designed (for example, the learning of certain topics
in mathematics by young girls), or whether it is to actually design a techni-
cally impressive program, intervention, or artifact, or to do two or all
three of these things. This will be helpful information for a funding
agency, which will need to decide if such a purpose (or purposes) falls
within its domain of interest. (And, of course, to indicate a general interest
at the outset of the work is not to suppose that the focus cannot change as
the work proceeds and interesting, new phenomena arise.)

2 The proposal should make clear that the authors understand that the
warrants supporting the claim that one or the other of these three aims
has been achieved, are different. The warrant supporting the claim to
have improved the design process is different from the warrant that some
aspect of learning has been illuminated, and both of these are different
from (but sometimes related to) the warrant for the claim that a techni-
cally impressive artifact has been produced. In practice these different
purposes are often so intertwined that their different logical/epistemic
warranting requirements become seriously confounded. Furthermore, it
should be shown that the DR team (for most often it will be more than
one individual working on the project) represents the bodies of research
and development skills that can reasonably be expected to be needed for
such an enterprise, whatever it is. (A study of learning requires different
skills from mathematics curriculum development, and the production of
rigorous warrants for knowledge claims might require even other skills.)

3 Funding agencies might adopt the way projects are chosen for funding in
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the creative arts as their model. A composer being considered for a
commission to produce a new symphony cannot be expected to show
what the symphony will be like before she has actually composed it! But
the composer’s portfolio of work can be examined, and the training the
composer has received can be investigated. It will be known that this
person is good with symphonies for small orchestras but not so profi-
cient in works for the solo violin. It will be known what style of music
the particular individual favors (atonal, jazz-oriented, romantic, trium-
phal, and so forth) and how this fits with the type of work that the
commissioning body has in mind. In the end, those awarding the
commission place a bet: given the past record (or training or apprentice-
ship), it is likely that this composer can produce the desired goods. (The
MacArthur Foundation does something along these lines with its so-
called “genius awards.”) This process is fuzzy, but a surprising degree of
inter-rater reliability can be achieved between intelligent judges. And it is
perhaps the only way to deal with the complexities of the creative scien-
tific process that is central to the design experiment.

I conclude with an optimistic example that illustrates many of the pre-
ceding points; it is drawn from a documentary I saw when pursuing my
addiction to late-night television. In the period immediately following the
end of World War II, the U.S. military, in conjunction with the agency that
was the forerunner of NASA, set out to design a plane that could regularly
(and safely) fly faster than sound. Not only was it desired to produce a
workable product (the X–1 plane), it was also desired to understand the
physics – the aerodynamic principles – of flying at speeds greater than
Mach 1. In essence, then, the participants were involved in an early piece of
design research. It is noteworthy that they obtained funding because the
project was a national defense priority and because the participants were
experienced in aircraft design and manufacture; they could not (and they
did not) specify in detail what they were going to do before they did it – the
changes/improvements they made were decided almost on a daily basis.
During each test flight, Chuck Yeager, the brash pilot, pushed the proto-
type to its limits, and afterwards he and his mechanics tinkered to try to
increase the speed. (He represented the interests of the military, which were
to produce a fast plane as quickly as possible.) The researchers, however,
resisted, for after each modification they wanted to carry out a detailed
program of testing before further variables were tinkered with (thus illus-
trating the classic clash between development and research). The situation
was alleviated by the use of two planes, one for pushing as hard as possible,
the other for slower testing. Maybe there is a moral here for design
researchers, and their funders.
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Balancing innovation and risk

Assessing design research proposals

QualityBalancing innovation and risk

In this essay, I consider the question of how to assess proposed design
research. In contrast to other authors in this volume, I will approach the
question more from the engineer’s perspective than from the scientist’s
perspective. The engineer’s approach assumes that one is doing design and
development to begin with and asks the question, what generalizable lessons
can one learn from those processes? The scientist’s approach assumes that
one is engaged in scientific inquiry about learning and asks the question,
what can one learn by integrating design into the research process that one
could not learn otherwise?

• Scientist’s approach to design research in education: How can research
be enhanced by integrating iterative design cycles into it?

• Engineer’s approach: How can iterative design cycles be used to generate
useful research results?

To address the question of how we should assess proposed design research,
we must first consider what we can learn from design research and how.

What can we learn from design?

A few years ago I published a paper in the Journal of the Learning
Sciences on design research with the title, “What do we learn when we
engage in design?” In this paper, I took the engineer’s perspective on
design research. I approached the question with the assumption that
design is a learning process. When a design team creates a design to achieve
a goal under a set of constraints, they must develop an understanding of
the goals and constraints they are designing for, the resources they have
available for constructing a design, and the implications of alternative
design decisions. In a typical design process, the understanding that the
design team develops remains implicit in the decisions they make and the
resulting design. I characterize these design decisions as falling into three
categories:
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• Decisions about the design process: These are decisions about what steps
to follow in constructing a design, who to involve, and what roles they
should play.

• Assessments of the design context: These are decisions about the goals,
needs, and opportunities that must or should be addressed by a design.
This category also includes decisions about the design context that must
be addressed, such as the challenges, constraints, and opportunities in
the context.

• Decisions about the design itself: These are decisions about the design
itself. This category includes decisions about how to combine design
elements and balance trade-offs in order to meet goals, needs, and
opportunities.

While these do not exist in any explicit form in many designs, I find it
useful to characterize these sets of decisions as belonging to these three
implicit entities. The decisions about the design process can be characterized
as comprising a design procedure; assessments of the nature of the design
context can be characterized as a problem analysis; and decisions about the
design itself can be characterized as a design solution.

The engineering approach to design research assumes that the designer is
engaged in these local learning processes and asks how the lessons learned in
order to make decisions about the design procedure, problem analysis, and
design solution can be made explicit and public to serve the needs of a larger
community.

It is important to recognize that the role that design research can play in
the larger research endeavor is not hypothesis testing. The appropriate
product for design research is warranted theory. As such, the challenge for
design research is to capture and make explicit the implicit decisions associ-
ated with a design process, and to transform them into generalizable theo-
ries. In Edelson (2002), I describe three kinds of theories that can be
developed through design research. Each of these corresponds to a set of
decisions that designers make:

DOMAIN THEORIES

A domain theory is the generalization of a portion of a problem analysis.
There are two types of domain theories:

• A context theory is a theory about a design setting, such as a descrip-
tion of the needs of a certain population of students, the nature of
certain subject matter, or of the organization of an educational
institution.

• An outcomes theory describes the effects of interactions among elements
of a design setting and possible design elements. An outcomes theory
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explains why a designer might choose certain elements for a design in
one context and other elements in another.

DESIGN FRAMEWORKS

A design framework is a generalized design solution. It provides guidelines
for achieving a particular set of goals in a particular context. A design
framework rests on domain theories regarding contexts and outcomes. Van
den Akker (1999) also describes design frameworks, which he calls “sub-
stantive design principles,” as being a product of design research.

DESIGN METHODOLOGY

A design methodology is a general design procedure that matches the
descriptions of design goals and settings to an appropriate set of procedures.
Van den Akker (1999) calls a design methodology a set of “procedural
design principles.”

In addition to these three forms of theories, another important product of
design research is the design as a case. While it is speculative to generalize
from any individual design, an accumulation of related cases can form the
basis for making supported generalizations. Therefore, it is important to
recognize the value of an individual case of innovative educational design to
a larger design research and theory development agenda.

How can we use design as an opportunity to conduct
design research?

I’ve identified four steps to make an educational design process a useful part
of theory development. The first is that it should be research-driven. That is,
the decisions made in the design process should be informed by a combina-
tion of prior research and the design researcher’s emerging theories. The fact
that decisions are informed by prior research does not mean that they must
be consistent with the findings of prior research. In fact, a design process
may be driven by the desire to question prior research, but it must do so for
clear and coherent reasons. Neither does it mean that research exists to
inform all or even most design decisions. However, a design researcher
should be informed as to where research does and doesn’t exist to shape
design decisions. Being aware of research increases the likelihood that a
design research program will have impact. The second step toward design
research is systematic documentation. To support the retrospective analysis
that is an essential element of design research, the design process must be
thoroughly and systematically documented. The third step is formative eval-
uation. Formative evaluation is essential in design research because it can
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identify weaknesses in the problem analysis, design solution, or design
procedure. Ideally, educational design research is conducted in the form of
iterative cycles of design, implementation, and formative evaluation. The
fourth step toward design research is generalization. To generalize, the
design researcher must retrospectively analyze the design-specific lessons to
identify appropriate generalizations in the form of domain theories, design
frameworks, and design methodologies. Being research-driven, maintaining
systematic documentation, and conducting formative evaluation all support
the process of generalization.

How should we assess proposals for design research?

I now turn to the criteria one might use in assessing proposals for design
research. The first criterion is one that applies to any research proposal: if
successful, the proposed work must promise to yield insight into an impor-
tant need or problem. In the case of design research, this insight would take
the form of a new or elaborated theory, in contrast to more traditional
research, which would most likely take the form of evidence for or against
an existing theory. Other proposal evaluation criteria follow from the
processes described in the preceding section for using design as an opportu-
nity to conduct research: the proposed design must be grounded in prior
research or sound theory; it must have a plan for systematic documentation;
it must incorporate formative feedback into a plan for iterative design and
development; and, it must allow for a process of generalization based on the
other elements of the plan.

These criteria, however, address the research side of design research. Taking
the engineering perspective seriously requires that we also consider the design
side of a design research proposal. We have to appreciate that design research
is inherently exploratory and speculative. It begins with the basic assumption
that existing practices are inadequate or can, at least, be improved. This means
that new practices are necessary. The underlying questions behind design
research are the same as those that drive innovative design:

• What alternatives are there to current educational practices?
• How can these alternatives be established and sustained?

These questions demand a form of research other than traditional empiri-
cism. We cannot apply traditional research methods to these alternative
practices because they do not yet exist to be studied.

Since design research is exploratory, it is inherently risky. In fact, design
research may lead to designs that are worse than existing practices because
they either lead to unsatisfactory outcomes or they are not feasible to imple-
ment. This poses a challenge for the evaluation of proposed research
because, on the one hand, we want to encourage risk-taking, and on the
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other we want to limit risk. In order to improve on current practice, we need
to take chances on alternatives. In particular, we want to be open to the
possibility of dramatically improved outcomes. However, in a resource-
limited world, we want to be cautious with resources and use them wisely.

So, how does one apply these conflicting needs regarding risk to the evalu-
ation of design research proposals? First, it is important to distinguish
between innovation and risk. The opportunity offered by design research is
the opportunity to foster innovation. While the novelty of innovation carries
risk, the criterion that design research should be research-driven helps miti-
gate that risk. If the proposed design is grounded in existing research or
sound theory, then it can be innovative without being overly risky. If it is not
well grounded, then, it may, in fact, be too speculative and carry too much
risk. On the other hand, if the design concept at the heart of a design research
proposal is not sufficiently innovative, then it may not be worth the invest-
ment. In short, a design research proposal must involve design that is innova-
tive enough to explore territory that cannot be explored with traditional
means, but it must be guided by sound theory, to insure that it is not overly
speculative.

A second way to manage risk is through the ongoing evaluation that
should be part of design research. Thus, the nature of the evaluation plan
must be an important consideration when evaluating design research.
Specifically, is the formative evaluation plan sufficient for determining
whether or not the design is moving toward better results and more insight at
every stage in the design cycle? In particular, will the evaluation provide
insight into why the design does or does not yield the desired results? It is this
why question that is essential to good formative evaluation. In learning from
design, it is critical to have a sense of why the design is leading to the
outcomes that it is. Coupled with this formative evaluation, it is also helpful
to have summary evaluation to limit risk in design research. Summary evalu-
ation can answer the question, Is this design approach showing enough
promise to deserve to continue the design process? Due to the innovative and
exploratory nature of design research, we must be careful not to ask this
question too early or too often, for fear of abandoning an innovative
approach before it has been given time to reach its potential. Nevertheless,
we must ask this question periodically and be willing to abandon an unsuc-
cessful approach, having learned the lessons that arise from attempting it.
This point about learning lessons from failed designs is important. In consid-
ering risk we must recognize that the failure of a design is not the failure of
design research. When design research is conducted properly and systemati-
cally, just as many lessons can be learned from the design that fails as from
one that achieves its goals.

Finally, in considering the design side of a design research proposal, it is
important to apply the criteria one would use for any design or development
proposal. These include: how appropriate is the proposed design approach
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for the problem or need? What expertise in design do the proposers bring?
What is their previous experience with design?

Final thoughts: resources for design research

Design research offers the opportunity to create successful innovations and
learn lessons that cannot be achieved through design and empirical research
independently. In my opinion, this potential for gain outweighs the risk
inherent in an exploratory research agenda. In this essay, I have focused on
the considerations in assessing proposals for design research. However,
there are other important questions regarding design research that remain to
be addressed. For example, while I am able to say that good design research
requires plans for research-driven design, systematic documentation, form-
ative evaluation, and generalization, I must acknowledge that we lack
accepted methods for developing and executing these plans. Each design
research effort must essentially invent these methods itself. Similarly, I argue
that design research teams must combine expertise in both design and
research. However, it is not clear that we have the capacity to compose
teams that combine these forms of expertise in existing educational institu-
tions. Our expertise in educational design tends to be segregated from
expertise in research. The former is locked up in institutions that have devel-
opment responsibility and the latter in research institutions. In addition, we
need to know how to integrate these forms of expertise as well as the prac-
tices of these two different communities if design research teams are to be
successful. Finally, design research relies on a cooperative relationship
between organizations that are responsible for the design and research and
organizations that are responsible for implementation. The iterative design,
development, implementation, and evaluation cycles that are critical for
design research require long-term cooperative effort. These arrangements
can be hard to maintain in an environment where those responsible for
implementation are subject to demands for short-term results. An innova-
tive design may require several iterations to reach its promise. In an atmo-
sphere of short-term accountability, it may be hard to find implementation
sites that can participate in this form of research. For all these reasons, the
challenges of supporting design research go beyond the challenges of evalu-
ating which research to pursue, to include significant challenges to existing
human resources and institutional arrangements. Nevertheless, the possi-
bility that substantial improvement in educational outcomes will result
from innovative design research merits tackling those challenges.
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Quality criteria for design
research

Evidence and commitments

QualityQuality criteria for design research

Society devotes enormous effort to the education of children and adults.
How to improve that effort via research is an ongoing challenge. Currently,
researchers from fields as diverse as mathematics education, science educa-
tion, computer science, and engineering are combining insights to forge a
methodology that sits between the traditional randomized trials and qualita-
tive approaches.

One set of these approaches is captured by the general label, design
research. Design research is interventionist, iterative, process focused, col-
laborative, multilevel, utility oriented, and theory driven (Kelly 2003). It
works with procedural ambiguity, ill-defined problems, and open systems
that are socially multilevel, and multi-timescale (Lemke 2001).

Design research is often situated within a domain (for example, mathe-
matics or science) and in many cases uses the structure of the domain as a
theoretical guide (Cobb et al. 2003). Together with domain knowledge,
design research uses a theory of social learning to pose and address “revis-
able conjectures” relevant to some “background theory” (Barab and Squire
2004).

Design research attempts to work within and holistically describe learning
and teaching in spite of their complexity and local idiosyncrasy. Design
research samples broadly and repeatedly from phenomena in addition to
sampling theories or propositions in the literature.

Design research does not treat the educational process as some black box
as randomized trials are wont to do, but embraces the complexity of learning
and teaching and adopts an interventionist and iterative posture towards it.
It uses ongoing in situ monitoring of the failure or success of (alternative
versions of) some designed artifact (software, curricular intervention,
tutoring session, etc.) to provide immediate (and accumulating) feedback on
the viability of its “learning theory” or “hypothetical learning trajectory”
(Cobb et al. 2003). Over time, the accumulating trail of evidence informs
artifact redesign and theory revision.

Data collection often involves videotaping actual learning occurrences,
the collection of “learning artifacts” (for example, students’ work) and
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computer-tracked learning trails, and, in some cases, may involve other tech-
niques such as clinical interviews or tutoring sessions (Kelly and Lesh 2000).

Design research seeks out, and is responsive to, emerging factors in
complex, naturalistic settings and acknowledges the constraints and influ-
ence of the many nested layers impacting school practice from poverty to
policy (Fishman et al. 2004).

In a preparatory document to the conference that shaped this book,
Gravemeijer and van den Akker (2003) noted that there are at least three
different uses for design research in education:

1 shaping an innovative intervention and developing a theory that under-
pins that intervention;

2 creating learning ecologies to investigate the possibilities for educational
improvement by bringing about new forms of learning in order to study
them; and

3 as a scientific approach to the design of educational interventions,
aiming to contribute to design methodology.

Of these three, much attention in the United States of America has focused
on the use of design principles to intervene in educational settings in what
have traditionally been called “teaching experiments,” but more recently,
“design experiments.” The design experiment does not describe a single
methodology, since across these variants (Cobb et al. 2003; Kelly and Lesh
2000) exist differences in goals, methods, and measures:

• one-to-one teaching experiments;
• classroom teaching experiments (including multitiered and transform-

ative versions);
• preservice teacher development studies;
• inservice teacher development studies; and
• school/district restructuring experiments.

As Gravemeijer and van den Akker noted, a second major emphasis is on
the design and trials of “learning environments” (see Box 8.1 for examples).
Within this subcategory, there also exist different goals, methods, and
measures of learning or teaching or both.

As noted, further recent effort has been spent reflecting on the need to
reconceptualize existing research methodologies or create new ones. Some
notable efforts include the various articles in Kelly (2003), Barab and
Kirshner (2001), and Barab and Squire (2004). Design research deliverables
vary across many genres (Kelly 2003), and include the examples in Box 8.2.

The short review in Box 8.2 makes plain that a simple or single codifica-
tion of criteria for judging the quality of design research studies or proposals
is not plausible or even desirable. What I propose to do, instead, is to bracket
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• Progress Portfolio, Loh et al. (1998)

• Worldwatcher, Edelson et al. (1999)

• LiteracyAccess Online, Bannan-Ritland (2003)

• Genscope/Biologica, Hickey et al. (2003)

• SimCalc, Roschelle et al. (2000)

• Jasper Series, Cognition and Technology Group at Vanderbilt (1997)

• WISE, Linn et al. (2003)

• The various projects described at www.letus.org and www.cilt.org

Box 8.1 Learning environment examples

• Reformulating the original research problem, iteratively, during research

• Explanatory frames or interpretive frameworks in future research efforts. For
example, “ontological innovations” (ways of conceptualizing the complex
milieu – “sociomathematical norms” or “meta-representational competence”)
and “theoretical constructs that empower us to see order, pattern, and
regularity in complex settings” (diSessa and Cobb 2004: 84).

• Describing working models of practice

• Producing local or humble theory

• Establishing principles of design in complex social settings

• “Hypothetical learning trajectories” – proposed conceptual “pathways”
employed by students and teachers navigating complex concepts

• Curricular materials [“Japanese Lesson Study” see http://
www.lessonresearch.net/]

• Assessment task redesign (Kelly and Lesh 2000)

• Software and associated curricular supports (for example, GenScope/Biologica;
Worldwatcher)

• “Learning environments” (for example, WISE and TELS, see
www.telscenter.org)

• New or hybrid research methods (for example, Integrative Learning Design
Framework – Bannan-Ritland 2003; McCandliss et al. 2003)

• Growth of a database of principles of research/artifact/“theory” design via
video (Fuson and Zaritsky 2001)

• Use of a predesigned artifact (for example, a statistical display tool) to better
understand process

• Learning from the act of designing an artifact as a window into learning (for
example, GenScope)

• Putatively more “adoptable” products for teachers (Lagemann 2002a, 2002b,
2003)

Box 8.2 Genres in design research deliverables



the problem by returning to Brown’s (1992) seminal article on design experi-
ments. Brown did not simply propose a new method, rather:

• She advocated mixed methods approaches (qualitative and quantitative)
in the same study: measuring magnitude of effects, yet also developing
richer pictures of knowledge acquisition.

• She did not denounce quantitative measures; even for idiographic
studies, she remarked, “it is perfectly possible to subject case studies to
statistical analysis if one chose to do so” (Brown 1992: 156).

• She saw design research as involving classroom and laboratory bi-
directionality (McCandliss et al. 2003).

• She recognized that overwhelming amounts of data would be collected,
most of which would not be analyzed by researchers and peer reviewers
due to time constraints.

• She warned against the “Bartlett Effect” of selecting episodes that
supported one’s favorite hypothesis. “This selection issue is nontrivial.
The problem is how to avoid misrepresenting the data, however uninten-
tionally” (Brown 1992: 162).

• She saw the need for dissemination (diffusion) studies: “[I]t is extremely
important for the design experimenter to consider dissemination issues.
It is not sufficient to argue that a reasonable end point is an existence
proof, although this is indeed an important first step” (emphasis added,
Brown (1992: 170)).

• She advocated scaling studies: “The alpha, or developmental, phase is
under the control of the advocate, and by definition it must work for
there to be any later phases. It works, though, under ideal supportive
conditions. Next comes the beta phase, tryouts at carefully chosen sites
with less, but still considerable, support. Critical is the gamma stage,
widespread adoption with minimal support. If this stage is not
attempted, the shelf life of any intervention must be called into ques-
tion.” (emphasis added, Brown (1992: 172)).

• Brown did not reject the goals of isolating variables and attributing
causal impact. She recognized that to go to scale demands uncon-
founding the variables that were initially treated as confounded:

I need to unconfound variables, not only for theoretical clarity, but
also so that necessary and sufficient aspects of the intervention can be
disseminated. The question becomes, what are the absolutely essen-
tial features that must be in place [for] … normal school settings.

(Brown 1992: 173)

• She did not provide a methodological solution for this problem, but sug-
gested school system analyses and a study of the sociology of dissemina-
tion as sources.
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We can now draw directly from Brown (1992) a set of concerns for the
judging of the design and claims of design research in education:

• inadequate attention to sampling bias;
• inadequate attention to response bias;
• inadequate attention to researcher bias;
• overwhelming amounts of data and unsatisfactory methods of turning

data into evidence;
• confounded variables;
• inadequate attention to scaling up or scaling out studies that test param-

eters outside the initial sample; and
• inadequate attention to dissemination and diffusion studies as tests of

the efficacy of the emerging design products.

Brown’s original concerns have not evaporated, recent sources docu-
menting similar concerns include: Fishman et al. (2004), Barab and Kirshner
(2001), and Shavelson et al. (2003).

It should be pointed out that the above problems not only afflict design
research, but any research methods that attempt to model a phenomenon as
complex as education. I do not see the above concerns about design research
as invalidating the genre. Similar concerns became apparent in the develop-
ment of correlational and experimental methods in psychology and educa-
tion. A review of any current text on traditional experimental design will
show a history of fixes and repair to the original work of Fisher in the early
part of the twentieth century (Shadish et al. 2002). As with these other
methods, we can expect, as a design research methodology matures, guide-
lines for researchers and journal editors on these concerns to emerge and be
codified (Kelly et al. in preparation).

Commissive spaces in social science research

At the Dutch seminar that led to this book, I introduced the notion of a
commissive space drawing on Searle’s (1969) speech act theory, particularly
the illocutionary/perlocutionary act of the commissive (that is, a commit-
ment to act in accordance with certain background assumptions; see also
Austin (1975)).

From this perspective, science as it is enacted socially is about commitments
to certain assumptions that support specialized conversations within a peer
group. Absent these conversations (which support the education and appren-
ticeship of new members), the various research methodological propositions
in books and articles are merely ink on paper. Communities of practitioners
develop shared commitments. These commitments – to background assump-
tions, acceptable verbal moves, adherence to standards of evidence, warrant,
data, and technique – constitute the space in which research conversations can
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occur. Conversation here is viewed broadly as communications across many
media and time via researcher training, professional presentations, articles,
etc. Violations of the implicit and explicit commitments in the conversational
space define the speaker as being outside of one commissive space and
(presumably) a member of some other commissive space. Note that within a
commissive space, it is often permissible to debate a finding (for example,
disagreements about content, “is the p value significant?”), but not to ques-
tion the foundational commitments.

To question a fundamental commitment (and sometimes even to make
the background assumptions explicit) may cause the members of a com-
missive space to view the questioner as suspect. The questioner is assumed
to be a member of some other commissive space. Other commissive spaces
are judged somewhat foreign or inferior by dint of their existing outside of
the research commitments of the exiling space. Note that this judgment
is not made according to a set of background assumptions that encompass
both commissive spaces; rather, that the questioner enunciated a position
that violated the rejecting space’s explicit or implicit rules and
assumptions.

Pertinent to the current chapter, in educational research one commissive
space is evidenced by a commitment to randomized field trials and assumes
the analysis of a posteriori data in the light of a priori commitments to
notions of sampling, sources of bias, the logic of experimental design, and
inferential rules related to probability (Wainer and Robinson 2003; NRC
2002; Shavelson et al. 2003). In this space, it is preferable to conduct some-
what defective (quasi-experimental) randomized trials, rather than to ques-
tion the putative model of causation assumed across all such trials.

Design researchers, in practice, violate many of the assumptions of the
randomized field trials commissive space. Reiterating Brown (1992), Collins
(1999) noted that a design researcher:

• conducts research in a messy (not lab) setting
• involves many dependent variables
• characterizes, but does not control, variables
• flexibly refines design rather than following a set of fixed procedures
• values social interaction over isolated learning
• generates profiles; does not test hypotheses
• values participant input to researcher judgments.

The point I want to make is that these violations of assumptions of the
randomized field trials commissive space do not, necessarily, invalidate
the scientific claims from the design research commissive space. To so
argue is to reduce the human endeavor of science to its rare confirmatory
studies. Rather, I wish to suggest that the commitments for conversations
in both spaces are not fundamentally antagonistic, but can be seen as
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complementary in a more comprehensive view of the social sciences when
directed at phenomena as complex education and learning.

To illustrate an antagonistic stance, consider that Shavelson et al. (2003)
purportedly criticizing design research, focus their criticism almost exclu-
sively on the narrative work of Bruner. As far as I know, Bruner does not see
himself as a design researcher, nor do the design researchers I read base their
work (at least centrally) on Bruner’s ideas. Thus, the criticism is directed not
against the particulars of design research in practice (whose complexity we
see from the introduction). Rather, it is directed against design research’s
challenge to Shavelson et al.’s idea of what constitutes warrant for a research
claim. In Shavelson et al.’s commissive space, assurance is best established by
randomized field trials, which, presumably, are up to the task of ruling out
rival hypotheses in complex educational settings (a claim I contest, NRC
(2004)). Design research is, thus, suspect because it purportedly relies on
Brunerian “narratives,” which in their inability to rule out rival hypotheses
(it is asserted) place the design research claims in doubt, and exile the meth-
odology outside of the critics’ commissive space.

Thus, I read the criticisms of Shavelson et al. (2003) of design research as
understandable, but only within one set of commitments. Moreover, the
assertion that randomized field trials stand as some kind of gold standard in
educational research significantly narrows the enterprise of science and
devalues processes and procedures known to support the generation of scien-
tific knowledge (Holton 1998; Holton and Brush 2001) and is rejected by the
more thoughtful users of randomized trials (Shadish et al. 2002).

The commissive space of design research

By comparison to the randomized field trials space, which is confirmatory and
conservative, design research is exploratory and ambitious. Design research
values novelty, and unconventional and creative approaches (Newell et al.
1962). Since design research perturbs and intervenes in learning or teaching
situations (and thus primes unexpected behavior) it does not rely (solely) on
existing frameworks of measures, but must provide solutions to modeling,
sampling, and assessment problems as they emerge (Barab and Kirshner 2001).

Design research does not assume a mechanical (input/output) model of
instruction and learning, but is more organic in its approach. It does not
accept simple cause-and-effect models in complex social settings, so it does
not centrally value the satisfaction of the establishment of internal validity.

Design research does not strive for context-free claims; rather, it sees
context as central to its conceptual terrain. Its goal is to understand and
foster meaning making and it sees this process as necessarily historical, cul-
tural, and social. It thus does not seek to randomize away these influences
(classifying them as “nuisance variables”), but to engage, understand, and
influence them in an act of co-design with teachers and students around the
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learning of significant subject matter. Thus, design research is not concerned
with isolating variables or making generalizable claims that arise from the
satisfaction of techniques establishing external validity. It has an affinity
with the methodological approaches in the personality theory of McAdams
(1996, 1999, 2001), where the move is away from the “averaged” descrip-
tion of subjects – knowledge at the “level of the stranger” – to a more inti-
mate definition of learning.

Design research is experimental, but not an experiment. It is hypothesis
generating and cultivating, rather than testing; it is motivated by emerging
conjectures. It involves blueprinting, creation, intervention, trouble-shooting,
patching, repair; reflection, retrospection, reformulation, and reintervention.
Design research promotes a dialectic between direct empirical observation,
videotaped records, co-researchers’ commentary and the design researcher’s
own fundamental understanding (models) of the subject matter, students’ and
teachers’ emerging models of the subject matter (and, in some cases, models of
the social classroom milieu). Thus, the multifactor expertise of the researcher(s)
and the commitment and engagement of the subjects is paramount.

Design research may be seen as a stage-appropriate response in a multi-
stage program of research that moves from speculation, to observation, to
identification of variables and processes via prototyping, to models and more
definitive testing of those models, to implementation studies, scaling studies,
and ongoing diffusion of innovations (Bannan-Ritland 2003). Thus, design
research may lead to, support, and enrich randomized field trials. Indeed, the
findings of a randomized trials study may be incorporated into the theory
being tested in design research.

Design researchers choose to work in the “context of discovery” rather
than in the “context of verification” (Schickore and Steinle 2002). Thus, in
areas in which little is known (for example, how to teach and how students
learn statistics), exploratory or descriptive work naturally precedes (and
informs) randomized field trials, which, incidentally, are meaningless with-
out this foundational work. What variables should be controlled for or
measured if the phenomenon is not well understood? Design research may be
seen as contributing to model formulation “meaningfulness” (not yet estima-
tion or validation (Sloane and Gorard 2003), not (yet) “demarcation” (Kelly
2004)). Ultimately, the use of design research methods is a point of entry
choice on the researcher’s part – where in the cycle of observation/correla-
tion/experimentation to engage.

On the other hand, while it is a category error to arbitrarily impose the
adjudicative criteria of one commissive community upon the other, if claims
pertinent to a different space are made, then the criteria of the other space are
relevant. Thus, if researchers make strong causal claims using only the
methods of design research, these claims can and should be met with the force
of the argumentative grammar of the randomized field trials’ commissive
space (Kelly 2004). Conversely, unless significant multiple or mixed methods
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are adopted in randomized field trials (Shadish et al. 2002), statements beyond
black box process models equally trespass on the conceptual train of design
research and other commissive spaces in educational research.

Moving forward

Design research should pay greater attention to advances in mixed methods
(Mosteller and Boruch 2002; Shadish et al. 2002) and more expansive views
of randomized field trials (Dietrich and Markman 2000; O’Donnell 2000;
Tashakkori and Teddlie 2000). In particular, since design research focuses
on learning, it must consider the basis for choosing one and abandoning
other potential design directions in light of revised models of transfer
(Lobato 2003). Perspectives on transfer are also key for generalizability
tests of any models that arise from design research data.

Design research should advance over time from model formulation to esti-
mation and validation (Sloane and Gorard 2003). Proponents should con-
tinue to lead in developing new approaches for video use and analysis: for
example, the CILT work (www.cilt.org/seedgrants/community/Pea_Final_
Report_2002.pdf, and Diver (www.stanford.edu/~roypea/HTML1%20
Folder/DIVER.html). Incidentally, there are many innovative approaches to
data collection and analyses at the National Science Digital Library project
(http://nsdl.org/).

Design researchers need to continue to temper strong causal claims and be
clear about the character of their claims and their appropriate evidence and
warrant (Kelly 2004; NRC 2002). In some cases, it may be feasible and
productive to conduct mini randomized trials at choice points and consider
actor-oriented perspectives on learning at key junctures.

Design research should continue to explore models for the diffusion of
innovations (Rogers 2003), so that the deliverables of design research are
used within the research, policy, and practice fields. Equally, it should
explore models for scaling successful innovations (www.gse.harvard.edu/
scalingup/sessions/websum.htm and http://drdc.uchicago.edu/csu/index.shtml).

Since design research is emerging as a new approach to research in applied
settings, it is important to recognize its growing appeal. I wish to recognize
the support received from the National Science Foundation for a grant to me
and Richard Lesh (University of Indiana, Bloomington) on explicating this
emerging method. This grant has supported and documented a significant
international co-emerging interest in the role of design in educational
research. These meetings led to the special issue of the Educational
Researcher (Kelly 2003), and an upcoming book on design research (Kelly et
al. in preparation).

Additionally, I have learned of spontaneous examples of design-based
research methods during visits to the United Kingdom (particularly speaking
to researchers associated with the Economic and Social Research Council’s
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(ESRC’s) Teaching and Learning Research Programme – www.tlrp.org – and
Oxford University), Sweden (Gothenburg University, particularly the Lear-
ning Study method of the Marton group), the Learning Lab in Denmark, the
Center for Research in Pedagogy and Practice in Singapore, and, of course,
the NWO and PROO in the Netherlands. My hope is that the creative efforts
of design researchers continue to be supported and that these efforts are not
prematurely derailed by perceived violations of certain commissive spaces
(Asch 1966). The methodological work of the next decade should include the
articulation and strengthening of the various research commissive spaces
that span the program of research from innovation, to diffusion, to societal
consequences (Bannan-Ritland 2003).
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Introduction

Previous chapters have described the current state of design research and its
future prospects, setting out its contribution in bringing research in educa-
tion closer to what actually happens in classrooms. Indeed, the last 30 years
have been remarkable for the shift from the traditional combination of crit-
ical commentary on the one hand and laboratory experiments on the other,
towards the empirical study of teachers and children in real classrooms. The
growth of cognitive science and its application to research in more realistic
learning environments has contributed much to this. The establishment of
design research over the last decade represents the next step in this sequence.
However, there is more to be done before teaching and learning in the
majority of classrooms can possibly move to being research-based. How we
may get there, and the progress so far, is the theme of this chapter.

First, we need an established research-based methodology for taking the
design research approach forward to produce processes and tools that work
well in practice with teachers and students who are typical of the target
groups. I shall argue that this methodology is already in place, and describe
how it works. This research approach is characteristic of engineering disci-
plines, with new or better products and processes as the primary outcomes,
so we call it the engineering research approach.1 Direct impact on practice is
the main criterion of quality, though engineering research also delivers new
insights – and journal articles. Second, we need reliable models of the process
of educational change. These we do not yet have. I will outline progress that
has been made, giving reasonable hope that a research-based developmental
approach can succeed here too.

In what follows, we first begin with a comparison of the traditional craft-
based approach to the improvement of professional practice with the
research-based approach, going on to outline the key elements in the latter
and how various groups contribute to it. The section that follows discusses
the research infrastructure in education, the contributions of different research
traditions to it, and the increased proportion of engineering research needed
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for the development of new and improved products and processes – and,
through this, for impact on policy and practice. The next section describes
the process of design, development and evaluation that is characteristic of
this engineering research approach.

In the next two sections, we then discuss how one can build the skill base
needed for such a program and analyse the implications for governments,
industry and academia. The penultimate section sketches an answer to the
question How much would good engineering cost?, while the final section
summarizes the implications of all this for policy and for the design and
development community. This wide-ranging agenda inevitably limits the
detail in which the analysis can be justified, or exemplified; the still-too-
limited evidence is thus mainly listed in the references.

R↔P: Research-based improvement of professional
practice

Educational research still has much less impact on policy and practice than
we would wish. If politicians have a problem in their education system, is
their first move to call a research expert? Not often. Indeed, in most coun-
tries, there is no obvious link between changes in practice and any of the
research of the tens of thousands of university researchers in education
around the world. It is not like that in more research-based fields like medi-
cine or engineering. Let us try to identify why.

Craft-based versus research-based approaches

I shall use two contrasting terms for improvement methodologies, craft-
based and research-based. Like most dichotomies, it is an over-simplifica-
tion but, I believe, useful.

In all professional fields, there is recognized good practice, embodying the
established craft skills of the field. These are based on the collective experi-
ence of practitioners – they must always have a response to every situation
that presents itself, whether they are teachers in a classroom, doctors in a
surgery, or administrators running a system. Experienced professionals pass
on good practices, and the skills involved, to new entrants in their training.
This is what I mean by the craft-based approach. Historically, it was the
approach of the craft guilds including, among many others, doctors and
teachers. In this approach, innovation comes from a few people pushing the
boundaries of good practice, trying something new and seeing if it works –
for them. This sometimes involves the invention of new tools – instruments,
teaching materials, etc. Others learn about it, and some try it; on the basis of
this experience, they decide whether or not to adopt the innovation. If many
take it up, it gradually becomes part of good practice – even then, it may be
adopted by only a small minority of the profession.
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All fields start with this approach, which has its strengths and limitations.
It is inexpensive and anyone can take part. However, in judging an innova-
tion, it lacks systematic evaluation of effectiveness in well-defined circum-
stances: for who, what, and when, does it work, and with what range of
outcomes? Furthermore, it inevitably depends on the extrapolation of cur-
rent experience in a clinical context; since any extrapolation is inherently
unreliable, such exploration tends to be limited in scope.

Thus, the craft-based approach to innovation is limited in the range of
possibilities it explores, and in the reliability of its conclusions. This has led
to the search for more powerful and systematic, research-based approaches
in many fields. Millennia ago, engineering took the lead in this. Starting in
the late nineteenth century, medicine began to follow. Education set out on
this path in the twentieth century. Other fields are also instructive. The
clothing industry remains firmly craft-based, with changes driven by changes
in fashion – hemlines go up and down, just as educational fashion swings
back and forth between basic skills and problem solving; however, perfor-
mance clothing for campers, climbers or astronauts is substantially research-
based, and even has useful influence on some areas of fashion. For education,
medicine seems a better model than the fashion industry.

Research-based approaches to improvement in large-scale educational
practice are the theme of this chapter. Here it will suffice to say that its
methods aim to:

• build on results from past research, as well as best practice;
• use research methods in a systematic process of exploring possibilities;

then
• develop tools and processes for their use through creative design and

successive refinement based on using research methods to get rich,
detailed feedback in well-specified circumstances.

This is inevitably a slower and more costly approach than craft-based innova-
tion. Slowly, over many years, research-based innovations gradually make an
increasing contribution to the quality of practice in a field. Engineering is now
largely research-based – bridges, aeroplanes and other products are designed
from well-established theories and the known properties of materials. Over
the last century, medicine has moved from being entirely craft-based to being
substantially research-based. Fundamental discoveries, particularly in molec-
ular biology, as well as a huge research effort have accelerated that process.
Many treatments, in areas from the common cold to low-back pain, are still
largely craft-based. Alternative/complementary medicine is almost entirely
craft-based. However, the areas that have the firmer foundations of the
research-based approach gradually expand. Education has only begun to
move in this direction; nonetheless, progress has been made and is being made
in both methodology and outcomes. What follows outlines some of it.
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Key elements for research-based improvement

In a recent paper on ‘Improving educational research’ (Burkhardt and
Schoenfeld (2003), referred to here as IER), we described the elements of
R↔P mechanisms that are common to successful research-based fields of
professional practice such as medicine and the design and engineering of
consumer electronics. They all have robust mechanisms for taking ideas
from laboratory scale to widely used practice. Such mechanisms typically
involve multiple inputs from established research, the imaginative design of
prototypes, refinement on the basis of feedback from systematic develop-
ment, and marketing mechanisms that rely in part on respected third party
in-depth evaluations. These lab-to-engineering-to-marketing linkages typi-
cally involve the academic community and a strong research-active industry
(for example, the drug companies, Bell Labs, Xerox PARC, IBM and
Google).

The following elements are all important in achieving effective and robust
products:

• A body of reliable research, with a reasonably stable theoretical base, a
minimum of faddishness and a clear view of the reliable range of each
aspect of the theory. This in turn requires norms for research methods
and reporting that are rigorous and consistent, resulting in a set of
insights and/or prototype tools on which designers can rely. The goal,
achieved in other fields, is cumulativity – a growing core of results,
developed through studies that build on previous work, which are
accepted by both the research community and the public as reliable and
non-controversial within a well-defined range of circumstances. Such a
theory base allows for a clear focus on important issues and provides
sound (though still limited) guidance for the design of improved solu-
tions to important problems.

• Stable design teams of adequate size to grapple with large tasks over the
relatively long time scales required for sound work of major importance
in both research and development. Informed by the research base and
good practice, they add another crucial ingredient – design skill, even
brilliance.

• Systematic iterative development that takes the tools through successive
rounds of trials and revision in increasingly realistic circumstances of use
and users.

• Independent comparative in-depth evaluation provides validation (or
not): Do they work as claimed, in the range of circumstances claimed?
This provides the basis for the following point.

• Individual and group accountability for ideas and products, so that
reputations are built on a track record of evidence.
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It should be clear that this approach requires ongoing development pro-
grams on realistic time scales, funded by clients who understand the process.
To do it well needs substantial teams; it cannot be done by individual
researchers in a few years – the normal circumstances of university research
in education.

Around the world there are some well-established high-quality engi-
neering research groups – EDC, TERC and COMAP are notable U.S. exam-
ples; however, these and most other groups work from project to project,
with no continuity of funding or, consequently, of work. Only the Freuden-
thal Institute has had a substantial team (now about 70 people), supported
by continuing funding from the Netherlands Government over many
decades;2 the quality of their work on basic research, design and engineering
is universally recognized – and reflected in the performance of the Nether-
lands in international comparison tests in mathematics. It represents the best
current exemplar for governments elsewhere to study.

Key contributors – roles and barriers

In this approach, who are the key players, what are their roles, and current
barriers to the fulfilment of these roles?

Client funders, as well as providing the money that supports the work,
should be partners in goal and product definition through a continuing
process of negotiation that reconciles their goals and design constraints in the
best solution that can be devised; the main barriers to this are often an unques-
tioned acceptance of the traditional craft-based approach, left undisturbed by
the lack of comparative in-depth evaluation of the effectiveness of products, or
an insistence on ‘simple solutions’ that will not, in practice, meet their goals.

Project leaders guide the strategic planning and ongoing direction of their
team’s work. This involves negotiation with funders, and process manage-
ment at all levels from design to marketing. The main barriers to project
leaders’ development are the lack of continuity produced by one-off project
funding, and the consequent absence of a career path for engineering
researchers – that is, systems for training and apprenticeship, appointment
and promotion, and recognition.

A designer/developer provides excellence in design, and refinement through
feedback from trials; the main barriers are, again, the lack of any career path
for designers or the in-depth evaluation that would enable the recognition of
excellence in design.

Insight-focused researchers build the reliable research base, and carry out
the comparative in-depth evaluation, both formative and summative, of
products, which is so important; the main barrier is the academic system,
which undervalues such project-focused work, and also contributes to the
other barriers above.

Each group needs to play these vital roles. In the section ‘Changing
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behaviour in academia, industry, governments’ (p. 142) we look at the
changes that are needed in their current working environments to make this
possible.

The research infrastructure – insight versus impact as
research goals

At a fundamental level, the relative impotence of research in education
arises from the interaction of different research traditions and styles, charac-
teristic respectively of the humanities, sciences, engineering and the arts. For
this analysis, we need to go beyond the familiar controversies and paradigm
wars in education; well-organized fields recognize that strength in research
requires a wide range of approaches, tailored to the problems at hand. Let
us take a broader view, looking across fields at the four characteristic
research styles and asking how each contributes to education. For this, it is
useful to have a definition of research (HEFC 1999), designed to cover all
fields:3

‘Research’ is to be understood as original investigation undertaken in
order to gain knowledge and understanding. It includes work of direct
relevance to the needs of commerce and industry, as well as to the public
and voluntary sectors; scholarship; the invention and generation of ideas
and, images, performances and artifacts including design, where these
lead to new or substantially improved insights; and the use of existing
knowledge in experimental development to produce new or substan-
tially improved materials, devices, products and processes, including
design and construction.

(RAE 2001)

If you then look for a fundamental measure of quality in research across all
fields, it is difficult to go beyond impressing key people in your field – but the
balance of qualities that achieves this varies from field to field. What balance
would be most beneficial for education, and how well is it reflected in current
criteria for excellence in research? Let us look at each style in turn, the nature
of the activities, the forms of output and, in context of education, the poten-
tial impact on students’ learning in typical classrooms.

The humanities approach

This is the oldest research tradition, summarized in the aforementioned
RAE (2001) exercise as ‘original investigation undertaken in order to gain
knowledge and understanding; scholarship; the invention and generation of
ideas … where these lead to new or substantially improved insights.’ Empir-
ical testing of the assertions made is not involved. The key product is critical
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commentary, usually published in single-author books, journal papers or,
indeed, journalism.

There is a lot of this in education, partly because anyone can play at
making assertions, expert or not; indeed, there is no popular acceptance of
expertise. The ideas and analysis in the best work of this kind, based on the
authors’ observation and reflections on their experience, are valuable. With-
out the requirement of further empirical testing, a great deal of ground can
be covered. However, since so many plausible ideas in education have not
worked in practice, the lack of empirical support is a major weakness. How
can you distinguish reliable comment from plausible speculation? This has
led to a search for evidence-based education.

The science approach

This approach to research is also focused on the development of better
insights and improved understanding of how the world works through the
analysis of phenomena and the building of models which explain them, but
in this case it includes the empirical testing of those models. This last is the
essential difference from the humanities approach – the assertions made,
now called hypotheses or models, depend on rigorous empirical testing for
credibility. The main products are: assertions with evidence-based argu-
ments in support, including evidence-based responses to key questions. The
evidence must be empirical, and presented in a form that could be repli-
cated. The products are conference talks and journal papers.

Schoenfeld (2002) has suggested three dimensions for classifying research
outputs:

• Generalizability: To how wide a set of circumstances is the statement
claimed to apply?

• Trustworthiness: How well substantiated are the claims?
• Importance: How much should we care?

Typically, any given paper contains assertions in different parts of this
three-dimensional space. Importance, a key variable, could usefully distin-
guish insight from impact. Figure 9.1 focuses on the other two variables, G
and T, say. A typical research study looks carefully at a particular situation,
perhaps a specific treatment and student responses to it. The results are high
on T, low on G – zone A in the figure. Typically, the conclusions section of
the paper goes on to discuss the implications of the study, often much more
wide-ranging but with little evidence to support the generalizations made,
which are essentially speculative (in the humanities tradition) – shown as X,
Y and Z.

A lot of research really provides evidence on treatments, not on the princi-
ples the authors claim to study; to probe the latter, one needs evidence on
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generalizability – one must check stability across a range of variables (stud-
ent, teacher, designer and topic). Only substantial studies, or sometimes
meta-analyses, can meet this need. The ‘Diagnostic teaching’ work of Alan
Bell, Malcolm Swan and others illustrate this. The approach is based on
leading students whose conceptual understanding is not yet robust into
making errors, then helping them understand and debug them through
discussion – see, for example, Bell (1993). Their first study compared a diag-
nostic teaching treatment to a standard ‘positive only’ teaching approach. It
showed similar learning gains through the teaching period (pre- to post-test)
but without the fall away over the following 6 months that the comparison
group showed. This study was for one mathematics topic, with the detailed
treatment designed by one designer, taught by one teacher to one class. Only
five years later, when the effect was shown to be stable across many topics,
designers, teachers and classes could one begin to make reasonably trust-
worthy statements about diagnostic teaching as an approach. Few studies
persist in this way. Even then, further questions will remain – in this case, as
so often, about how well typical teachers in realistic circumstances of
support will handle diagnostic teaching. Work on this continues.

My general point is that insight-focused research with adequate evidence
on its range of validity needs time and teams beyond the scale of an indi-
vidual Ph.D. or research grant. Other academic subjects, from molecular
biology to high-energy physics, arrange this; if it were more common in
education, the research could have high G and T and, if the importance were
enough, be worth the serious attention of designers and policymakers.

There is the further issue of grain size. Studies of student learning in tightly
controlled laboratory conditions are too artificial to use directly in guiding
design for the classroom. At the other extreme, studies of student perfor-
mance on complete programs tell you little about the classroom causes.
Design research addresses the key problems directly.
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The science approach is now predominant in research in science and math-
ematics education; it is not yet influential in policy formation. Such research
provides insights, identifies problems and suggests possible ways forward.
Design research takes this one step further into more realistic learning envi-
ronments; it does not itself generate practical solutions for situations that are
typical of the system – that also needs good engineering.

The engineering approach

This approach aims to go beyond improved insights to direct practical
impact – helping the world to work better by, not only understanding how it
works, but developing robust solutions to recognized practical problems. It
builds on science insights, insofar as they are available, but goes beyond
them. Within the broad RAE (2001) definition mentioned previously it is
“the invention and generation of ideas … and the use of existing knowledge
in experimental development to produce new or substantially improved
materials, devices, products and processes, including design and construc-
tion.” Again there is an essential requirement for the empirical testing of
products and processes, both formatively in the development process and in
evaluation. The key products are: tools and/or processes that work well for
their intended uses and users; evidence-based evaluation and justification;
responses to evaluation questions. When, and only when, it includes these
elements, is development engineering research.

This approach is still uncommon in education – though there are many
good examples, it is not the way most challenges are tackled.4 In the
academic education community such work is often undervalued – in many
places only insight-focused research in the science tradition is regarded as
true research currency. In this environment, it is not surprising that most
design research stresses the new insights it provides rather than the products
and processes it has developed, even though these could be valuable if devel-
oped further. The effects of the current low academic status of educational
engineering include:

• lower standards of materials and processes, since the imaginative design
and rigorous development that good engineering requires are not widely
demanded;

• lower practical impact of important results from insight-focused research,
since designers feel less need to know or use this research; and

• pressure on academics in universities to produce insight research papers,
rather than use engineering research methods. (These could also be used
to improve their own practice, both in effectiveness and transferability
to others.)

All this leaves a hiatus between insight-focused research and improved
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classroom practice, which is unfortunate. Society’s priorities for education
are mainly practical – that young people should learn to function in life as
effectively as possible, including the personal satisfaction and growth that
good education provides. The failure of educational research to deliver in
practical terms is reflected in the low levels of financial support for it.

The arts approach

A change in the criteria of excellence in fine arts is noteworthy. Fifty years
ago, only critics and historians of art or music would be appointed to senior
academic positions; now active artists, painters and composers, are
appointed – as are designers and innovative practitioners in engineering and
medicine. This may be seen as related to the humanities approach rather as
engineering is to the science approach. It reminds us that design is more than
the routine application of a set of scientific principles. (Indeed, the finest
engineering, from the Porsche to the iPod, has a strong aesthetic aspect.) It
enriches education and could do more.

Integrating the traditions

In summary, let me stress that this is far from a plea for the abandonment of
insight-focused science research in education, or even the critical commen-
tary of the humanities tradition; these are essential, but not nearly enough.
Rather, it is an argument about balance – that there should be much more
impact-focused engineering research and that it should receive comparable
recognition and reward. The different styles can and should be complemen-
tary and mutually supportive. But more engineering research is essential if
impact is to be a research priority of the field. As we deliver impact, our
work will become more useful to practice, more influential on policy – and,
as other fields have shown, much better funded.

The status and roles of theory

Finally, some related comments on theory, seen as the key mark of quality in
educational research as in most fields. I am strongly in favour of theory.
(Indeed, in my other life, I am a theoretical physicist.) However, in assessing
its role, it is crucial to be clear as to how strong the theory is. From a prac-
tical point of view, the key question is: how far is current theory an adequate
basis for design?

A strong theory provides an explanation of what is behind an array of
observations. It is complete enough to model the behaviour it explains, to
predict outputs from conditions and inputs. In fields like aeronautical engi-
neering, the theory is strong; the model is complete enough to handle nearly
all the relevant variables so that those who know the theory can design an
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aeroplane at a computer, build it, and it will fly, and fly efficiently. (They still
flight test it extensively and exhaustively.) In medicine, theory is moderately
weak, so that trial design and testing is more central. Despite all that is
known about physiology and pharmacology, much development is not
theory-driven. The development of new drugs, for example, is still mainly
done by testing the effects of very large numbers of naturally occurring
substances; they are chosen intelligently, based on analogy with known
drugs, but the effects are not predictable and the search is wide. However, as
fundamental work on DNA has advanced, and with it the theoretical under-
standing of biological processes, designer drugs with much more theoretical
input have begun to be developed. This process will continue. Looking
across fields, it seems that the power of theory and the engineering research
approach develop in parallel.

Education is a long way behind medicine, let alone engineering, in the
range and reliability of its theories. By overestimating their strength, damage
has been done to children – for example, by designing curricula based largely
on behaviourist theories. It is not that behaviourism, or constructivism, is
wrong; indeed, they are both right in their core ideas but they are incomplete
and, on their own, make an inadequate basis for design. Physicists would call
them ‘effects’. The harm comes from overestimating their power.

Let me illustrate this with an example from meteorology. ‘Air flows from
regions of high pressure to regions of low pressure’ sounds like and is good
physics. It implies that air will come out of a popped balloon or a pump. It also
implies that winds should blow perpendicular to the isobars, the contour lines
of equal pressure on a weather map, just as water flows downhill, perpendic-
ular to the contour lines of a slope. However, a look at a good weather map in
England shows that the winds are closer to parallel to the isobars. That is
because there is another effect, the Coriolis effect. It is due to the rotation of
the earth which ‘twists’ the winds in a subtle way, anticlockwise around low
pressure regions (in the northern hemisphere). There are many such effects
operating in education but, as in economics, it is impossible to predict just how
they will balance out in a given situation. Thus, design skill and empirical
development are essential, with theoretical input providing useful heuristic
guidance. The essential point is that the design details matter – they have
important effects on outcomes and are guided, not determined, by theory.5

This paper is about how to achieve educational goals. I will not explicitly
discuss the goals themselves. This is only partly because the subject is huge
and disputatious. I believe that, in mathematics and science at least, many
of the apparently goal-focused disputes are in fact based on strongly held
beliefs about how to achieve them, some of which fly in the face of the
research evidence. For example, those who think mathematics should focus
on procedural ‘basic skills’ in arithmetic and algebra usually want students
to be able to solve real-world problems with mathematics, but think ‘they
must have a firm foundation of skills first.’ It is true that some with a strong
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faith-based world view believe that schools should not encourage students
to question authority – an essential aspect of problem solving and investi-
gation; however, even here, the greater challenge is to equip teachers to
handle investigative work in their classroom. There is, therefore, an
implicit assumption here that the educational goals we address are those
that research on learning and teaching suggest are essential – a challenging
enough set.

Systematic design, development and evaluation

From this analysis of framework and infrastructure, it is time to move on to
look in more detail at engineering research itself – the methodology that
enables it to produce high-quality tools, with processes for their effective
use. The approach is based on a fusion of the elements already discussed:

• research input from earlier research and development worldwide;
• design skill, led by designers who have produced exceptional materials;
• co-development with members of the target communities;
• rich, detailed feedback from successive rounds of developmental trials to

guide revision of the materials, so that intentions and outcomes
converge; and

• a well-defined locus of ‘design control’, so that wide consultation can be
combined with design coherence.

Typically, there are three stages: design, systematic development and eval-
uation. I discuss each in turn, with brief exemplification from one project.
Research of various kinds plays several roles: input to design from earlier
research; research methods for the development process; in-depth research
for evaluation, to inform users on product selection and the design commu-
nity on future development.

The example I shall use is from the (still ongoing) development of support
for mathematical literacy, now called functional mathematics in England.
Our work began in the 1980s with a project called Numeracy Through
Problem Solving (NTPS; Shell Centre 1987–89). U.K. Government interest
has recently revived (Tomlinson Report 2004), partly through the emergence
of PISA (OECD 2003) and (yet again) of employers’ concern at the non-
functionality of their employees’ mathematics.

Design

The importance of sound design principles, based on the best insight
research, has long been clear. They are necessary but not sufficient for the
production of excellent tools for practitioners, essentially because of our
current far-from-complete understanding of learning and teaching. The
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other key factor is excellence in design; it makes the difference between an
acceptable-but-mediocre product and one that is outstanding, empowering
the users and lifting their spirits.

Excellent design is balanced across the educational goals, covering both
functional effectiveness and aesthetic attractiveness. (Porsches are the won-
derful cars they are because they’re classy and superbly engineered. There are
sleek-looking cars one wouldn’t want to own, for very long at least.) As in
every field, design that is aimed at superficial aspects of the product (text-
books in 4-color editions, with lots of sidebars with historical and other
trivia, pictures that have no connection with the topic, etc.) at the expense of
effectiveness (in promoting learning) is poor educational design. (Focused on
increasing sales rather than increasing student understanding, they may be
good business design.)

In the humanities and the arts, teachers can build their lessons around
outstanding works – of literature or music, for example, in their infinite
variety. Because the learning focus in mathematics and science is on concepts
and theories rather than their diverse realizations, excellence has to be
designed into the teaching materials. How to achieve such excellence is less
well understood, or researched – partly because its importance is not widely
recognized in education.

Design skill can be developed but it is partly innate, born not made. It
grows with experience over many years. Outstanding designers seem to work
in different ways, some being mainly driven by theoretical ideas, others by
previous exemplars, or by inspiration from the world around them. All have
the ability to integrate multiple inputs to their imagination. All have deep
understanding of the craft skills of the environment they design for – mathe-
matics or science teaching, for example. Quality seems to lie in combining
specific learning foci with a rich complexity of connections to other ideas,
integrated in a natural-seeming way that feels easy in use. Not so different
from literature and music.

Design excellence is recognizable; people tend to agree on which products
show design flair. At the present crude level of understanding of design, the
best advice to project leaders and institutions is heuristic – look for out-
standing designers, and give them an environment in which they flourish and
develop. Above all, if you want outstanding products, don’t overdirect
designers with detailed design objectives and constraints; balancing and fine-
tuning can be done later by other, analytic minds. Keep each design team
small so that communication is through day-by-day conversation, rather
than management structures. (The extraordinary research creativity of Xerox
PARC was achieved with a maximum of ten people per research team.)

The stages of the design phase are typically:

• outlining an agreement with the client on the broad goals and structure
of the product;
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• generating design ideas within the design group, in consultation with
experts and outstanding practitioners; and

• drafting materials, which are tried out in the target arena (for example,
classrooms) by the lead designer and others in the design group, then
revised, producing the all-important ‘alpha version’.

In practice, as always with creative processes, there is cycling among these
stages.

Design control is a concept we at the Shell Centre have found to be impor-
tant to the progress of any project. The principle is that one person, after
appropriate consultation with the team, takes all the design decisions on the
aspect they control. This has two major advantages. It retains design coher-
ence, which improves quality, and it avoids extended debates in the search
for consensus, which saves time and energy. If a consensus is clear in discus-
sion, the designer is expected to follow it – or have a very good explanation
for doing something else. (Everyone is expected to take very seriously the
empirical feedback from the trials.)

NTPS moved through the design phase in the following way. In the mid-
1980s, there was general discontent with the national system of assessment
in mathematics at age sixteen, stimulated by the Cockcroft Report (1979).
There was an opportunity to try new examinations, linked to a recognition
that the academic remoteness of mathematics was not ideal or essential – that
functional mathematics should be tried. I proposed to the Joint Matricula-
tion Board that the Shell Centre team should develop a new assessment with
them and, because it breaks new ground, teaching materials to enable
teachers to prepare for it. We agreed on five to ten 3-week modules, each
with its own assessment, both during the module and afterwards.

We assembled a group of six innovative teachers and, with a few outside
experts on mathematics education, held a series of brainstorming sessions on
topics from the outside world that might make good modules. About thirty
topics were considered; individuals or pairs drafted rough few-page outlines
for each topic. After much discussion, we settled on ten topics for further
exploratory development, with a fairly clear view of their order. (In the end,
there were five.)

Design control was clarified. Malcolm Swan would lead the design, partic-
ularly of the student materials and assessment tasks. John Gillespie orga-
nized the trials and relations with schools, and led the design of one module.
Barbara Binns wrote notes for teachers, and managed the development
process, including links with the examination board. I led on strategic issues
(for example, an initial challenge was to ensure that the design remained
focused on the unfamiliar goal, functional mathematics in the service of real
problem solving, rather than reverting to ‘just mathematics’), on the overall
structure of the product, and how we would get there. Everyone contributed
ideas and suggestions on all aspects of the work.
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In understanding the challenge of this kind of problem, we decided to
break each module into four stages, characteristic of good problem solving:
understanding the problem situation; brainstorming; detailed design and
planning; implementation and evaluation. A key challenge in all investigative
work is to sustain students’ autonomy as problem solvers, without their
losing their way or being discouraged. We decided that students should work
in groups of three or four, guided by a student booklet. Individual assessment
at the end of each stage would monitor the understanding of each student.
Among many design details, the booklet gave strategic guidance on what to
do in each stage, with delayed checklists to ensure that nothing essential had
been overlooked.

‘Design a board game’ was chosen as the first module to develop. Under-
standing of what this involves was achieved by creating a series of amusingly
bad board games for the students to play, critique, and improve. (The
students were delighted that these ‘wrong answers’ came from the examina-
tion board – an unexpected bonus.) The Snakes and Ladders assessment task
in Figure 9.2 exemplifies this.

They now understood that a game needs a board and a set of rules, it
should be fair – and should end in a reasonable time! Each group then
enjoyed exploring a range of ideas. The design and construction of their
board, and testing the game followed. (In one enterprising trial school, this
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became a joint project with the art department.) Evaluation was accom-
plished by each group playing the other groups’ games, commenting on
them, and voting for a favourite. Notes for teachers had been built up by the
team through this tryout process. These and the student books were revised
and assembled into first draft form, ready for trials.

The ‘final examinations’ were designed rather later. There were two papers
for each module, called Standard and Extension Levels, which assessed the
student’s ability to transfer what they had learnt, to less- and more-remote
problem situations respectively. These were externally scored by the board.
Basic level was awarded on the basis of the assessment tasks embedded in the
teaching materials. Assessing the group’s products was seen as a step too far.

To summarize, it is the integration of research-based design principles and
excellence in design with appropriate educational goals that produces really
exceptional educational products.

Systematic iterative development

The design process produces draft materials. The team has some evidence on
the response of students, albeit with atypical teachers (the authors), but
none on how well the materials transfer, helping other teachers create
comparable learning experiences in their classrooms. It is systematic devel-
opment that turns drafts into robust and effective products. It involves
successive rounds of trials, with rich and detailed feedback, in increasingly
realistic circumstances.

The feedback at each stage guides the revision of the materials by the
design team. Feedback can take many forms; the criterion for choosing what
information to collect is its usefulness for that purpose. This also depends on
presenting it in a form that the designers can readily absorb – too much indi-
gestible information is as useless as too little; equally, it depends on the
designers’ willingness to learn from feedback, and having the skills to infer
appropriate design changes from it. Cost-effectiveness then implies different
balances of feedback at each stage. In the development of teaching materials,
these typically include alpha trials, followed by discussion, and then beta
trials, followed by discussion, until the final version is ready for publication.

Alpha trials were held in a handful of classrooms (normally five to ten),
some with robust teachers who can handle anything and others more typical
of the target group. This small number is enough to allow observers to distin-
guish those things that are generic, found in most of the classrooms, from
those that are idiosyncratic. The priority at this stage is the quality of feed-
back from each classroom, including:

• structured observation reports by a team of observers, covering in detail
every lesson of each teacher;

• samples of student work, for analysis by the team; and
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• informal-but-structured interviews with teachers and students on their
overall response to the lesson, and on the details of the lesson materials,
line by line.

The process of communicating what has been found to the designers is
important, and difficult to optimize. We like to have meetings, in which the
observers share their information with the lead designer in two stages
presenting: first, an analytic picture of each teacher in the trials, working
without and with the new materials; then, a line-by-line discussion of the
materials, bringing out what happened in each of the classrooms, noting
where the materials did not communicate effectively to teacher or students
and how the intended activities worked out. The discussion in these sessions
is primarily about clarifying the meaning of the data, but suggestions for
revision also flow. The role of the lead designer in this process is that of
listener and questioner, absorbing the information and suggestions, and inte-
grating them into decisions on revision.

Revision by the lead designer follows this discussion, producing the ‘beta
version’. The priorities are different now, focused on the realization of the
lessons in typical classrooms. A larger sample (twenty to fifty) is needed. It
should be roughly representative of the target groups. (We have usually
obtained stratified, reasonably random samples by invitation – “You have
been chosen ….” has good acceptance rates, particularly when the materials
can be related to high-stakes assessment.) Within given team resources, a
larger sample means more limited feedback from each classroom, largely
confined to written material from samples of students. Observation of the
beta version in use in another small group of classrooms is an important
complement to this.

Revision by the lead designer again follows, producing the final version for
publication. The development of NTPS worked very much in this way.
Numerous improvements were made as the result of the feedback from the
alpha trials, some removing ‘bugs’ in the activities themselves, or in the
teacher’s misunderstanding of the guidance, others incorporating good ideas
that emerged from individual classrooms. The beta trials were mostly check-
ing and validating what we had learnt with the larger sample – they produced
many small changes. The evaluative feedback we received provided a sub-
stantial basis for a summative view of the outcomes, positive in terms of
student achievement and (vividly) of attitude to mathematics. A notable
feature was the narrowing gap between previously high- and low-performing
students – an important equity goal that is notoriously hard to achieve. It
seemed to arise largely from discomfort with non-routine tasks for some, and
improved motivation for others. Because of pressures and priorities, none of
this data was collected in a sufficiently structured way for a research journal
– a defect, common in such work, that one would like to have the time and
resources to overcome.
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This is not the end of the process. Feedback ‘from the field’ will guide
future developments. Both informal comments from users and more struc-
tured research will produce insights on which to build. Changing circum-
stances may lead to further development of the product. NTPS, with its own
examination, was sidelined by the introduction of the GCSE as a universal
examination at age sixteen. To continue to serve the schools that had become
enthusiastic about this functional approach to mathematics, we and the
examination board developed a GCSE built around it. As so often, fitting
into this new framework led to compromises and some distortion of the
approach, with more emphasis on imitative exercises rather than mathe-
matics in use.

Such an engineering research methodology is common in many fields for the
development of tools and processes so as to ensure that they work well for
their intended users and purposes. It is still often neglected in education for the
craft-based approach, which may be summarized as: write draft materials
from your own experience; circulate to an expert group; discuss at meetings;
revise; publish. This is quicker and cheaper, but does not allow substantial
innovations that work effectively for the whole target community of users.

Weak design and development can produce costly flaws. (For example, the
unintended consequences of pressure for ‘simple tests’ in mathematics
include a destructive fragmentation of learning as teachers ‘teach to the
test’.) And it is well known in engineering that the later a flaw is detected, the
more it costs to fix – more by orders of magnitude!

Comparative in-depth evaluation

This third key element in the engineering approach is also the least devel-
oped.6 It is nonetheless critically important for policy makers and practitio-
ners, guiding choices of materials and approaches, and for design teams,
informing product improvement and future developments. For the first of
these, evaluation needs to be seen to be independent; for both it needs to
look in depth at: (1) widely available treatments, competing in the same
area; (2) all important variables: types of user, styles of use, and levels of
support (professional development etc.); (3) outcome measures that cover
the full range of design intentions, including classroom activities as well as
student performance; and (4) alternative products, their approaches and
detailed engineering.

The scale implied in this specification explains why, as far as I know, there
has been no such study, anywhere in the world, although the research skills it
needs are in the mainstream of current educational research.

In a back-of-the-envelope look at what such a study in the United States of
America might entail, I estimate:

• Time scale: year 1 preparation and recruiting; year 2 piloting, schools
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start curriculum; year 3–6 data capture; year 4–7 analysis and publica-
tion; year 5–7 curriculum revision; then loop to year 3 with some new
materials;

• Grade range: three middle grades, ages 11–14 (others a year or two
behind);

• Curricula: nine diverse published curricula; two or three focal units per
year in each curriculum;

• School systems: ten nationwide, diverse, subject to agreement to go with
the methodology;

• Schools and classrooms: two classrooms per grade in ten schools per
system, assigned in pairs to five of the curricula “by invitation,”

7

with
levels of professional development and other support that the school
system agrees to reproduce on large-scale implementation; and

• Data: Pre-, post- and delayed-test scores on a broad range of assessment
instruments; ongoing samples of student work; classroom observation
of ten lessons per year in each class, with post-interviews; pre-, post- and
delayed-questionnaires on beliefs, style and attitudes.

8

A rough estimate of the cost of such an exercise focuses on lesson obser-
vation, the most expensive component. Assuming one observer–researcher
for eight classrooms (that is, eighty observations per year, plus all the other
work), this implies for each grade range: 10 school systems × 20 classrooms
× 3 grades/8 = 75 researchers @ $100K per year ~$10 million a year for the
3 main years (three to six) of the study ~$30 million including leadership,
support and overhead. With five universities involved, each would need a
team of about fifteen people covering the necessary range of research,
development and system skills. This is, indeed, ‘big education’ – but likely
to be cost-effective (see later section on the costs of good engineering,
p. 146).

Functional mathematics will need this kind of evaluation in due time,
bearing in mind that a typical time from agreeing goals to stable curriculum
implementation is approximately ten years. Meanwhile, it represents a
research and development challenge.

Systematic development of models for system change

In the introduction, I noted the need for reliable, research-based models of
the overall process of educational change – approaches that are validated,
not merely by post hoc analyses but by evidential warrants for robustness
that policy makers can rely on. This is clearly a challenging design and
development problem. Nowhere has it been solved for the kind of educa-
tional changes that research has shown to be essential for high-quality
learning, at least in mathematics and science. Some progress has been made,
giving reasonable hope that a similar developmental approach can succeed.
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Here the system of study is much more complex (even) than the classroom
or the professional development of teachers, involving a much broader range
of key players – students, teachers, principals, professional leadership, sys-
tem administrators, politicians and the public. As with any planned change,
all of the key groups must move in the way intended, if the outcomes are to
resemble the intentions.

There are now well-engineered exemplars of many of the key elements in
such a change. Some are familiar tools – classroom teaching materials, and
assessment that will encourage and reward aspects of performance that
reflect the new goals, have long been recognized as essential support for
large-scale change. In recent years, tools have been developed in some other
areas that have previously been seen as inevitably craft-based. For example,
materials to support specific kinds of ‘live’ professional development have
been developed, and shown to enable less-experienced leaders to replace
experts without substantial ‘loss’ to the participants. Given that there are a
thousand mathematics teachers for every such expert, this is an important
step forward in seeking large-scale improvement.

The focus has now moved beyond such specific areas to the change
process itself. Until now, support for systems has been in the form of
general advice and occasional ‘technical assistance’ by ‘experts’. We have
begun to develop a ‘Toolkit for Change Agents’ (see www.toolkitforchange
.org), which aims to suggest successful strategies for responding to the
common challenges that inevitably arise in every improvement program,
and the tools that each employs. The entries in the toolkit are based on the
successful experience of other ‘change agents’ who faced similar challenges.
This work is still at an early stage but shows promise of helping with this
core problem.

However, my purpose here is mainly to draw attention to the educational
change process as an area that needs more than the critical commentary
that has guided it so far. Because the system of study is larger than a student
or a classroom, with more obviously important variables, the challenge to
systematic research and development is greater. However, it is surely
possible to provide those seeking to promote improvement with well-engi-
neered tools that will increase their effectiveness, founded on research-
based insights into the processes of change. This, too, will need large-scale
projects.

Building the skill base for engineering research

The number of groups capable of high-quality engineering is now small and,
as we have noted, they are far from secure. If the research-based approach is
to become a substantial and effective part of large-scale improvement, the
number of those who can do such work will need to grow. This will involve
both finding and training people with specific skills and creating
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institutional structures that can handle such work as well as the teams of
people with complementary skills that it requires. This takes time, typically
a decade or so, fortunately matching the time any new approach will need to
build public confidence in its value. We also need to bear in mind the
changing balance of work.

Four levels of R&D – improving balance

I noted that a focus on improving practice will need a different balance of
effort among the research styles presented earlier (insight versus impact),
with more engineering research. A complementary perspective on balance is
provided by looking at different ‘levels’ of research (R) and development
(D), summarized in Table 9.1.

Note the crucial difference between ET, which is about teaching possibili-
ties, usually explored by a member of the research team, and RT, which is
about what can be achieved in practice by typical teachers with realistic
levels of support. Note how the research foci, R in the third column, change
across the levels. Currently, nearly all research is at L and ET levels. A better
balance across the levels is needed, if research and practice are to benefit
from each other as they could. The main contribution of design research has
been to link the R and D elements in the third column – but, in most cases,
only for the first two levels, L and ET. Both RT and SC research need larger
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Level Variables Typical research and development foci

Learning (L) Student

Task

R: concepts, skills strategies, metacognition

D: learning situations, probes, data capture

Exceptional Teacher
(ET)

Instruction

Student

Task

R: teaching tactics + strategies,
nature of student learning

D: classroom materials for some teachers

Representative Teacher
(RT)

Teacher

Instruction

Student

Task

R: performance of representative teachers
with realistic support; basic studies of teacher
competencies

D: classroom materials that ‘work’ for most
teachers

System Change (SC) System

School

Teacher

Instruction

Student

Task

R: system change

D: ‘Tools for Change’,
i.e. materials for: classrooms, assessment,
professional development,
community relations

Table 9.1 Four levels of R&D



research teams and longer time scales, which is difficult to accommodate
within typical academic structures, current in education.

What skills, and where will they come from?

In the first section (p. 122) I noted the key groups of contributors. Let us
look at where they are needed, and where they will come from.

Insight-focused researchers with the necessary range of skills for their roles
in the engineering approach already exist in large numbers in universities; the
challenge, to create an academic climate that will encourage them to do such
work, is discussed in the next section.

Designer–developers of high quality are rare, 9 partly because of the lack of
any career path, from apprentice to expert professional, that encourages this
activity; the development of this area, and the understanding of design skill
in education, is still at an early stage. Progress in this area will be an impor-
tant factor in the whole enterprise (Gardner and Shulman 2005). An Interna-
tional Society for Design and Development in Education (ISDDE; www
.ISDDE.org) has recently been founded with the goals of:

• improving the design and development process
• building a design and development community
• increasing the impact of this on educational practice.

Project leaders are a similarly rare species, for much the same reasons – the
multidimensional skills needed for this work are fairly well understood but,
even with a supportive environment, it will take time to develop project
leaders within the design and development community with experience in
educational engineering.

Client funders with understanding of good engineering will appear as its
potential is recognized – indeed, the scale of the funding of long-term
coherent programs may be the best measure of progress; the ability of the
engineering community to demonstrate this potential through funded pro-
jects will be crucial to justifying expansion.

All of these groups play vital roles. In the following section, we look at the
changes that are needed in their current working environments to make
progress possible.

Changing behaviour in academia, industry and
governments

If these things were happening in major education systems, there would be
no need for this paper. My colleagues and I could just concentrate on good
engineering. Currently, moving from the present to the kind of approach
outlined above will require change by all the key players in educational
innovation. It is simplest to discuss them in reverse order.
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Governments

Experience in other fields suggests that substantial government funding will
flow into research in education, if and when policy makers and the public
become convinced that the research community can deliver clear and impor-
tant practical benefits to the system. (IER discusses this in some detail.)
Medical research only received significant support from the early twen-
tieth century on, as research-based benefits such as X-rays began to
appear. Massive support followed the impact of penicillin and other anti-
biotics after 1945, perhaps helped by the drama of its discovery by Alex-
ander Fleming. Physics too, particularly nuclear physics, was a fairly
abstruse field until that time. (The annual budget in the 1930s of the
world-leading Cavendish Laboratory under Rutherford was about £3,000
– peanuts by today’s standards, even in real terms.) The role of physicists
in World War II in the development of radar, operations research, nuclear
weapons and many other things increased funding for pure, as well as
applied, physics research by many orders of magnitude – a situation that
continues to this day. (It has also continued to spin off practical benefits,
including the founders of molecular biology, the Internet, and the World
Wide Web.)

However, in most of these cases, government played a crucial pump-
priming role, providing funding for ‘proof of concept’ studies while the prac-
tical benefits were still unproven. That will be necessary in education;
however, it will only make sense to policy makers if credible structures are in
place that give real promise of clear and direct practical benefits in the
medium term. This will need a growing body of exemplar products of well-
recognized effectiveness.

Industry

Here there is a different problem. In medicine and engineering, for example,
there are industries that turn the prototypes of academic research into fully
developed practical tools and processes. Pharmaceuticals and electronics are
two obvious examples but the same is true across manufacturing industry.
Firms have established links with academic researchers in their fields; they
support pure research and the research-based development of prototypes.
The firms then take these through the long and costly process of develop-
ment into robust products.

No comparable industry exists in education. The publishing industry (the
obvious candidate) turns prototypes (manuscripts) into products (books),
but with minimal development – typically comments by a few ‘experts’ and a
small-scale trial with teachers who, again, are simply asked to comment.
Neither you nor the regulator would allow your children to be treated with a
drug, or fly in a plane, that had been developed like this. It produces products
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that work, in some sense, but it is no way to break new ground with products
that are really effective – both well designed and robust in use.10

Why is this so? The main reason is the continuing dominance of the craft-
based approach, surviving largely because of the inadequate evaluation
process. There is no systematic independent testing and reporting on the effec-
tiveness of products. New teaching materials are regularly reviewed – but by
an ‘expert’ who must deliver the review in a week or two, purely on the basis
of inspection. The improved effectiveness produced by development often
depends on quite subtle refinements; it only shows when representative
samples of users (for example, typical teachers and students, working with
the materials), are studied in depth. As we have noted, such studies take time
and cost money. The situation is exacerbated because the buyer and the user
of many products are different – for example, the school system buys the
teaching materials that the teachers use. Marketing is, of course, aimed at the
buyer. Given this situation, there is a greater need, and responsibility, for the
academic community to do this kind of work – and for governments to fund
it.11 It goes almost without saying that there are no regulatory agencies on the
lines of those that every country has for drugs and for aeroplanes.

Thus, currently there is no incentive for industry to invest in systematic
development. Systematic evaluation, preferably before marketing, would
change that; it would increase the cost of materials but not to a strategically
significant extent (see the next section, p. 146).

Academia

If the situation is to improve, major changes will need to come in academia.
Currently the academic value system in education, which controls academic
appointments and promotions, is actively hostile to engineering research. As
discussed in IER, it favours:

• new ideas over reliable research
• new results over replication and extension
• trustworthiness over generalizability
• small studies over major programs
• personal research over team research
• first author over team member
• disputation over consensus building
• journal papers over products and processes.

Schoenfeld (2002) describes most such studies as of ‘limited generality but
… (if properly done) … “here is something worth paying attention to”’. As I
have noted, that is a totally inadequate basis for design. In all respects these
values undermine research that would have clear impact on the improvement
of teaching and learning.
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A status pattern, where the pure is valued far more than the applied, is
common but it is not general at any level of research. Many Nobel Prizes
are for the design and development of devices – for example, only two
people have won two Nobel Prizes in the same field: John Bardeen, the
physicist, for the transistor, and for the theory of superconductivity and
Fred Sanger, the biologist, for the 3D structure of haemoglobin (a first in
this application of X-ray crystallography) and for the procedure for sequen-
cing DNA.

At least two of these are engineering in approach. With examples like
these, education need not fear for its respectability in giving equal status to
engineering research. These lie in ‘Pasteur’s Quadrant’ (Stokes 1997) of
work that contributes both practical benefits and new insights. However,
one should not undervalue work in Edison’s Quadrant, with its purely
practical focus – contributions like the luminous filament light bulb are of
inestimable social value. Note also that, in making this discovery, Edison
investigated and catalogued the properties of hundreds of other candidate
materials, adding to the body of phenomenological knowledge that is part of
the theoretical underpinning of all engineering. In contrast, so much research
in education lies in the quadrant that has no name – advancing neither theory
nor practice.

Changing the culture in any established profession is notoriously diffi-
cult. What actions may help to bring this about in educational research?
Leaders in the academic research community can make a major contribu-
tion by including direct impact on practice as a key criterion for judging
research, complementing valid current criteria. One may (hopefully)
envisage a future search committee at an academic institution that wants to
hire a senior person in education, and is mindful of public pressure to make
a difference. The institution has decided that candidates must either be
outstanding on one of the following criteria, or be very strong on two or
three:

• Impact on practice: evidence should cover the number of teachers and
students directly affected; the nature of the improvement sought and
achieved; specific expressions of interest in future development;

• Contribution to theory and/or knowledge: evidence should cover how
new or synthetic the work is; warrants for trustworthiness, generality,
and importance; citations; reviews; how frequently researchers else-
where have used the ideas; and

• Improvement in either research or design methodology: evidence should
cover how far the new approaches are an improvement on previous
approaches; in what ways the work is robust, and applies to new situa-
tions; to what degree others employ these methods.

Given the self-interest of those who are successful under current criteria,
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progress in this area will not be easy; however, real leaders often have
the necessary confidence to promote principled improvements. Funding
agencies can play their part, as they currently do, by funding projects that
require good engineering. Furthermore, they can encourage universities
to give successful teams, including their designers, long-term
appointments.

What does good engineering cost?

It is clear that the process of design and development outlined earlier
(systematic design, development and evaluation) is more expensive than the
simple author → publisher chain of the craft-based approach. How much
does it cost? How does this investment in R&D compare with that in other
fields where improvement is needed?

The NSF-funded projects for developing mathematics curriculum mate-
rials in the 1990s were each funded at a level of about $1,000,000 for each
year’s materials, supporting about 200 hours of teaching – that is, about
$5,000 per classroom hour. Each team worked under enormous pressure to
deliver at the required rate of one year’s material per project year. At the
Shell Centre, we have tackled less-forbidding challenges. We have developed
smaller units, each supporting about 15 hours, at typical cost of £7,000–
15,000 ($15,000–30,000) per classroom hour. The difference, and the
range, reflects the amount of feedback, particularly classroom observation,
that the funding and time has enabled. The cost of the full process (as
outlined in the design, development and evaluation section, p. 132) is at the
top of this range.

What would the redevelopment of the whole school curriculum cost at
$30,000 per classroom hour? (No one is suggesting that everything needs to
change but this gives an upper limit to the total cost.) Let us assume

• 14 years of schooling × 200 days per year × 5 hours per day = 14,000
hours

• 3 parallel developments to meet different student needs > 40,000 hours
• $30,000 per classroom hour for high-quality development

which gives a total of approximately $1.2 billion. Spread over, say, 5 years –
the minimum time such a development effort would need – that yields an
R&D cost of $120 million per year; since the annual expenditure on schools
in the United States of America is at least $300 billion, this amounts to
investing ~0.04% of total running cost in R&D.

Any measurable gain in the effectiveness or efficiency of schooling would
justify this expenditure. (It could be saved by increasing the average number
of students in a school of 2,500 students by just one student!)

For smaller countries, the proportion would be higher but still modest.
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For comparison, other fields that are developing rapidly typically spend
5 per cent to 15 per cent of turnover on R&D, with 80 per cent on
research-based development, 20 per cent on basic research. I believe that
a level of 1 per cent of such investment in education is an appropriate
target for many advanced countries. This would cover not only the R&D
but the (larger) extra-implementation costs, involving as it must networks
of ‘live’ support. This would transform the quality of children’s educa-
tion, with consequent benefits in personal satisfaction and economic
progress.

All this takes time. However, government are used to planning and
funding long-term projects in other fields – 4 years to plan and 5 years to
build a bridge or an aeroplane.

Implications for policy and the design community

In this chapter, we have seen how an engineering research approach may
enable

research insights ⇒ better tools and processes ⇒ improved practice

through creative design and systematic refinement using research methods.
Achieving this will need changes at policy level in the strategies for educa-
tional improvement; each of these changes will depend on active effort by
the research and development communities. To summarize, the strategic
changes that seem to be needed are:

• Recognition that good engineering is valuable and weak engineering
costly. Good engineering produces more effective and reliable outcomes,
which justify the higher cost and longer time scales than the craft-based
approach; persuasive evidence on this can only come from independent
comparative in-depth evaluation of widely available products in use in
realistic circumstances – a smarter buyer will then support better design.
This needs a substantial effort by research communities, and appropriate
funding.

• Coherent planning and funding of improvement by school systems,
combining the long time scales of substantial educational improvement
with demonstrable year-by-year gains that will satisfy political needs;
the design and development community can help by linking its
responses to short-term funding opportunities to a realistic long-term
vision, negotiated with funders and based on basic research and past
successes.

• Substantial multiskilled teams of designers, developers, evaluators and
other insight researchers capable of carrying through such major
projects with the long time scales they imply; while specialist centres
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will continue to play an important role, there is a need for universities to
play the central role they do in other ‘big’ fields such as physics and
medicine (recognition, see above, will be important in persuading
governments to make the investment needed).

• Broadening of the academic value system in universities, giving equal
research credit to in-depth insights and impact on practice; this will
need leadership from the research community and pressure from
funders.

• Building credible theories of learning and teaching to guide research-
based design and development that links to that of insight-focused
research and, in turn, drives the latter to build a consensus-based core of
results that are well-specified and reliable enough to be a useful basis for
design.

• Collaboration: all the above will be advanced if funders, project leaders,
designers and researchers learn to work more closely together over time;
while the community of researchers is long established, the design and
development community in education has still to acquire similar
coherence.

Clearly, there is much that is challenging to be accomplished here. But, if
governments and other funders become convinced that we can deliver what
they need then, together, we can make educational research a more useful,
more influential, and much better-funded enterprise.
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Notes

1 Some of the work reported in earlier chapters is ‘engineering research’ – but most
of it is not. The term ‘design research’ covers a very wide range and I hope to show
that the distinction is important.

2 The Shell Centre, also founded about 40 years ago with similar goals, has a team
of about 5 people and lives from project to project on short-term funds.
Sustaining long-term strategies for improvement in these circumstances requires
stubborn selectivity – and luck.

3 UK university departments in all subjects undergo a Research Assessment Exer-
cise (RAE) every 6 years. This was the definition of research for the RAE.

4 There are some areas where the need for careful development is recognized,
notably in the development of tests; here the results have not been encouraging,
largely because the design has often been approached on a narrow basis, domi-
nated by traditional psychometrics, with little attention to whether what is
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actually assessed truly reflects the learning goals of the subject in a balanced way.
Cognitive science research and better design are both needed here.

5 The difference between Mozart and Salieri, and the hundreds of little-known
composers from that time, was not in their theoretical principles; it was what each
did with them. The principles and rules of melody, harmony and counterpoint
were well known to, and used by, all of them.

6 The US ‘What Works Clearinghouse’ in its study of mathematics teaching mate-
rials, the most active area of materials development, found no study of this kind to
review – this in a country with tens of thousands of educational researchers, many
of them evaluators (see Schoenfeld 2006).

7 The issues of sampling, random or matched assignment need ongoing study and
experiment.

8 These can also be designed to probe teachers’ ‘pedagogical content knowledge’ of
mathematics or science.

9 After many years of searching for outstanding designers, I know of only a few tens
in mathematics education worldwide with whom I would be keen to work.

10 It is true that some educational software is developed somewhat more systemati-
cally – the inevitably high cost of design and programming makes room for this.
However, even this is held back by the same lack of reliable data for users on how
well it works.

11 The ‘What Works Clearinghouse’ in the US has such a purpose; the methodology
is profoundly flawed (see Schoenfeld (2006)) – but perhaps it is a start.
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Educational design research

The value of variety

Moving aheadEducational design research

This book has offered a platform for discussing educational design research,
and several views on how to assess and assure its quality. In this closing
chapter, we explore the role that design research plays in the broader scien-
tific cycle, including implications for assessing the quality of design research
proposals, activities, and reports.

The scientific cycle

The discussion in this chapter departs from the contribution made by Phil-
lips in Chapter 6, where he expresses concern about “serious oversimplifica-
tion” of scientifically oriented research. He points to the contemporary
trend to primarily emphasize the final stage of the research cycle – testing
claims of causality (for example, randomized field trials). He also reminds
readers about the importance of the preliminary investigation stage that is
guided by deep factual and theoretical understanding. In so doing, he indi-
cates that a view of science as proceeding through several stages has been well
established for quite some time, citing writings of Reichenbach, Popper, and
Dewey as examples. With regard to educational design research, Kelly
(Chapter 8) and Bannan-Ritland (2003) point to the need to see design
research as an integral approach within a larger scientific cycle.

Figure 10.1 is based on the notion that scientific inquiry in general, and
educational research in particular, flows through multiple cycles. It shows
that earlier stages share an exploratory emphasis including speculation,
observation, identification of variables/processes, modeling, prototyping,
and initial implementation. Design research is conducted within or across
these stages. Later stages share a confirmatory emphasis, in which causality
is tested. This may range from smaller-scale learning experiments through
large-scale diffusion and comparative testing of impact. Here, effect studies,
such as randomized field trials, are conducted. The exploratory emphasis is
necessary to arrive at well-designed innovations, worthy of going to scale,
and the confirmatory emphasis is necessary not only to test the impact of an
innovation, but also to provide sound inputs for future exploratory work.

Chapter 10

Nienke Nieveen, Susan McKenney and
Jan van den Akker



Design research differentiation

The contributions within this book discuss varying perspectives on design
research. While all the chapters touch on the exploratory nature of design
research, variations do exist. In exploring that variation, particularly when
revisiting the variation in design aims, we find it useful to distinguish
between studies that aim to (dis)prove learning theories – validation studies
and those that aim to solve an educational problem using relevant theoret-
ical knowledge – development studies. Whereas both types involve the
design, development, and evaluation of learning innovations in context,
their scientific output differs. As elaborated under the next heading, valida-
tion studies ultimately contribute most to advancing (domain-specific)
instructional theories, while development studies yield design principles for
use in solving education problems.

Validation studies

Validation studies feature the design of learning trajectories in order to
develop, elaborate, and validate theories about both the process of learning
and the resulting implications for the design of learning environments. In
this category, we draw parallels with well-known works such as those of
Brown (1992) and Collins (1992), as well as newer ones from this volume
(Chapters 2 and 3). With the aim of advancing learning theory, validation
studies contribute to several levels of theory development (Chapter 3):

• microtheories: at the level of the instructional activities;
• local instruction theories: at the level of the instructional sequence;

and
• domain-specific instruction theory: at the level of pedagogical content

knowledge.
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In order to reach these aspirations, researchers deliberately choose natu-
rally occurring test beds (though they tend to work with above-average
teaching staff) instead of laboratory or simulated settings. In doing so, their
work evolves through several stages (Chapter 3) such as:

• Environment preparation: elaborating a preliminary instructional
design based on an interpretative framework;

• Classroom experiment: testing and improving the instructional design/
local instructional theory and developing an understanding of how it
works; and

• Retrospective analysis: studying the entire data set to contribute to the
development of a local instructional theory and (improvement of) the
interpretative framework.

DiSessa and Cobb (2004: 83) warn that “design research will not be
particularly progressive in the long run if the motivation for conducting
experiments is restricted to that of producing domain specific instructional
theories.” A practical contribution of validation studies lies in the develop-
ment and implementation of specific learning trajectories that were imple-
mented to test the theoretical basis of the design.

Development studies

Whereas the practical contribution is a (secondary) benefit of most valida-
tion studies, derivation of design principles for use in practice is a funda-
mental aim of most development studies. Here, research is problem-driven,
situated in the educational field, and involves close interaction between
practitioners, researchers, experts, and other stakeholders. Design studies of
this nature have been described previously (McKenney and van den Akker
2005; Nieveen and van den Akker 1999; Richey and Nelson 1996; Richey et
al. 2004; van den Akker 1999) as well as in this volume (Chapters 4, 5, and
7)). Development studies integrate state-of-the-art knowledge from prior
research in the design process and fine-tune educational innovations based
on piloting in the field. Throughout the process, implicit and explicit design
decisions are captured. By unpacking the design process, design principles
that can inform future development and implementation decisions are
derived. Two main types of principles are addressed (Chapters 5 and 7; van
den Akker 1999): (1) procedural design principles: characteristics of the
design approach; and (2) substantive design principles: characteristics of the
design itself.

Since design principles are not intended as recipes for success, but as
heuristic guidelines to help others select and apply the most appropriate
knowledge for a specific design task in another setting, comprehensive and
accurate portrayal of the context is an essential companion to both types of
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design principles. It should be noted that development studies do more than
merely demonstrate local utility. As Barab and Squire (2004: 8) put it,
“design scientists must draw connections to theoretical assertions and claims
that transcend the local context.”

In order to solve educational problems and arrive at design principles,
development studies usually progress through several stages, as described in
Chapters 2, 5, and 7:

• Preliminary research: thorough context and problem analysis along
with development of a conceptual framework based on literature
review;

• Prototyping stage: setting out design guidelines, optimizing prototypes
through cycles of design, formative evaluation, and revision;

• Summative evaluation: often explores transferability and scaling,
along with (usually small-scale evaluation of) effectiveness; and

• Systematic reflection and documentation: portrays the entire study to
support retrospective analysis, followed by specification of design prin-
ciples and articulation of their links to the conceptual framework.

Development studies rely on local ownership for being able to observe
phenomena in their natural settings. This requires a long-term link with
practice as time is necessary to fully explore and optimize an intervention,
before implementing it in normal settings. Collaborative design activities
offer outstanding joint professional learning opportunities for researchers
and practitioners (Chapter 5).

Why we need variety

We may be able to learn from “sister fields” such as engineering product
design and research on diffusion of innovations (Zaritsky et al. 2003). As
with all design disciplines, educational engineering requires varied types of
investigations at different stages of an evolving process. Related to this
notion, Brown (1992), Burkhardt and Schoenfeld (2003), and Burkhardt
(Chapter 9) advocate scaling mechanisms, such as:

• Alpha trials: held under control of the design research team and under
ideal circumstances;

• Beta trials: performed at carefully chosen sites with some support;
and

• Gamma trials: focusing on widespread adoption with minimal
support.

Taking these ideas seriously implies commitment to long-term endeavors
that require substantial support from a research program that embraces an
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overarching vision. Building on earlier work (van den Akker and McKenney
2004), Figure 10.2 illustrates such a vision in which educational engineering
departs from a sound theoretical base built by validation studies, develops
through practical understanding from development studies, and is tested by
effectiveness research. Due to the scope of each study type, most research
programs specialize in one area (validation studies, development studies, or
effectiveness research).

Understanding and assessing design research quality

While design researchers may find it easy to see their place in a larger frame-
work, such as the one sketched in the previous section, Kelly (2003; Chapter
8) and Phillips (Chapter 6) emphasize that researchers from other well-estab-
lished traditions are likely to have little tolerance for rival approaches. This
poses great challenges for garnering support for a comparatively nascent
research approach. The merits of design research can only become evident to
outsiders when good examples begin to crop up, and these require substantial
long-term commitments. Since the majority of gatekeepers to funding and
publication opportunities speak alternate “research dialects” (Kelly 2003),
the barriers to launching serious, longitudinal design research seem daunting.

How then should we stimulate thoughtful consideration of design research
proposals, activities, and manuscripts? For starters, the design research
community could become more explicit about the quality standards that it
adheres to and wants to be held accountable for (Dede 2004). As mentioned
in the first chapter of this book, it was the need for an internal debate on
quality assurance that stimulated the Research Council on Educational
Research of the Netherlands Foundation for Scientific Research (NWO/
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PROO) to invite well-reputed design researchers to participate in a seminar
dedicated to the topic. It was the intention of this book to take the dialogue
one step further. Now, nearing a close, we draw upon international literature,
chapter contributions and discussions from the NWO/PROO seminar to offer
some considerations for understanding and assessing design research quality.

Portray design research in perspective

We view the placement of design research at the exploratory side of a larger
scientific cycle as crucial to understanding both its worth and merit. The
distinction between validation studies and development studies can be useful
in furthering more nuanced discussions of design research. Furthermore,
demonstrating that exploratory studies provide the necessary inputs for other
research approaches (for example, effectiveness research) may begin to facili-
tate more productive dialogue with those funding agencies and manuscript
reviewers who are open to, but not familiar with, design research.

Demonstrate coherent research design

As with other research approaches, the inclusion of a carefully considered,
well-informed conceptual or interpretive framework is essential. Due to the
scope of design studies, evidence must be provided for how to deal respon-
sibly with large amounts of data (Reeves et al. 2005; Richey and Klein 2005)
without wasting time, effort, and resources through “massive overkill”
(Dede 2004: 107) in terms of data gathering and analysis. Whether through
an interpretive framework or other tools, the research design should clarify
how data will be analyzed and interpreted. Additionally, research planning
should demonstrate intentions of obtaining regular, critical formative feed-
back. Although less relevant for most validation studies, development study
design should evidence a long-term perspective, include scaling options, and
address conditions for sustainable implementation.

Support claims for the expected scientific output

The main contributions of the research should be clearly indicated, and
warrants must be provided to match each output. Returning to the motives
for design research discussed earlier in this book (Chapter 1) three general
types of contributions are likely: (i) formulation of education-related theo-
ries or principles; (ii) educational improvement with local ownership; (iii)
contribution to an understanding of the design process itself.

Exhibit scientific quality of applicants

Design researchers must offer assurance that they are up to the task. A team
that includes distributed expertise (for example, strong past performance in
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the design area and in domain expertise) should be highly regarded. It may
even be possible to use portfolios (Chapter 6) for ascertaining design com-
petence. Finally, evidence of a sustainable relationship among an inter-
disciplinary team (including researchers, practitioners, experts, and other
stakeholders) must be provided.

Closing comments

Ideally, participants from the same commissive space should review design
research proposals, activities, and publications (Chapter 8). And, according
to Edelson (2002), since design research objectives differ from those of a
traditional empirical approach, they should not be judged by the same stan-
dards. But until the commissive space of design research grows sufficiently
and quality standards within the community become widely known and
accepted, design researchers must find ways to help other reviewers look
beyond their own methodological preferences. Articulation and discussion
of standards by which design research ought to be judged are a first step in
this direction. Toward that goal, we hope that this book has offered some
useful ideas to help advance the field of design research in education.
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